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A QUESTION OF IMPERATIVES

TOM WACHTEL

Adam Ifickierics University, Patna 11

Tho major existing analyses of the imperative are inadequate in the arbit-
rariness they ascribe to the sur;ace form. A non-arbitrary analysis is presented
here,1 which accounts for both the command force of an imperative and for
its surface form, and explains why this form should exist, with this force, in
pragmatic and universal terms.

Consider first, however, the arbitrariness which the two major modern
existing analyses of the imperative ascribe to the surfaco form. The first
of these is the syntactic transformational (e.g. Katz and Postal 1964) which
posits an underlying structure something like (2) for (1).

1 Leave!
2 IMP you will leave

The Imperative transformation applies to (2), triggered by IMP, and derives
the surface form (1). The second approach is the generative semantic/per-
formative (e.g. Lakoff 1971; based on Austin 1962; Searle, 1969) which posits
an underlying structure like (3) (loosely represented as (4)) to which certain
rules apply to derive (1). Here, (3) incorporates Ross's (1972) analysis of
action predicates, involving DO.

3 COMMAND (x, y, DO (y, leave(y)))
4 I order you to leave

I Presented at the 12th International Conference on Polish-English Contrastive
Linguistics, Uniejow, Poland, May 1977. Tho ideas discussed here worn originally pre-
sented in Wachtel (1976: chapt. 4). I am grateful to Patrick Griffiths, David Relbel,
Anthony Warner, John Green, George Horn, and Grzegorz Dogil for their help and
comments on an earlier draft.
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6 Tom Wachtel

These are attempts to account for the surface forms of imperatives, and
for the meaning relationships between them and other fuller sentences with
clearly similar meanings (cf. the underlying forms, above). However, they
are both arbitrary in their explanation of the surface forms in that they fail
to provide an explanation of why the devices they involve should operate,
why such forms should exist, why language should be like this at all. Why,
for instance, should you and will be deleted to form the surface imperative
form? Deletion is as arbitrary as., for example, moving them to the end of the
sentence, or inserting ocoobie-dot., so that the form of the imperative would be
either (5) or (6).

5 *Leave you will!
6 *Scoobie-doo-leave!

Or, why is it not the case that commands only appear as either (7) or (8)?

,7 You will leave
8 I order you to leave

Why should a specific 'imperative form' exist, when these sentences are
adequate commands?

Consider, further, the arbitrariness implicit in Katz & Postal's (1964:74ff.)
treatment of imperatives and questions, whore they posit I (=IMP) as
the underlying imperative morpheme and Q as the underlying question mor-
pheme. Subsequent Imperative and Question formation transformations,
specifing these morphemes, respectively, delete them, as well as performing
other deletion and reordering processes.

The actual surface form of questions may be considered arbitrary. Subject-
Verb inversion, WH-fronting, and so on, are arbitrary markers of inter-
rogation, and not universal features of language: English fronts its «'H -word,
Chinese doesn't; English inverts for truth-value questions, Polish uses- an
initial question morpheme, Chinese and Fulani a final one, and so on. Thus
the form that the interrogative takes in any particular language is arbitrary.

Katz & Pustal's treatment of imperatives, however, parallels their treatment
of questions. Just as Q triggers certain rules, so IMP triggers certain other
rules, which result in the surface form. Nevertheless, there is a great deal
more consensus among languages with respect to the imperative form a
subjectless bare verb stem than with respect to the question form. (This
startling degree of uniformity is examined in more detail below.) Their analysis
obscures this fact.

It is not disputed here that the surface forms of questions are arbitrary,
or that the form of any other syntactic construction may be arbitrary. It is
disputed that all such forms are necessarily arbitrary, by the nature of lan-
guage. In particular, it is disputed that the imperative form is just as ar-

6



A question of imperatives 7

bitrary as the question form, as is implicit in the Katz-Postal account, AlhiCh
is based on deriving each from an abstract underlying morpheme. If a func-
tional explanation exists, then it must not be obscured by the otherwise
prevalent arbitrariness.

Recall that the traditional granhearians' approach to the imperative
also ascribes arbitrariness to the surfs Je form: "With au imperative it is

generally unnecessary to add the subject" (Jespersen, 1933: 102). Apparent)y
it just so happens that a sentence consisting of a tenseless verb without, a
subject (or with an 'understood' you) has the effect of a command. This
'surface structure analysis' of the imperative has recently been revived, in
Downes (1976), where the fact that imperatives have the force of commands
is considered to be purely a part of pragmatics, and not syntax/semantics,
and the illocutionary force of imperatives ("main clause infinitives") is ac-
counted for by a pragmatic interpretive rule. Thus it is considered incorrect
to represent this illocutionary force by IMP or COMMAND, and the only
linguistic analysis considered necessary is the surface structure one. This
structure has the illocutionary force potential of a command, and if the pre-
conditions (as, e.g., in Searle 1969; see below) are met, it has this illocutionary
force. According to this analysis, there is no more to the imperative, lin-
guistically, than there is to any sign a beckoning finger, for instance. Thus
the traditional grammarians' arbitrariness is clothed in pragmatics.

This is an unsatisfactory and arbitrary dismissal of the imperative, and
is in no way an explanation. It ascribes the same arbitrariness to the surface
form, in that the pragmatics involved deal with a much wider range of signs
than just the imperative, and there is not considered to be anything in im-
peratives, linguistically, that has anything to do with commanding. Since
there is no such connection, the form must be considered arbitrary. It does
have the merit of acknowledging the interpersonal aspect of commanding,
the importance of which will be developed further below.

The two accounts discussed above, on the other hand, say: "Look at all
this machinery. This is how it works. This is the structure of language",
but without saying why this should be so, why this particular bit of linguistic
machinery should have this effect. The simple question here is why the im-
perative has the form and effect it does, if this is not arbitrary? Thus, not
"How does it work?" but "Why does it work?".

The present analysis olaims that it is the bare stem that is used as an
imperative (and not an 'imperative form'), and that this is not an arbitrary
choice, but results from the fact that an imperative is intended to be taken
as an answer by one speaker to his interlocutor's hypothetical question. What
shall I do now?. The hypothetical question is represented as What shall I do
now? throughout. It is stressed that it is the meaning of this question that is
important, and not the form. That is, it could equally well be represented as



8 Tom Wachtel

What do you want me to do? or What must I do?, or any other form v hick expres-
ses the authority relationship and invites a command. The 'answer' to this
question is, e.g., You shall leave now, but normal syntactic rules operate to
delete repeated material, thus leaving only the bare stem. leave. The fact that
this form is subjectless, tenseless, etc., indicates the pragmatic presupposition
of the existence of the hypothetical question, and thus establishes the neces-
sary authority relationship. No such question is actually asked, but the use
of the bare stem indicates that the speaker is aeting as if it had been, %%Mull
is what the imperative is about.

English is used to exemplify the pragmatic and syntactic aspects dealt
with below. However, s:pee the nature of the analysis suggests that it is uni-
versal, data from fifteen other languages is presented in the appendix.

Considering mhat is involved in giving a command, let us turn to Smile's
(1969: 62) "Rules for the use of the illocutionary force indicating device".
These are conditions which must be fulfilled for a sentence to have a certain
illocutionary force. Consider what Searle (1969: 64) has to say on giving an
order: "The preparatory conditions include that the speaker should be in a
position of authority me: the hearer, the sincerity condition is that the speak-
er NI ants the order d act clone, and the essential condition has to do m ith
the fact that the speaker intends the utterance as an attempt to get the hearer
to do the act". The conditions in Gordon &Lakoff (1971) (in the form of mean-
ing postulates) are equivalent to these conditions. These deal with sincerity
and NN anting the aet done by the addressee. The authority aspect seems to
have been neglected by linguists, since, presumbly, this is a soda! issue and
not a linguistic one. This erroneous and far - reaching conclusion needs to be
remedied.

A command with no authority behind it mill not work (thus Searle's con-
ditions). Where does this authority come from? it is clearly a pmely social
(non-linguistic) matter. Either A has authority over B, or he dues not. Con-
sider, however, the cases where there are no overt signals of authority, i.e.
between peers. Here this is being taken to mean people who at as if they
were peers, people who interact in a situation with no overt signals defining
their relationship. Such is the bulk of everyday interaction. The question is
where the authority behind a command comes from in such a situation. Or,

is the authority to give a command established beim een indh ideals mho
are in no authority situation/relationship already?

There are two possibilities: the deferent and the assertive. The authority
relationship may be established by deference on the part of the party wishing
to rule (IIriah Hop) or by assertiveness on4ao part of the party wishing to
rule (the macho way). Either you wear the trousers, or you put them on some-
one else (counter respectively). In each case there are two ways of doing it:
the explicit and the implicit.



A question of imperatives 9

Deference The explicit way is simply to state that the authority relationship
is suoh.

9 Your wish is my command
10 At your service
11 Awaiting further instructions
12 I'm 'umble, I am

The implicit way to establish the other's authority is to ask a question whose
basic form is (13).

13 What shall I do now?

The utterance of this signals that the utterer wishes to be given an order, that
his interlocutor has (according to him, which is all that matters) the authority
to tell him what to do, to issue an order which will be obeyed. It is not an ex-
plicit assertion of deference; the actual specification of the authority relation-
ship is pragmatically presupposed (Stalnaker, 1974) by the speaker, on uttering
something like (13).

Assertiveness The explicit way to indicate that ono believes himself to have
the.authority is to declare it:

14 As your commanding officer...
15 I'm th:s boss around here
16 Because I'm your mother!

The implicit way to establish one's own authority is to assume that one's
interlocutor has already conceded the authority, just as .che implicit deferential
way is to assume that the opposite authority relationship has been established.
One way of doing this is to act linguistically as if one's interlocutor has impli-
citly established one's authority by a question such as (13), above. The best
way to do this is to answer the question, and indicate, by syntactic deletion,
that even if no such question was actually asked, one is acting a:s had if it been,
and the 'answer' is to be taken as such. To assume this hypothetical anteced-
ent (a pragmatic presupposition) results in utterances of the following type.

17 A: (What shall I do now?)
B: (You shall) Go home

This results in a so-called ' imperativ' form'. Only the bare stem remains. By
deleting you and ahall (which is hero to be taken as representing the sot of
modals, real or abstract, that might be used here, e.g. must, should, ...), B is
treating them as repeated items, thus implying their presence in a previous
utterance, namely, one of the same logical (though not necessarily lexical)
form 88 the one given here. Thus the form of the imperative implies that it is
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the answ er to a question which is itself an implicit signal of deference. Thus,
by a sort of transitivity, an utterance of 'imperative' form is an implicit as-
sertion of authority. It is precisely for this reason that an 'imperative' has the
force of a command.

The same analysis in terms of the performative analysis leads to a ques-
tionand-answ or pair (corresponding to (17), above) of the following general
form.

18 A: (What do you command me to do now?)
B: (I command you to) Go home

Or something like (19).

19 A: (REQUEST (A, B, COMMAND (B, A, DO (A,_ (A)))))
B: (COMMAND (B, A, DO (A,) Go home ((A)))))

A completely atheoretical account will do equally well: the imperative form
is simply that action which is being asked about in the hypothetical antecedent
question. If question words, such as what, are considered as variables in a gen-
eral conceptual representation (see Lo Cascio 1976), then the imperative is the
proper name (or constant) that is substituted for that variable, thus making
the general conceptual representation more specific. Thus, for B to say no
more than that proper name, i.e. go home, is to imply that A requires this par-
ticular specification of some variable. Thus the hypothetical 'conversation'
might be (20).

20 A: (What I shall do now is x)
B: (x is) 'go home'

This corresponds to the equivalence between (21) and (22).

21 A: What is two plus two?
B: Four

22 A: 2+2=x
B: x=4

It is clear that such an. analysis explicitly specifies the link between author-
it3 and commanding, and explains where the covert authority of the 'im-
perative form' is derived from As such, it is already superior to the analres
dis,aissed earlier, where authority is a separate pragmatic condition on the
speech act of commanding, and unrelated to the surface form. The important
point here is that the imperative is the 'answer' to a hyrthetical question.
This question is in a sense being imposed upon the addressee by the issuer of
the command. Although it never happened, they both behave as though it had.

10



A question of impercgives 11

There follows some evidence which supports the above analysis by show-
ing that the 'magmatic and syntactic features involved are crucial in related
but different parts of the language, and are therefore not ad hoc.

Consider the similarity in surface form between commands and sugges-
tions, pieces of advice, and other such forms. This is duo to the fact that these
are the result of the same typo of process: a suggestion, for instance, is the
answ er to a (possibly- hypothetical) question requesting a suggestion, the same
is true for ath ice-giving, where the question requests advice. The difference
between commands, suggestions, advice, and so on, corresponds exactly to the
preconditions for the particular speech act involved. Thus, a suggestion dues
not involve the same typo of authority relationship as a, command ,but it does
invoh o a spetifie relationship. This difference is specified by the difference in
the hypothetical question assumed to have been asked.

23 A: (What do you suggest I do now?)
B: (I suggest you) Go home

24 A: (What do you advise me to do now?)
B: (I advise you to) Go home

Note, ft.rther, the restauzant situation, in m Melt a customer may urdet his
meal by usins a series of NPs.

25 Soup, ratatouille, and a Wonder Ice Cake

This ellipsis is made possible by the fact that the interlocutor roles aro obvious
in the given context. The customer/ aitor relationship .nay be specified in a
question-and-answer format.

26 A: (What do you want me to bring you?)
B: (I want you to bring me) Soup, ratatouille, and a Wonder Ice Cake

Suggested answers to one's own questions also have the same surface form.

27 What did ho do? Go home?
28 Whore have you been? In London?
29 What do you want mo to do now? Mow the lawn?

These 'imperatives' are clearly not commands. They differ front true sugges-
tions in that they are overtly suggested answ ers to questions, w Melt true sug-
gestions at only covertly (and to a different question). It is much more trans-
parent ;it these cases that the utterances in question, identical in form to com-
mand 'imperatives', are the result of deletion specified by the antecedent
question, and also that they are suggested specifications of variables. Note
that the utterances in (27 - 9) have ho illocutionary force in terms of their
propositional content: go home? in (27) is not a question about going home but
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one about whether the proposition expressed (elliptically) by go home is the
true answer to the first question.

Straightforward answers to ordinary questions also exhibit the same type
of ellipsis.

30 A: How's your father?
B: (My father is) .Fine

31 A: What's the time?
B: (The time is) Four o'clock

32 A: Where's my supper?
B: (Your supper's) In the fridge

33 A: What'son TV tonight?
33: Irojak (is on TV tonighrt)

34 A: How long has he been out of jail?
B: (He has been out of jail) (for) Three weeks

35 A: What's he going to do?
33: (He's going to) Kill the eat

Note that Kill the cat is not a commane in (35).
This phenomenon is well known and has been for a long time. Postal

(1964: 34) says of these "fragments" (also referred to as "snmisentences"):
"occurrence in isolation permits no interpretation at au. An their interpre-
tation in context is directly determined by, and does not involve asp elimina-
tion of fixed interpretations inappropriate to, the context". The point to be
made here is that exactly the same process goes on in the production of im-
peratives as in the 'ordinary' answering of questions. This is very strong evidence
in favour of the present analysis of imperatives. The only difference is that,
with imperatives, the question being answered (whether or not it was literally
asked) is of a very specific nature. Consider why the fragment go home in (30)
would permit no interpretation at all if it was in isolation (which it isn't),
whereas the same fragment in (17) is not meaningless, although it is in isola-
tion, i.e. there is no overt antecedent question.

36 A: What will John do next year?
B: (John will) Go home (next year)

17 A: (What shall I do now?)
33: (You shall) Go home

The answer, of course, is part of general conditions on deletion and recover-
ability. Clearly, fragments such as these cannot be answers to just any covert
question whatsoever. This would clearly make context-dependent interpreta-
tion impossible. Thus the covert questions are highly restricted in nature, and
in fact strictly linked to the specifie relationship holding between questioner
and answerer in terms of authority, advisory copeck., , and so on. When such

1
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A question of imperatives 13

a relationship is established, when such a context is clear, then the 'impera-
tive' answer can be treated as a reply to a hypothetical question consistent
with this context.

The point that these straightforward answers to questions exhibit the same
type of deletion is crucial here. It is the existence of this typo of deletion that
enables the implicit assertive way of establishing authority to work. The beauty
of the present case lies in the way this common linguistic process has been
exploited in the use of language by people behaving linguistically as if there
had been an utterance of a specific typo when there had been none. The sub-
tlety lies in the fact that the success of this strategy depends on the identity
conditions which permit deletion; these are common to 11 deletion rules.
Because of the nature of surface structure constraints it English, a speaker
of English knows that certain material has been deleted from a sentence like (1).

1 Leave!

Because of what he knows about identity conditions on deletion, a speaker of
English who utters (1) is acting as if there had been an utterance of a certain
type uttered just before his utterance of (1). If the speaker and his inter-
locutor do not act as if there had been suoh a preceding utterance, then (1) is
iirurrammatical; it can easily be shown by the speaker that this is not so. This
apparent flagrant violation of conditions on deletion, then, indicates that it is
to be taken that a suitable antecedent occurred. Thus the existence of this
hypothetical antecedent is a conventional implicature (Grice 1968) on the part
of the person who utters (1). The importance of this point is that, in English,
the imperative command is the only form exhibiting this type of deletion that
appears without a surface subject and also without an antecedent occurrence
of the subject, which would normally permit deletion. This strongly suggests
the pragmatic presupposition of a suitable antecedent, and this is a question
of the What shall I do now? type.

Further supporting evidence comes from commands of the form of "whim-
peratives" such as (37), and "fractured whimperatives" such as (38).

37 Why don't you pipe down
38 Pipe down, why don't you

(38) is derived from (37) by a rule of "fracturing" (Sadock, 1974). Although
pipe doton in (38) looks like an 'imperative form' command, A is clear that it
is not derived by any sort of 'imperative-formation' rules. It is simply the
fronted verb stem of the whimperative. This is a clear case of the verb stem of
the whimporative. This is a olear case of the verb stem, as such, being used as
a command. The evidence is of course only available in a language which uses
fracturing, like English.

13



14 Tom Wachtel

Consider nou some supporting evidence that stems from a possible objection
to this analysis. In the appendix, evidence in support of the bare stein analysis
is presented from a number of different languages. Only the you-sing., or 'ab
rupt', forms are considered here. It may be objected that other forms are also
used as imperatives in various languages, and that argue against the analysis.
In fact, corroborating evidence of a very interesting kind comes from these
forms, in spite of the fact that these are stem -}-affix forms.

Consider first that the two other principal forms used as commands, and
often called 'imperatives', are the subjunctive and the infinitive. Their use is
widespread in many languages. Spanish, Italian, and Polish will be used to
exemplify the point here. Consider the follow ing forms. (The attitudinal over-
lays that distinguish bass een these forms Is ill not be discussed here.)

Spanish: quo beba
that drink-you (pol.)-subj.
bebor

drink-inf.

'drink'

'drink!'

Italian: pull 'speak!'
speak-you (poi.) -subj.
parlare 'speak!'
speak-inf.

(In Italian, the infinitive as command is more common in the negative: non
parlare 'don't speak!'.)

Polish: 2eby6 pchal 'push! (or else..)'
that-you (fam.)-push-subj.
pclia6 'push!'
push-inf.

The important question is whether it is arbitrary that these two marked forms
are used as commands in these (and many other) languages. Why does one not
find the past tense, for instance, used in this way? Clearly the choice is not
arbitrary. In that case, what is the explanation?

Note how these forms relate to ways of asking a question about a future
action in these languages. The following are all ways of saying What do you
want me to do? and What shallimustishauld I do?, which are the key questions
here.

Spanish: ? Quo quieres que Naga?
what want-you that do-I-subj.
? Qub tango quo hecer?
what must-I do-inf.

14



Italian: Cosa vlioi
what want-you
Cosa devo
what must-I

Polish: Co chcesz
what want-you
Co mam zrobio?
what am-I-(to)

A question of imperatives 15

che faccia?
that do-I-subj.
fare?
do-inf.

iebym zrobil?
that-I-do-subj.

do-inf.

The particular lexical items tengo que, devo, and mam are like shall in (17),
above, representing a set of items that might be used here. In these questions,
the subjunctive is used for perfectly regular reasons, dependent on the syntax.
and semantics of questions. A full answer to the subjunctive questions could
be the following, for I want you to

Spanish: Quiero que beba
want-I that drink-you (pol.)-subj.

Italian: Voglio che parli
want-I that speak-you (pol.)-subj.

Polish: ChcQ lobyti pchal
want-I that-you (fam.)-push-subj.

If we remove quiero, voglio che, and chel (which are repeated material, control-
led by the question) from these answers, we are left with the subjunctive 'im-
perative' forms, and this holds for all the various 'persons' that might be used
here. The difference between Spanish and Italian is that the former retains the
complementizor (like Polish) and the latter deletes it, though in neither case
is this an absolute rule.

Exactly the same situation obtains for the full answers to the infinitive
questions.

Spanish: Tienes que beber
must-you drink

Italian: Devi parlare
must-you speak

Polish: Masz pchae
are-you-(to) push

'You must drink'

'You must speak'

'You are to push'

If we remove lima que, devi, and 77102 (repeated material), we are left with
the infinitive 'imperative'.

Thus we see that it is not only in 'abrupt' imperatives that we see the
operation of the assumption of a covert question. Subjunctives and infinitives-
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are also used as commands because they are used in answering questions
about future actiup. Deletion signals the fact that the material is to be taken
as repeated. If we do not accept the present analysis, then we disregard the
parallelism between ways of asking/answering questions and ways of com-
manding. The data suggests that we can 'answer' a covert question of thi9
type by either using the verb form of whatever the full answer would have
been (infinitive or subjunctive), or by also deleting the markers indicating
these forms, and using the bare stem only.

Another possible objection to this analysis is that it is appropriate only
for a subpart of imperatives, including advice, suggestions, and so on, but
dues nut cover commands where a covert question is implausible, such as k39).

39 Get off my toe, you bastard!

The present analysis does not claim, how ever, that there is an actual under-
12,14 qaestion before every command, to which the command is an answer.
That would imply that for every command there exists at least one poten-
tially w illing commandee, which is not necessarily true. What is claimed is
that the utterer of a command in the form of an imperative acts as if there
had been a preceding question, that this is indicated by the use of deletion
rules which are triggered by this hypothetical antecedent, and that this is
where the illocutionary force of a command comes from the command-
issuer linguistically forces his addressee into a position where they are both
acting as if he, the addressee, had asked the question. In the case of impera-
tives like (39), although it is clear that it didn't happen, they both act as
though it had even if he refuses to get off his toe, because he has neverthe-
less understood the meaning and force of tbe command, but simply chosen
not to obey.

Thus we see that the form of the so-called Imperative' can be accounted
for in a non-ad hoc manner in terms of establishing, by implicature, of an
authority relationship between two people. The relationship is covertly estab-
lished by the issuer of the command, and can be specified by a hypothetical
question-and-answer dialogue. The advantage that this has over the 'solu-
tionist' analyses discussed earlier is that it not only derives the surface form
frum a w ell-motivated underlying form, as the solutionist analyses do, but
also explains why this derivation should operate in the particular way it does
and in no other way, even in languages with a rich inflectional morphology
(see the Appendix for details). Furthermore, it explains why this form a
bare stem works as a command, thus revealing the non - arbitrary nature
of the surface form. It is a further advantage of this analysis that it applies
irrespective of the particular framework adopted for the underlying represen-
tation of the command utterance. Thus language transcends the polemics of
linguistic theorisation.

16
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APPENDIX

Fiften other languages will be examined here, some related to each other,
others very distinct, in order to establish the universal nature of the hypoth-
esis that it is the bare stem that is used as an imperative, which the covert-ques-
tion hypothesis makes use of.

These analyses are necessarily brief, and irrelevant details are omitted.
Standard orthography will be used, unless this is phonetically opaque in a
significant way. The analyses intended to show, firstly, that other languages
clearly support the hypothesis, and secon 'ly, that miler() a language appars
not to support it (e.g Polish, Greek, and others), this is the result of the
opacity of the surface forms, and a correct analysis reveals that the language
does support the hypothesis. This is intended as a demonstration that the
existence of apparent counterexamples in other languages is not sufficient
evidence, unless supported by a sufficient analysis. It will be seen that some
languages present very strong cases against the hypothesis.

It is stressed that the existence of a language with imperatives whose
form is specifically and overtly a verb stem plus an imperative marker does
not invalidate the question-and-answer hypothesis for imperatives. There is
no reason why a language should not have a speech act marker of this sort,
attached to the bare stem imperative, especially since the speech act of com-
manding is considered to be represented as such at the underlying level of
representation. This typo of redundancy is a common feature of language.
What is interesting, and stunning, is that so many languages do not have
such a marker, when there k no priori reason why they should not.

Square brackets are used both for surface phonetic representations and
underlying phonological representations. Morpheme boundaries (+) do not
appear in surface phonetic representations.

Dutch In addition to jij 'you-sing'. and jullie 'you-plur.", Dutch has a 'polite'
addressee pronoun u, morpholugi.cally singular, but semantically singular or
plural. This is used in 'polite' imperative, with subject-verb inversion.

Komt u binnen, heron 'Come in, gentlemen!'

Affixed to the stem, -t marks the second aid third persons singular of the
present tense. Titus tine stem of kowit (the infinitive is koineu) is kont, and it is
this form that is used for the 'abrupt' imperative, with no addressee pro-
noun.

Kom morgen naar me toe 'Come to me tomorrow!'

This is perfectly regular. Further examples of these 'imperative forms' are
breng 'bring!' kijk 'look!'. These are clear examples of the bare stern being

2 Papers
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18 Tom Wachtel

used as a command, even though Dutch (unlike, e.g., English) does mark
the second person forms of verbs elsewhere.

Danish The transparency of the orthography throws the bare stems into
relief here. This pattern is regular.

Imperative Infinitive Present tense
abn abne abner 'open'
Jan lane laner 'lend'
80V sove sover 'sleep'
arbejd arbejde arbejder 'work'

Pending a more detailed analysis of the phonology, however, (particularly of
the stod), we draw no conclusions here.

Finnish Finnish appears to provide counterevidence, in that imperatives con-
tain material which is not found in some other forms. This argues against a
bare stem analysis.

Imperative Inj:-itive
ota ottrvi 'take'
sovi sopia 'suit'
sulje sulkea 'close'
istuudu istuutua 'sit down'

Completely ad hoe phonological rules would 1- a required to relate these forms,
in order to support the hypothesis. Suet) En analysis would, however, also
neglect two other important points: the traditional analysis of Finnish as
having several types of verb stems, and the regular relationship between the
imperative form and certain other forms. Traditionally, Finnish uses one stem
for the infinitive, and another for the imperative. Thus the lack of correspon-
dence above. Compare the imperative with the second person present tense
form, however.

ota otat
sovi sovit
sulje !Juliet
istuudu istuudut

The same regular and transparent relationship is found throughout. The first
and second person forms use this stem; the third person forms use the same
stem as the infinitive. Thus Finnish provides a clear case of using a bare stem
as a command, even if one cannot speak of 'the' stem, which is a language-spe-
cific phenomenon, and independent of the imperative. Many languages, for
instance, distinguish between an indicative and a subjunctive stem (see, e.g.,

18



A question of imperatives 19

Swahili, below). That it is the stem which is used for the second person forms,
rather than that used for the third person forms, is also consistent with the
hypothesis.

Swahili Here there is clear evidence of the bare stem being used as the 'im-
perative form'. The infinitive is marked by the prefix ku-, as in kungoja 'wait'
kulenga 'aim' katii 'obey'. The imperatives are represented in the following
commands.

Ngoja kidoga
Lenga bunduki
Watii wazazi waho

'Wait a bit!'
'Aim the gun!'
'Obey your parents!'

In the last example, the imperative form is tii. The prefix wa- is an object
marker, marking the presence of wazazi (note the same prefix). Compare this
with the following sentence.

M'tii mwalimu waho 'Obey your teacher'

These prefixes are clearly not imperative markers. The forms ngoja, lenga,
and tii are the verb stems, which in other sente,...:es undergo affixation of
various kinds (arguments, tense, ...) to give the verb forms found elsewhere.

This stem is in fact indicative stem. Swahili subjunctives are formed by
using a subjunctive stem. This is identical to the indicative stem, except
when the latter ends in -a, which becomes -e in the subjunctive stem. The
subjunctive stem may also be used as a command.

Mwulize akusaidie 'Ask-him to help-you'

The indicative stem her is it/iza 'ask'. The prefix is a pronoun. Usually, the
subjunctive form is preceded by tafadhali, which is equivalent to please.

Tafadhali, nisaidio 'Please, help me'
Tafadhali lete sabuni na vitamba 'Please bring soap and cloths'

The indicative stems hero are saidia 'help' and leta 'bring'. Compare the
indicative stem of the same verb in the following.

Leta vikombe na visahani vyake, bakuli la sukari na biriki chai 'Bring
the cups and saucers, the sugar bowl, and the tea pot'

In the case of those indicative stems which do not end in-a, it is of course
impossible to tell whether an imperative is an indicative or a subjunctive
stem (if it makes any sense to ask), since the forms are identical. Either way,
however, a bare stem is being used.

It is clear, then, that Swahili provides evidence in support of the hypoth-
esis. This evidence is particularly strong in that Swahili abounds in affixes.

19
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To put it crudely, Swahili has an affix for everything. This often involves a
lot of redundancy, as in Watii =cal mho, above. It is thus particularly
striking that there is no affix marking Imperativeness' under any analysis
but the present one, there is no reason why there should not be one. The
absence of such an affix is predicted by the present analysis, but accidental
under any other.

Latin One might expect this richly inflected language to provide counter-
evidence, but this is not the case. In fact, Latin provides very strong evidence
that it is the bare stem that is used in imperatives, in that the endings of the
forms vary, depending on the class of verbs involved. That is, the ending is
not predictable from sonic putatively more basic form. Nur is there any spe-
cific imperative morpheme affixed to the stem or affecting it in some way.
The 1, ouel found in the imperatiNe is found throughout the indicative para-
digm for a given verb. The infinitive is given for contrast hero.

Imperative Infinitive
VO Ca vocare 'shout'
narra mural.° 'tell'
ride rider°
respond° responder° 'answer'
puni puniro 'punish'
fini finire 'finish'

A major class of exceptions is the class known traditionally as the 'third
conjugation', ulnae the stem is considered to end in a consonant (e.g. scrib-
'write', leg- 'read') but where the imperative ends in -e (scribe, lege). To sug-
gest that -e is an imperative marker in these verbs, but occurs in no others,
is not an interesting solution. It cannot be considered part of the stern, because
it cannot be accounted for elseuhero in the paradigm, in parts of which a
different short you el appears. This is also suggested by the fact that the in-
finith es (ocrikre, leen) have a penultimate short vowel in these verbs only.
We way tentatively suggest, however, a constraint un the surface form of
imperatives, or bare stems, to the effect that they must end in a vowel. This
applies to all verbs, but vacuously to those with a stem-final vowel. This
simply states that *scrib, *leg are unacceptable surface strings. This is clearly
not a phonological or eategurially-based constraint, since words Is ith final
consonants, including verbs, are numerous in Latin. It is a constraint on the
structure of morphemes in that it affects surface sterns, or imperatives, which
are the only forms that bare stems surface as.

These details are irrelevaut, however, to the hypothesis that bare stems
function as imperatives, which is clear from the Latin data, apart from the
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A question of imperatives 21

one class of potentially problematic counterexamples. (Data from Winniczuk
1975).

Spanish' Italian The majority of Spanish verbs support the hypothrtsis, fol-
lowing the regularity of these two verbs.

Imperative Infinitive
alaba alabar 'praise'
bobe beber 'drink'

The stems are alaba and bebe, respectively. Arguments similar to those for
Latin argue agahist considering the stems to be alab and beb. Some (tradi-
tionally 'irregular') verbs suggest that the final vowel is not part of the stein,
since they do not appear in the imperatives.

pen poner 'put'
von venir 'come'
ten tenir 'hold'
sal salir leave'

Since only these four verbs exhibit such forms, it is reasonable to conclude
that any irregularity lies here, and that these verbs are unusual in having
consonant-final stems. Thus, in all the verbs considered so far, a bare stem
is used as the imperative form. A major class of exceptions, however, is that
consisting of verbs whose infinitive form ends in -ir, on the pattern of partir
'depart', where the vowel in the imperative does not tally with the vowel
we would consider to be a stem vowel, on the. basis of the infinitive.

parte partir 'depart'
escrib e escribir 'write'

We find here the same vowel as in the beber-typo verbs. In many other parts
of the paradigm, the partir-typo verbs also exhibit the same endings as the
beber-typo verbs, in contrast with the alabar-typo verbs the subjunctive
forms, for instance. We also find this widespread distinction in Italian, between
parlare -type verbs on the one hand, and crederelpartire -type verbs on the other.
Also, we have the same problem with the imperative in Italian.

parla parlare 'speak'
credi credere 'b el ieve)
parti partire 'depart'

Note that Italian has an -i ending in the imperatives of the non -a -stern verbs
(whereas Spanish has -e). Thus, it is the credere-typo verbs that appear ir-
regular (whereas in Spanish it is the partir -typo verbs). Apart from this, the
same situation appears to held in both languages, and for both languages
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we have a distinction between a-stem verbs and non-a-stem verbs, as far as
much of the morphology is concerned. The fact th t the grouping together
of the er(e) and ir(e) verbs in both languages is not restricted to the impera-
tive form makes the apparent exceptions to the hypothesis appear less crucial.
In fact, it may be the infinitive forms, which maintain a eli distinction, that
arc 'irregular'. If so, we may consider the imperative forms to represent the
stems (which in Spanish are distinguished into a-stems and c-stems, and in
Italian into a-stems and i stems). This has clearly not been proved here (that
Is ould require a detailed analysis of the morphology and phonology of both
languages) but we can say with certainty that the majority of Spanish and
Italian verbs clearly support the hypothesis, and there is a good chance that
all of them do.

_Rumanian Here we seem to have a real counterexample. Consider the fol-
lowing imperatives, where, unlike in Latin, the final vowels (or their traces)
can be shown not to be part of the stem.

salsa [kalko] 'tread!'
tad [tats] be silent!'
crede [krede] 'believe!'
mori [mori] 'die!'

The stems here are cac [ludk], tai: [tak], cred [kred], ?nor [mor]. Note that these
are also the 1st pers. sing. pres. tense forms. If these are not stems then they
need a lot of explaining as present tense forms.

Rumanian is a clear counterexample. We may note, however, the simila-
rity betty een the imperative forms and the Latin ones (which are bare stems),
in terms of the difference in the final vowel depending on the verb class rather
than the presenec of a specific uniform imperative marker, and hypothesize
that at some point in the development of Modern Rumanian these bare stem
imperatives were reanalysed as stem+ affix forms that is, verb stems were
reanalysed. Thus we may have a historical explanatior fir the modern counter-
evidence. If the bare stem hypothesis is universal, however, and pragmatically
based, w e may expect to see a change in Roumanian imperatives, to modern
bare stem forms instead of historical bare stern forms. (Data from Mirska-La-
sota 1964).

Polish A more detailed analysis is presented of Polish, since it appears to
have two general types of imperative forms: those which are clearly bare
stems, and those which appear to consist of stem + (vowel) f [j]. Thus Polish
provides both supporting data and apparent counterevidenee, if one considers
only the surface forms. A closer look reveals morn regularity.

Note firstly that verb roots take a stem-forming vowel -i. This surfaces,
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for instance, as [j], in kupiq [kupjow], whore the root is kup [kup] and the
person-tense-number affix is [ow]. Except in particular phonetic environ-
ments involving consonant clusters (see below), this vum el is deleted in final
position. Thus the imperative is kup [kup], derived from [kup -}-i], which is
the stem. In certain cases, it causes palatalisation before being deleted. Thus
wo got the imperative form rzue [tuts] from [zut+i] [budp]. There is no
evidence of this vowel, however, in rzual [zutsow]. This is the result of the
depalatalisation caused by the suffix hereby puts+ i

Puts+ 61 [zuts+ciii]. (See Gussmann (1973) for further details).
Thus, given these regular'plionological processes, all the following forms are
regular in using the bare stem (root +i) as the imperative. The infinitive and
the third pers. plur. pres. tense form (hereafter the form') are given for
comparison. Certain vowel changes and dovuicing rules (e.g. In zrob [zrup])
are regular and irrelevant.

Imperative
patrz [pats)
rzu6 [zutp]
mow [muf]
%rob [zrup]
kup [kup]

Infinitive
p atrzy6 [pat5ite]
rzuei6 [Lutsits]
mowi6 [muvits]
zrobi6 [zrobits]
kupi6 [lcupite]

The -1 form
patrz [patkiiii]
rzuell [Lutsocv]
mOwi [mu vjoiii]
zrobiq [zrobjoi]
kupig [lcupjoi]

'look'
'throw'
'say'
'do'
'buy'

It is clear that the bare stem is used as the imperative form here, without
further analysis. Turning now to the apparent counterexamples, we see that
this is not so clear hero. This, however, simply demonstrates the importance
of analysis over mere data: "To find evidence to support or to refute a pro-
posed condition on rules, it does not suffice to list unexplained phenomena;
rather, it is necessary to present rules", (Chomsky 1976 :5). The same point
is applicable in the present case. The apparent counterexamples given below
aro only such at a superficial level. They are susceptible of analysis in such a
way as to reveal their true regularity and conformity with the hypothesis.
Each of the sets given below represents a class, and not merely a closed list
of verbs.

Consider the first sot of apparent counterexamples.

Imperative
koehaj [koxaj]
ezytaj [tliztaj)
rzucaj [Lutsaj]

Infinitive
koelia6 [koxats]
ezyta6 [t5Itats]
rzuea6 [ utsats]

'love'
'read'
'throw'

The simple data suggests that the stems aro koch, czyt, and rzuc. This is not
the ease. The stems of these verbs are kochaj, czytaj, and rzucaj. (Whether
they are [kox+aj], [kox+ i] or [koxa+i] is loft aside hero). Note firstly
the regularity (in terms of a final i) that these stems have uncle' this analysis,
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in comparison with the first set of data. Furthermore, the forms are ko-
chajne (koxajon czytajii [ffitajoiir], and rzucajii [ utse.joir]. Elsewhere, is
affixed to the stem. This suggests that the stems of these verbb end in -aj.
(See also Gussmann (1973 : 144-5) for further detail3).

This the hypothesis is supported by this group of apparent counterex-
amples, since it is not the imperative form as such that is different, but the
stein of the verb itself. According to the hyTothesis, the imperative must
differ accordingly.

Consider now the second group of apparent counterexamples.

Imperative
probuj [prubuj]
maluj [maluj]
narysuj [ narysuj]

Infinitive
probowa6 [prubovatp]
malovra6 [malovato]
narysoa6 [narisovate]

'try'
'paint'
'draw'

Here we see the productive verb-forming suffix -owao (infinitive form), used
also to form verbs from loaned roots. dubbingowad 'to dub (films)', kseroksowao
'to xerox', filmowad 'to film'. This is affixed to the forms prob, vial, rys (na-
is a prefix). These are not the verb stems, however, but the roots, and recur
in nouns, for instance: proba 'rehearsal', malarz 'painter', rysunek. 'drawing'.
The -(1 forms of the verbs are prObujq[prubujoir], malufil [=Now", narysuj
[nansujoiv]. In fact, the occurs in the whole present tense paradigm. We
see that the stems are probuj, maluj, narysuj, i.e. as in the imperative forms.
The hypothesis is supported.

Consider the third type of apparent counterexample.

Imperative
zabij [zabij]
wytrzyj [vitkj]
umyj [unixj]

hiptitive
zabi6 tzabitel
wytrze6 [vitgotp]
umy6 [umitej

'kill'
'wipe'
'wash'

These are trivial counterexamples, but illustrative of the need for analysis.
Here, the final vowel in the imperative is not the suffix it looks like, but
part of the stein; za-, tvy-, and n- are prefixes. The infinitives of the verbs
they are prefixed to are bid 'hit', trzed 'rub', and niy6 'wash', respectively,
whose imperative forms are bij [bij], trzyj [OIL and myj [mij]. Clearly, these
are bare stems functioning as imperatives. The hypothesis is supported.

Consider the fourth typo.

Imperative
spelnij [spewnij]
objagnij [objaenij]

Infinitive
spelni6 [spewnite] 'fulfill'
obja6ni6 [objapnite]

Once again it can be slum n that the final vowel in the impefativo form is nut
an imperative affix but part of the stem. The furos are spelniq [spowimiq,
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objagniq ffobjappoil. Note the palatalisation of the nasal, which is non-pa-
latal in the roots span [s peln], objasn rob+ jam]. (Compare the adjectives.
yetny [pewni], jasny [jasal].) We see here the same stem-forming affix -i as we
saw in hip [kup], from [kup+i], and rzud Pap), from [zut+i], above. Here,
however, the vowel is not deleted, since it follows a consonant cluster ending
in a nasal, although it is in final position. Mils it surfaces in spelnij and objasnij,,
which are the stems. The hypothesis is supported.

Consider the fifth typo.

Imperative
zamknij [zamknij]
stuknij [ stuknij]
chrapnij [xrapnij]
ciQgnij [teownij)
inaelmij [maxiiij]

Infinitive
zamknao
shim*
clirapiu0
eiagni0
inaclinao

[zamknontp)
[stuknontp]
[xrapnontp]
[tpownontp)
[maxnolitp]

'close'
'tap'
'snore'
'pull'
'wave'

This last group constitutes the only real possible counter-examples in Polish,.
since it seems that the -i in the imperative form cannot bo considered part
of the stem. Consider the 1 forms. zamknq [zamknogr), stuknq [stulmai],
chrapnq [x.rapno1], ciqgnet [tpoijhnoig, machnq [maxnoi]. Note the nasal
consonants, however. Firstly, it is not part of the root; these are zamyk, stick,
chrap, ciqg, mach. Verbs without the -n- are formed front these roots, with
suitably different imperatives: zamykad : zamykaj, stukad :stakaj, chrapad
: chrapdj, wyckgad : wyckgaj, machad : machaj. The -n- affix forms semnelfae-
tive verbs front the root, and its absence results in iterative verbs. Note that
its presence makes the stern end in a consonant cluster ending in a nasal (cf.
the previous group of verbs). Only after such a cluster does the imperative-
show this unaccounted i vowel. That this is a phonological matter and not a.
property of the root can be demonstrated by evidence from Polish dialects.
For instance, ciqgnij appears as ciqg (wyckg 'pull out!', pockg 'give a pull!').
No nasal consonant and no yam el. Note that the imperative of wyciqgad is
wyciqrj, so we are not dealing with a somelfactive/iterative distinction.

This consonant- }nasal cluster also has historical significance. The Preto-
Slavonic (see below) regular 'imperative' ending was -i. The rule deleting
this in final position became operative in certain contexts early, but by the
end of the sixteenth century had spread to almost all contexts. The -i survived
only after stems ending in certain consonant clusters, particularly those with a.
nasal as the second element. The imperative forms of verbs with i in the-
stem, e.g. bij, myj, above, were at that time as they are today, i.o. [imp.
At this print, glide-formation on final i etas extended to final i in polysyllabic
words, and thus to those imperatives IN hich still ended in i, i.e. after the con-
sonant clusters. These then became immune to the change deleting final
which was no longer final.
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The problem, then, is a morphological one the presence of -n-. Gussmann
(1973) suggests that there is a morphological rule w hich changes the stem-form-
ing i to o in these eases, i.e. after this morpheme -n-. If this rule does not
operate w hen i is in word-final position, then stuknq [stuknoir] is derived

.{stuk+ n+ [stuk+ n + o + [stuk + + oq, whereas stuknij [stu-
knij] is derived from [stuk-F n+ i], where the i o rule does not operate. On
this analy sis, even these verbs support the hypothesis. If this morphological
rule is incorrect, then w e are left with a class of tightly defined counterexamples
to the hypothesis, un muiphological grounds, and with a historical explanation
in terms of the interaction of two independent phonological processes.

Taking an optimistic view of the last point, we see that Polish confirms the
hypothesis, in spite of several types of apparent counterexamples, and in
spite of being a language with a very rich morphological system.

Czech Here w we have the same situation as in Polish. There are both bare-stem
imperatives which are clearly so, and ones with final [Vj]. The Polish [aj]
forms are NJ in Czech, and the Lij], [xj] endings are Li]. The nasal clusters are
also in evidence w here one would expect them. Compare the imperative and
infinitive forms: pros : prosit 'beg', trp : trpet 'suffer', kryj :krut 'cover',

kupuj : kuporat 'buy', delej : delat 'do', tiskni : tisknout 'press', miii : minout
'pass'. Bare stems clearly function as imperative. (Data from DamborskSr
.1970)

Russian Firstly, Russian provides striking evidence in support of the
above analysis of Polish wore the stem of czytam. 'I read' is analysed as czytaj,

,since wo see this -aj in the present tense forms of those verbs in Russian:
tamiwo [taitaju], where [u] is the person-tense-number affix. Likewise, Irma-

ellib [taitaje§] 'you read', cf. Polish czytasz [Oita]. Since the Russian impera-
tives hero have the form uumail [traitaj], i.e. the bare stem, these are not
'counterexamples at all in Russian.

Recall that the only place where the stem-forming i did not surface in
Polish was finally after a stop-final root, e.g. kup. Russian has final surface
,palatal stops where Polish does not, so wo see (ignoring irrelevant details)
the trace of this vowel i in the corresponding Russian imperatives: arab
ijsjacl] 'sit down' from [sjad+ scmaub [fstaii] 'stand up' from [fstan+i].
Compare the 1st pers. sing. pres. tense forms: cridy [sjadu], sanany [fstanu].

We see the full i vowel after the familiar consonant+nasal clusters:
docmuzint [clastignryi] 'achieve', ceepvat [sfjorgryi] 'overthrow'.

There is, however, a class of verbs in which the i surfaces which does not
appear in Polish. These are the verbs which are stressed on the final syllable.
In the imperative, this is the i vowel: frau [idi] 'go', tt3yqu [izutsif] 'study'.

'This is not a counterexample to the hypothesis, since we are considering this
.to be a stem-forming vowel, as in Polish. Note, however, that there exist
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other forms of these verbs, e.g. :thy [WA], where there is no i, nor any trace
of it. We ignore this minor problem here, considering it to be the result of
a property of the suffix [u], perhaps when a consonant precedes the i. Consider
a similar problem in Latin, 'hero the stem ofamare 'love' is considered to be
ama -, in spite of the surface form amo, derived from [ama-Fo].

We see then that Russian supports the hypothesis, in that it uses i-final
stems as imperatives. (Data from Pulkina 1975).

Bulgarian Here we have the same system as we saw in Polish and Russian,
with imperatives ending in -i. In Bulgarian, this is always stressed, as we
saw in some Russian verbs: Item [WM] 'read', MOM! [moll] 'ask', eneau
[gledi] 'look'. Here, the root ends in a consonant. With vowel-final roots, i
becomes a glide: cell [s6j] 'sow', cmou [st6j] 'stand'. If we did not take into
consideration evidence from Polish, we might conclude that i is an 'imperative
marker' here, since the surface data from other verb forms suggests that the
stems are, e.g., [t5et] or [Pete]. (Recall that the stem of Polish czytaj at first
appeared to be czyt, erroneously.) For instance, Bulgarian verbs are tradi-
tionally divided into three conjugations, depending on whether the 'stem-
forming' vowel is -e, -i, or -a, e.g. verve- [Mete], MAU- [moll], [gleda].
According to the arguments from Latin, above, these should be the imperative
forms, and thus Bulgarian appears to have an 'imperative marker' i. Since
Bulgarian is not a Romance language, however, we may conclude that this

;las more in common with the stem-forming i found in other Slavonic lan-
guages, where we find both i-final imperatives and i-deletion. This suggests
that it might be possible to consider the stems to be [Pet -Fi], [mol-Fi], and
[gled -Fi], or perhaps [Pete -Fi], [moll+ i], and [gleda -}-i], with i-deletion under
certain conditions (as in Polish and Russian) but not where the bare stern
surfaces as an imperative (as in Russian, and most of Polish). This has clearly
not been proved here, and a more detailed analysis is necessary before firm
conclusions may be drawn. If it turns out that it cannot be maintained,
however, and we are forced to analyze the imperative as a atom }-affix form
here, then we have a situation similar to that in Rumanian, where the metana-
lysis of stems has taken place (from stem=root-Fi to stem=root), thus creating
a 'stranded' imperative marker. (Data from Popowa 1972.)

Old Church Slavonic Note firstly that Proto-Slavonic (PS) and Old Church
Slavonic (OCS) imperatives developed not from the Proto-Indo-European
(PIE) imperative, but from the PIE optative. The PIE optative stem con-
sisted of the present stem plus s-i, or *-ig when the present stem was not
formed by *-i or *-o. Subsequent changes affected the stem-final vowel and
*-i. For instance, if the present ended in *-o, the diphthong *-oi developed
into *-ei, which developed into OCS -i. This is no longer an affix, note, but
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part of the stern, as the o part of the diphthong was. Where the stem ended
in *-i, then * -i---i developed into OCS -i. This accounts for the i prevalent
in Slavonic imperatives, and alsu for the metanalysis according to which
it developed from an affix into part of the stern, but not part of the root.
Thus all but a handful of OCS imperatives end in -i (and the handful end in
a palatal consonant cluster derived from *-i affixed to PIE sterns ending in
*-d).

Of the 17 OCS open verb classes in Lehr-Splawhiski and Bartula (1976),
9 have i-final present stems. For these verbs, the imperative form is identical
to the stem, w about ft,r+her detailed analysis. The other eight have stems
ending in -e. These constitute counterexamples to the hypothesis, unless it
can be shown that the underly ing representation of these form is identical
to that of the imperathe;stem, as has been shown for similar cottaterexamples
in Polish. (Data from Lehr-Splawhiski & Bartula 1976)

Greek Creek pro\ ides a whole range of a2pai cut counterexamples. Consider
first a relatively simple ease. ncaocu& [pajdewe] 'educate'. This imperative
is the bare stern. It consists, how ever, of the root [pajdew] plus the stem-
forming vow el -e [e]. This um el occurs in all the forms of those verbs
take it (see below for verbs which don't). (The variant o occurs before nasal
conscnants.) However, when a further vow el-initial suffix is added, certain
regular phonetic rules affect the contiguous vowels. The details of these
rule not be examined here, only the changes they effect. Consider the
following deli\ ations of other forms of the same verb: naukvw [pajdowo.]
(1st pens. sing. pres. hid. act.) is derived [pajdew+e-l-o:] [pajdow-Foll

[pajdew 0:]; nalocw/ [pajdem e:] (2nd pers. chug. pres. ind. med./pass.)
is derived [iajdew+ e hal] [pajdew e+ ail [pajdew-l- [pajdewel];
nauSevere [pajdewete] (2nd pers. pas. incl. act.) is derived [pajdew+o-Fte]

[pajdcw rtc] the stem-forming r ow el is not affected, since the following
affix is not vowel-initial.

In the imperative, since no affix follow s the stem, this vowel is never
changed cr deleted, nor dues it ever appear as o, of course. The result is that
it may look as though this is an imperath e marker, since it always occurs
in this form, but it is usually not evident in any other form. This is clearly
a false assumption, since it is present in all thu relevant forms, oven though
it does not surface, since it is part of the stein.

This camouflaging of the true nature of this vow el is compounded by the
effect of these phonetic rules in the case of routs ending in -a, -e, or -o, like
rzpoc [tima] 'value', nom [poje] 'do', oovAo [du : lo] 'subjugate'. As above,
the stem-forming vowel c is affected by, a following suffix; here,
it is deleted, follow ing which further rules affect the root Num el, which is now
adjacent to the suffix. These are the 1st pers, sing. pres. incl. act. forms: :u
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[thno:] is derived [Lima -}-e --o:] [tima+o:] [timo:]; notes (pejo.] is derived
[poje [poje 0.] -4 [pojo:]; oov).(ii [du : lo:] is derivel [du : lo+e+0:]

[du : lo+o:] -+ [du: 10:]. If no suffix follows the stem, however, as in the
imperative, then the stein-forming vowel is not affected by the first rule
of the above derivations, and the e remains. Now, however, different rules
apply, affecting the root and stem vowels. These are the imperatives: via
[Mina] is derived [tuna 4-e] -4 [tima:]; nota [poje:] is derived [poje+e]

[poje:]; (300.0v [du: lu:] is derived [du. lore] -+ [du: lu:]. Since a different
vowel is a.djacent to the root vowel here, the changes effected are different.
Now, it so happens that the final [a.] occurs in almost only this form, the
'imperative', of [tim]; similarly for the [e.] of [poje-] and the [u:] of [du: lo-].
Once again, the imperative has a distinct form which doesn't look like the
stein, only here we can't even see the stem-forming vowel e. This is purely
the result of the phonetic rules affecting adjacent vowels, however.

Consider now those verbs which do not form stems from roots by using
this vowel e, but do so by initial reduplication, or by the suffix -vv [ny:].
We would this expect the imperative to be overtly identical to the stem here.
This is so. The root aril [sto:] 'stand' forms its stem by reduplication: Ural

(<[si+ste:]). The imperative is tarn [histel. This is clearly a bare
stem. The root oetx [dejk] 'show' forms its stem with -vv. (Yam Pejk-I-ny:].
The imperative is oeuvo [dejkny:]. This is clearly a bare stem!

Other verbs of this class, however, underwent certain analogical changes,
based on the verbs taking the stem-forming vowel e. This affected those stems
whose root vowels were -e or -o, such as TIOe [ti+the] 'lay' (root: Oe [the])
and ou5o [di+do] 'give' (root: So [do]). By analogy with, e.g., the roots
note [pejo] and ootblo [du: lo], above, in some cases a 'stem-forming' vowel
e was suffixed to what was already a stem. Thus the 'real' stems [tithe] and
[lido] became (titl,e+e] and [dido+c], and it is the latter 'stems' that were
used as the 'Imperative form'. Phonetic rules that we have already seen above
affected these anderlying forms, deriving TIOst [tithe:] and Moo [didu:].
These are not the 'real' sterns, but are derived as if they were, in that the
affix distinguishing them from the stems is the misplaced stem-forming
vowel e.

It is thus clear that Greek, in spite of apparent superficial counterexamples
of the strongest kind, provides strong evidence in support of the hypothesis,
in that it uses bare stems at the systematic level, rather than at the surface.
The apparent counterexamples are simply the result of phonetic rules applying
to the bare stems. (Data from Golias (1975) and Auerbach & Golias (1962))

Chinese It is clear that no very strong arguments can be drawn from a lan-
guage which contains very little verb morphology anyway. For example,
the futurity of the following sentence is indicated only by minglitin 'tomorrow'.
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WO mingtian dao Bei Jing qa 'I shall go to Peking tomorrow'
I tomorrow to Peking go

In Chinese, the imperative is only one instance out of many in which the
verb appears as a bare stem. Likewise the absence of a subject is found in
non-imperative sentences, as in the following conversation.

A: NI odngtian mei shii ma Are you going to buy some
you tomorrow buy book Q books tomorrow?'

B: Mai 'Yes'
buy

This is the normal way of answering questions.It is clear that the non-appear-
ance of the subject is pragmatically justified. The form mai is also the form
used as the imperative, 'Buy!'. Whereas no direct evidence can be drawn
from this, it is worth noting that those contexts in which a bare stem form,
like mai, is appropriate are responses to questions, where the non-surfacing
but semantically relevant material has been expressed in the question. Also,
consider information questions, such as the following.

A: NI xianzai zao shenme 'What are you doing now?'
you now do what

B: Kan bit() 'I'm reading a newspaper'
read newspaper

These subjectless forms also occur in other places where specification would
be redundant, e.g. when listing a series of actions performed by one person,
even across sentences, where no change of subject occurs. Tho only place
where there is no direct linguistic prespecification of the subject is in impera-
tives. The fact that Chinese produces the same form as a response to a ques-
tion as it does as an imperative is circumstantial evidence in favour of the
covert question analysis of imperatives, which explains why this firm is used
in imperatives, where there is no overt specification, but there is a pragmatic
assumption of the presence of covert specification.

Conclusion We seo therefore that the data from some other languages sup-
ports the hypothesis. The support is particularly strong from languages with
complex inflectional systems, unlike English. There is also some strong counter-
evidence from some languages, however, though there always seem to be
extenuating circumstances. These require a more detailed analysis than is
possible here. If it can be demonstrated that all languages use a bare stem
as the 'imperative form', then we have strong support for the covert-question
hypothesis. If not, then the universality of the hypothesis is weakened, but
it is not invalidated, since redundancy is a common feature of language,
and it is not unusual for languages to use speech act markers.
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CONTRASTIVE SOCIOLINGUISTICS
SOME METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

KAnor, Jemcm

Adam liliekimvicz University, roznaii

The existence of sociolinguistics presupposes recognition of language
variation. Language variation, in turn, may be conceived of basically in
terms of:

1) the ideal speaker-hearer's knowledge of communicative rules and his
potential application of these rules, and

2) the actual performance as investigated on a group of speakers strictly
defined by social and geographical parameters.
The two views on variation bring to light the fundamental question of socio-
ling,:istics, namely, what is it that the sociolinguist studies, or should study?
The choice of (1) or (2) does not necessarily answer the question posed, but
it definitely imposed on the linguist methodological requirements and con-
straints pertaining to the collection of data. Whether (1) or (2) will be the
focus of the sociolinguist is a matter of individual preference and philosophical
standpoint. in some authors' opinion both aspects of language variation
should be investigated as "the interaction of competence and performance... is
essential for the understanding of everyday activities" (Cicourel 1974: 44).
It follows that sociolinguistics may create models of both communicative
competence and situated usage, i.e., performance.

Adherence to the first alternative necessitates accepting the view that
neither linguistics nor sociolinguistics should go beyond investigating the
ideal speaker-hearer's linguistic competence and communicative competence,
respectively. Within this perspective the sociolinguist's task would be to
expand the theory of linguistic competence to that of communicative com-
petence, by supplementing a set of formation rules with a set of rules of use.
Viewing communicative competence as an expansion of linguistic competence,
as understood by Chomsky (1965), entails a corollary as for the way data

3 Papers
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should bo obtained. In such a framework mainly the sociolinguist himself
would serve as an informant and his intuitive judgments would be arrived
at largely through introspection.

Tho type of sociolinguistics adumbrated above is justly exposed to wide
criticism. It should be opposed basically on the same grounds that the 'ortho-
dox' linguistics (i.e., mainly the transformational-generative approach) is
objected to. The main objections rele , ant to our subsequent discussion include:

1) disreg-rding the hoterogenous nature of the speech community, and
2) generalizing descriptive statements to larger groups of speakers on

the basis of the individual linguist's intuitive judgments.

Numerous authors have objected to the transformational methodology.
Dittmar points out that "it is not possible to determine the correctness of
desoriptions to the extent that linguists describe solely their linguistic in-

tuitions" (1976: 188) and "the grammaticality and acceptibility of utterances
cannot be satisfactorily ascertained by questioning" (1976: 188). By ad-
ministering self-evaluation tests to groups of informants Labov (1972) in-
dicated clearly that speakers' judgments are often just reports on what they
think they say. The actual data collected differs significantly from the data
reported on. It follows that the data collected within the transformational
methodology is unreliable, and it does not allow generalizations relative to
a strictly defined speech community. Thus any theory of communicative
competence (understood as an extension of Chomsky's linguistic competence)

must fall short of the goal of offering reliable descriptions of language varieties
other than the idiolect.

The sociolinguist whose interest is directed to language performance
must make use of entirely different methodological tools. By attending to
empirical data, and by correlating these data with isolated social parameters,
the "performance sociolinguist" has access to categories that the transforma-
tional linguist is barred from. Hence the availability to the sociolinguist of
more reliable data and legitimate generalizations to strictly defined groups
of speakers and language varieties other than the idiolect.

We now wish to relate the foregoing considerations to the operation of
Contrastive Sociolinguistics (CS) which seems to bo best understood in terms
of an approach toward sociolinguistics. Tho underlying objective of CS is
twofold:

1) provide a systematic juxtaposition of equivalent and non-equivalent
sociolinguistic patterns, and

2) provide an analytical framework for the formation of theories of lan-

guage use, i.e., performance theories.
(1) implies supply ing information for applied sociolinguistic purposes, e.g ,
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foreign language teaching. Below we want to indicate that CS analyses will
bear most fruit if they are performed within the "performance alternative"
commented on at the beginning of this paper.

Non-sociolinguistic contrastive studies carried out in different countries,
and reported on in journals like PSiCL have clearly exhibited the methodol-
ogical confines of transformational grammar. Logically, the contrastive socio-
linguist oriented toward performance analysis will question some of the
methodological assumptions that the 'orthodox' contrastive linguist will
accept (cf. p. 2).

One should give much credit to authors such as ErvinTripp (1973),
Slobin (1963), and others for their sociolinguistic findings. Carried out within
the "communicative competence alternative" as they are, they do contribute
a great deal to our understanding of the functional aspect of language. However,
if valid contrastive studies of this sort are to develop a switch to the "perform-
ance alternative" seems inevitable. The few contrastive sociolinguistic
studies available as well as the bulk of nonsociolinguistic contrastive analyses
carried out to date have purported to provide facts pertaining to two lan-
guages, which in fact have been some nonspecified varieties of either of the
languages compared. The sociolinguist who is not only aware of the existence
of language variation (we believe that all linguists are), but also in a principled
manner attends to this fact in his academic endeavors, can hardly approve
of comparing aspects of for example Polish and English, without explicit
specifying what varieties of the languages in question are being investigated.
It follows that contrastive sociolinguistic analyses carried out within the-
"communicative competence perspective" would not offer vblid information
for at least two reasons:

1) such information would refer to a nonspecified speech community,,
and hence nonspecified language variety, and

2) oven if the language varieties of ref:gene° were defined intuitively,
it would not be possible to state that the two varieties compared are com-
parable in sociolinguistic terms. The foregoing considerations lead us to say
that in order to bring out statements valid sociolinguistieally CS has to resort
to analyses of performance.

In view of the fact discussed above we want to concede that contrastive
sociolinguistic analyses cannot be undertaken until the necessary levels of
comparability have boon established and clearly defined. While the 'orthodox'
linguist has been forced to study the competence forms underlying mainly
standard and relatively formal performance patterns the sociolinguist is
free to take an account of any variety of a language. However, prior to an
attempt of a contrastive analysis the sociolinguist has to make sure that the
varieties, each of a different language, are eligible for mutual comparison.

3. 34
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In order to establish the levels of comparability one has to take recourse

to the distinction between:

1, language variety according to user, and
2) language variety according to use.

The interaction between the two involves the necessity to make choices and
establish comparability with respect to both (1) and (2).

The first decision will concern the national varieties the linguist wishes
to study. This step is inevitable in the case of languages like English or German
where a number of national varieties exist side by side. Since language varies
from social group to social group, upon analyzing a language the sociolinguist
then ought to make his choice as to the social group he wishes to study. In

a contrastive analysis the language variety of an equivalent social groups of

the other culture should be juxtaposed. In order words, choices must be
made with respect to the sociolectal variety which may in practice be nar-
rowed down to such small group varieties as those of professional groups.

Language variation according to user includes also the regional dimension

which, although most relevant to monocultural sociolinguistic research,
turns out to be of little use for contrastive purposes. As regional equivalence

across two languages cannot be established the student of CS should primarily
be concerned with the sodoleetal level of comparability, i.e., he should make

sure that the varieties of the two languages compared are equivalent in the
social functions that they can play. Graphically, the relationship between
sociolectal variation in 141 and L2 is very likely to take the following form:

Sociolects

1

of L, Sociolccts

1

of L2

.11

2
2

3

4
3

5
4

W.

In both L1 and L2, 1 will differ from 2 (likewise 2 from 3, etc.) in formal lin-
guistic features as well as rules of usage. It must be remembered that any
pair of languages may differ in the number of functional sociolectal categories
each language contains. Such a lack of one-to-one correspondence hinders

the validity of findings pertaining to our soololeots L13 and L23 for example,
since L13 and L23 do not occupy the same place in the sooiolectal structures
of the respective languages. In view of these facts it seems relatively .easy
and plausible in practice to compare the soeioleets exhibiting the highest
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and the lowest social prestige, the "in-between sociolects" being a fuzzy area
where equivalence can hardly be established. While the top point in the scale
usually refers to the standard variety of a given language the low cst ones
may pertain to a variety of lects some of m hich are, and others of w hich hardly
seem to be, comparable NI ith sociolects of another language. There is no doubt
that Black English Vernacular fur instance, w hich has very low social prestige,
is not comparable with any sociolect of Polish. There are other low prestige
soeiolects, however, which are eligible for comparison.

For epistemological reasons a comparison of any equivalent sociolects
may be attempted. With a pragmatic goal in mind, how ever, (foreign lan-
guage teaching) the only choice fully justifiable is the sociolects ranking
high on the social prestige scale. In foreign language teaching the standard
variety (intuitively described) has alw ays been the model variety. Also, from
the point of view of the social roles that the foreign learner is likely to play
in the target culture learning a standard variety seems the only choice justi-
fiable for him. This refers exclusively to foreign language learning and teaching.
It does not relate ft, second language learning and teaching where sociolectal
choices might be different depending on the social groups concerned (e.g.
immigrants).

Contrastive Sociolinguistics will also have to take account of situations
where members cf sociolect 1 of L1 communicate with members of 2 of L2
(likewise members of 1 of L1 with 2 of L2). In such a case speakers of both 1
and 2 apply a number of adaptive rules w hich modify their speech with respect
to the rules w Lich are mad when in-group members are addressed. CS will
be interested in looking at those adaptive strategies as they function in a pair
of languages.

In a coal astive xciolinguistic study social groups may have to be split
into the female and the male categories. As is well known one of the dimensions
of linguistic variation is that of sex. Depending on the individual language
the differences may be more or less striking. When one looks at languagea
like Polish, English, German, or French one does not think that equivalence
of sex has to be established as a level of comparability. While this is fun-
damentally true one should not forget, however, that other languages manifest
more significant differences1 whereupon setting sex equivalence as a level
of comparability has to be at least taken into account.

It is of interest to students of CS to know what the distribution of lin-

1 For example, in Chiquito, and '..inerican Indian language of Bolivia, 'my brother'
is ieibausi (whon said by a femalo) and tsaruki (When said by a malo), 'my father' is
ijali (malo speaker) and i8upu (female speaker). In the American Indian languago Koasati,
a languago of tho Muskogean family, spoken in Louisiana, 'Ho is saying' is ilta.s/ (malo
speaker) and /kei:/ (femalo) (Trudgill 1974).
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guistic forms is in apparent time "that is, along the dimension formed by
the age groups of the present population" (Labov 1972. 163). This dimension
refers to generation divergendes which when correlating with linguistic dif-
ferences, which is usually the case, constitute another potential level of com-
parability at whi.:11 equivalence Anust be established. &monition discrepancies
within one society are often revealed not only at the linguistic level but also
at the higher sociolinguistic and sociu interactional levels. Norms pertaining
to social interaction seem to be changing very rapidly nowadays. Likewise,
the linguistic and non linguistic2 behaviour that implements the various
rights and obligations in actual interaction markedly differ across generations.
Therefore the student of CS must explicitly state what age categories he is
considering. It follows that, within the framework adumbrated above, three
possibilities become available:

I. accounting for sociolinguistic behaviour pertaining to the language of
generation P (functional sociolinguistically) of 14, and accounting for socio-
linguistic rules pertaining to the language of comparable and equivalent
generation category 1 (functional sociolinguistically) of L2

II. accounting for the sociolinguistic behavior of 21 of L2 and the equi-
valent category 2 of L2

III. accounting for the sociolinguistic behavior of both 1 and 2 of L1
and L2.6
The present discussion of the age factor should not be confubed with the issue
of age as a variable present in any speech situation. The point in question
is that while age is always a variable in any speech situation in the languages
the author has some knowledge of (e.g., German, English, Spanish), the
status of this variable IN ithin the entire variable complex may significantly
vary from one generation to another.

Once equivalence and the levels of comparability have been established
with respect to the user, variation according to use must be taken into account.
'Variatiot. according to use' is translatable into the in& idual speaker's,
or a relatively homogeneous group of speakers' linguistic repertoire out of
WriiCh the appropriate linguistic forms are selected in varying extraling,uistio

Tako as an oxamplo tho youngor and tho oldor Polish goncrations and tho way
theso two diffor on tho norms of dancing (both kinesics and proxoinics).

3 It seems that in most societios thoro aro two gonoration categories functional
soziolitiguistically. If vvo cunsidor 1 to be the younger generation in the first alternativo
tho linguistio variation of tho older gonoration would not bo described.

2 rofors to tho oldor gonoration.
This possibility is not meant to indicato soparato studios of 1 of L, and 1 of LI;

2 of L, and 2 of L,, and postdosoriptive matching. It is intended to indicate an approach
resulting in gonoralizations biggor than in tho caso of the possibilities I acid II. A socio-
linguistic rule arrived at within III wuuld bo capable of gonorating instances of bohavior
gonoralizablo to pertinont rules of I and II formulated soparatoly for each category.
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circumstances. The set of registers that speakers have at their disposal in-
volves a large variation of linguistic forms which are substunable under dif-
ferentiated categories (cf. Janicki 1978). It is important therefore to state
Nv!.:(.11 of these categories of language use are being considered in a contrastive
sociol:nguistic study.

The issue in questicu may be best illustrated with the example of style
(a typo of register). Joos (1959) arbitrarily distinguished five categories of
style for English frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate. Let
us assume that the same number of categories has been isolated for some other
language L2. The following diagram illustrates the relationship between socio-
lectal (variation according to user) and stylistic (variation accorling to use)
variation.

Soetoleets 10 LI

2

4

TI roien-a
formal-11
consult 4111. e-e
casual -d
tot mut e-e

S000leets L.

2

3

I roien
formal -h
consul tat e-e
casual -t1
Intonate-I:

In L1 there aro four sociolects. Likewise L2 includes four sociolects. Each
of these four sociulects organizes its stylistic usage in a specific tt ay. It follows
that 1 of L1 must be compared with 1 of La (2 of L1 with 2 of La, etc.).The
sociolectal level having been established a of 1L1 must be compare,' with a
of 1L2 (b of 1L1 with b of 1L2, etc.).

Having established the indispensable levels of comparability the con-
trastive suciolinguist may commence his analysis of the two selected varieties
of L1 and L2. T11115 it will become clear that each statement is made relative
to a strictly defined social context which correlates with the individual lin-
guistic variety under consideration. Whether the sociolinguist will then care
to integrate findings pertaining to two or more varieties, or whether he will
eschew such an attempt is an entirely different matter.
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HOW TO DESCRIBE PHONOLOGICAL VARIATION

Trrouns ilmox LIVIA TONELLI

University of Vienna

0

In this paper we shall first argue for phonological analysis to abandon.
the self-imposed limitation on slow-careful speech as its only object of des-
criptions, and to extend its data domain to forms of fast and casual speech.
Second, we shall critically review the theoretical and methodological tools.
offered to the analyst of phonological variation by current schools of pho-
nology. In this context we shall present some substantial assumptions about
the organization of polystylistio phonological systems, and their description,
thereby referring to studies made by adherents of Natural Process Phonology.
These assumptions will receive further illustration by a model analysis of
particular cases of phonological variation in German and Italian.

1

This article is based on the conviction of its authors that it is necessary
for the phonological description of a given language to cover not only carefully
pronounced slow speech forms but also fast and casual speech, forms. Con
sequently, we argue for phonological analyses, whether they are theoretically
or practically motivated, to abandon their usual limitation on a single phone
stylistic level (viz, slow-careful speech)1 and to extend their data domain.

1 Cf. Piko's (1001, 124 126, 200 210) advice to analyse but slow careful speech
and merely specify the stylistic level a given speech form belongs to, thereby assuming.
that casual speech phenomena are essentially the same across languages (which is only
true as far as general formal and substantial properties of casual speech forms are con-
cerned see 3.2 and 3.3. below, but not an to the phonetic content of those forms, which.
is of course highly languagespeeific).

et:
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to the whole scale of phonological styles.2 In short: we want phonological
analysis to be prlystylistic rather than monostylistic. This demand can be
justified by the following considerations:

From a theoretical point of view it is a highly challenging task to investigate
phonological variation the properties of the phonostylistic variants of
a given linguistic item; the way these variants relate to each other).

As for practical implications of such an extended account of phonostylistic
data, it will help to remedy one major shortcoming of traditional foreign
language teaching, namely its being exclusively devoted to teaching of max-
imally differentiated speech forms without bothering about phonological
variation within both, the source and the target language. The effects of this
shortcoming can be clearly seen when we consider the following two inter-
ferential phenomena typical of foreign language users:

1. Their inability to understand casual speech forms of the target language
(because they) are not taught how to relate them to their careful speech
correspondents).3
2. Their carefree transfer of casual speech patterns of their mother-tongue
when speaking casually in the target language.

The following examples may serve to illustrate these points (cf. also Dres-
sler (1971), Gnutzmann (1975), and Rubach (1977)). It is obvious that there
is a long way from, e.g. over-precise English [wot du: ju: wont] What do you
want?' to casual [wo6owont]. As for the second point, namely transfer of a
casual speech pattern, consider the following case of transfer from Austrian
Lerman to Italian: Austrian German Yr sequences aro pronounced as such
in very careful speech only. As speech becomes more casual, the r undergoes
a rule of r-vocalisation. Thus, Pferd [pfcrt] 'horse' is realized as [pfettt]. When
Austrians speak Italian they tend to apply this rub. to Italian words meeting
its applicatiunal conditions. Palermo [palsrmo] 'Palermo or certo Pato] 'certain'
are 'austrianized' as [palsinno] and [6vato], which makes them incomprehensi-
ble for many Italians.

I As can bo aeon from our wording wo rogard slow-careful speech as ono stylistio
dos. el among ushers. Corisequontly, wo argue that any special status attributed to slow.
careful bpmch can bo justified solely on pragmatic grounds (aloes careful speech acorns
to be must easily accessible to the analytical dovices of tho linguist cf. in this rospoct
Piku's ssatoments referred to L. fuotmito 1, also see Thurow (1077)) but not on any principl-
ed grounds.

' This inability scams often to bo parallolod by gross dofioionoios of tho languago
learners in p:Jnouncing and understanding the (i.o. clitio, unaccented) forms
of form words, for as Gnutzmann (1075) has shown in a critical roviow of Gorman
elomontary books for aliens what they are taught oxolusivoly are tho corresponding
'strong' forms (i.e. their isolated pronunciations under accont).
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What must be clone, then, is to develop foregin language teaching programs
so as to counteract interferences as the ones mentioned above. Consequently,
contrastive analyses must bL carried through with the specific aim to reveal
the similarities and difrarences two or more languages exhibit with regard to
phonological variation. The practical value of such studies will bet...lc:111y depend
upon their descriptive and explanatory adequacy, which in -turn follows from
their theoretical and methodological background. In the following section we
shall therefore assess critically the descriptive and explanatory potentials of
current models cf phonology with regard to adequately accounting for phono-
logical variation.

2

Due to an increasing interest in the psychological and sociological vari-
ables governing language use, phonological variation has been investigated more
and more during the last decade, bath within interdisciplinary research and
within phonological theory proper. Before that time, however, no explicit at-
tempt had been made to inquire into the form and nature of phonological varia-
tion. The few structuralistic investigations systematically concerned. with the
description of more than one phonological style of a language suffer from the
embarrassing fact that both, the allophonic distribution and the phonotactio
behavior of phonemes within one style do not hold across the phonostylistio
scale. The only principled way out of this dilemma would be positing 'coexist-
ent phonemic systems' (cf. Fries & Pike (1949)), i.e. performing separate and
different phonemic analyses for every phonostylistic level. This would. in turn
result in such an enormous increase of analytical work to be done that every
phonologist would have to refrain from this solution for practical reasons. What
structuralists have rather been doing is to give fairly unprecise characteriza-
tions of the fluctuations of phonological constraints betueen different styles in
terms of 'phonemic stability/instability'.

Descriptions of this sort merely focus on differences in the functioned (i.e.
phonemic vs. allophonic) status of the correspondent phonological units of
different styles, and it is highly doubtful whether such descriptions are able
to point out significant properties of phonological variation at all. What re-
mains to be done in any case is to give a systematic acco int of the regular pho-
netic correspondences holding between the phonological units of different phono-
stylistic levels; studies of the above sort tend to severely neglect this latter
point. Such regular correspondences can apparently be described best within
a processual framework, i.e. one has processes to derive from a common item
the phonetic forms of any given phonostylistic level. Among the phonological
frameworks qualifying as processual, Standard Generative Phonology (SGP)
(as initiated by Chomsky & Halle (1968) and continued by, e.g., Kiparsky
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(1968; 1973)) because of its methodological and substantial principles clearly
provides the best theoretical background for an adequate recording ofphono-
logical variation.' In particular, the importance of at least the two following
basic principles of SGP must be pointed out:

1. The assumption of grammatical prerequisites to phonology; many phono-
stylistic rules turn out to be sensitive to lexical, morphological and syntactic
information to the same extent as obligatory (see, however, footnote 11) pho-

nological rules.

2. The strategy of derivation of phonetic output forms by means of ordered
application of phonological rules on a relatively abstract underlying form (there-
by covering the whole range of morphonological variation): It can be used
to relate the phonostylistic variants of a lexical item as well (cf. Dressler (1972;

1975)).
Although SGP, in principle, qualifies a promising framework for an eco-

nomic as well as theoretically sound description of phonostylistic data, its
substantial and methodological principles should be supplemented by some
basic assumptions of Natural Process Phonology (NPP): NPP is used as a cover
term for theoretical work represented in a number of articles by David Stampe
(1969; 1972), Pat Miller (1972; 1973), Arnold Zwicky (1972), Gaberell Drach-

man (1977a), and Wolfgang Dressler (1972; 1975; Dressler & Drachman(1977)),
all of them dealing either with the processual aspects of phonology or with
phonological variation proper. We shall try now to extract those results of NNP
which directly bear upon the problems of describing (and contrasting) polysty-
listic phonological (rule-) systems.

3.1

According to Stampe (1969;1972) theproductive part of thephonology (i. e.

productive phonological rules as well as- live morpheme structure constraints)
of a language x is made up of natural phonological processes. Natural pho-
nologieal processes form a class of universal phonological substitutions creating
phonetically plausible sound patterns. A language x can be said to choose
among this class all the processes operative in x, and adapt them in such a
way that they act as language-specific morpheme structure conditions and

4 For a rare example of a structuralistio study o worried with both, the functional
(scil. :functional' as used by structuralistic phonolugists) and the processual aspect
of phonological variation, see Thurow (1977). Thurow uses an item-and-process model

as a descriptive framework, whereas most structuralists have adhered to item-and-ar-
rangement procedures. It must be pointed out, however, that the above mentioned
descriptive shortcomings of structuralistic investigations can only partially be attributed
to this methodological difference; they are rather due to the structuralists' overrating
of the phonemic vs. allophonic principle, of phonological analysis.
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phonological rules respectively, producing but language-specific phonetic out-
put forms; that is to say, the application of natural phonological processes
within a particular language is controlled by language-specific constraints.
What makes this concept of process phonology highly attractive for our pur-
poses is the following:

1. It permits a principled account of phonological variation. Interstylistio
differences of phonetic patterns become easily derivable if one assumes that
the constraints on the application of phonological processes vary systematic-

ally from style to style. This means that, e. g., a process which operates exclu-
sively within morphemes in one style is allowed to additionally apply across
morpheme boundaries in another style, and even across word boundaries in
a third one; likewise, two processes standing in a bleeding relationship in one
style may feed each other within another style. Finally, processes which do
not operate in certain styles (1. e. are suppressed in those styles) come up in
other stylistic forms of speech.

2. By attributing processual properties to both, morpheme structure condi-
tions and phonological rules NPP permits a unified characterization of pro-
ductive phonological regularities as processes. This permits us to explicitly
account for the rather frequent fact that in cases like the Italian and German
ones below a morpheme structure condition and a phonological rule though
operative on different phonological structures on different levels may ex-
press one and the same phonotactic regularity. 6 Moreover, if we imagine a
morpheme structure condition of a language x and a phonological rule of a
language y providing phunotactically identical structures, the relevance of this
unification of description for contrastive analysis becomes obvious, since it
is by no means clear how a morpheme structure condition and a phonological
rule as such can be compared with each other, SOP allotting entirely different
statuses to them. 6

$ In Hisseberth's (1970. 294) words: "As is often the case, phonological rules...
in a sense 'recapitulate' the morpheme structure condition(s)". See also Wojcik (1978)
for a discussion of this point.

$ This must not bo misunderstood as denying the motivatednoss of differentiating
between morpheme structure conditions and phonological rules (as does, o.g., Hooper
41970 from the point of %tow ut .;atural Generative :Phonology). It has been shown by
numerous authors (see Dressler (1977: 54 - 57) for a review) that morpheme structure
conditions can legitimately hu pustulated un . arious grounds. One may summarize all
these arguments in fa% ur of morpheme structure conditions. there aro indeed (1) phono-
tactic regularities which hold exclusively within morphemes as welksns (2) phonotactio
regularities holding a ithin morphemes on the systematic phonemic ( =abstract) level
only. What adherents of NPP have stressed rather, is tho necessity of characterizing
the properties common to both morpheme structure conditions and phonological rules
in terms of natural phonological processes.
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3.2

A natural phonological process is defined in essence by the change in the
phonetic composition of the phonological entities it applies to. Typical natural
phonological processes are vowel nasalization, palatalization of consonants,
development of tonal patterns clue to the influence certain consonantal arti-
culations exert on fundamental frequency, etc.. The extent to which a na-
tural phonological process operates in a given language can be characterized
by listening to its PATIENTS (i. e. the phonological entities undergoing the
process), its AGENTS (i. e. the phonological entities causing the process to
operate), its ENVY' ONMENTS (i. e. the applicational domains where the
process operates), ..s DIRECTIONS (leftward/regressive vs. rightward/pro-
gressive, proceding from the AGENT). I Considering NPP's assumptions on
phonological variation presented under 3.1., one expects the classes of patients,
agents, environments, and directions (as well as the interplay between indivi-
dual processes, see 3.1. (1.) above) to vary from style to style. Phonological
variation within a particular language becomes describable (at least for
the greater part), then, by accurately registering the cross - stylistic extensions/
/restrictions of the patient, agent, environment and direction classes of the
processes operating within this language.

3.3

Dressler-Drachman (1977) (see also Dressler (1077: 14,25)) a distinction
is made between clarification processes which strengthen the phonetic content
of their patiens by improving their articulation and by dissimilating them
from their phonological environments, and obscuration processes which fuse
their patients with neighbouring phonological entities in order to provide for
coarticulatory ewe. Since obscuration processes will necessarily reduce both,
the perceptual quaizty and the syntagmatic transparency of morphemes (by
creating fusional transitions), they can be expected to be either fully suppressed

1 The terms patient, agent, and environment n( ro introduced by Drachman (1077).
Differentiating between agent and environment captures tin" important difference between
cause (e g any nasal consonant for vowel nasalization) and sponsorlinhibitor of a given
process, a difference not explicitly expressed by the traditional phonological rule format.
Environments may bo of a purely phonological nature (e.g. vowels (PATIENTS) nasalize
due to the influenco of following nasal consonants (AGENTS), provided the nasals aro
in turn followed by spirants (ENVIRONMENTS)); they may, however, bear morpho-
syntactic (boundaries!) as well as loxicosomantio information. See Dmehman (1077: 00,
and passim) for further examples.
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or at least heavily restricted in careful styles, and to increasingly generalize
as speech becomes more casual. Clarification processes, on the other handy
are typical of formal styles, and are less and less applied as casualness.
increases. 8

4.0

In what follows we shall try to give substantial illustrations to the 'philo-
sophy' of NPP, presenting a polystylistic account of nasal assimilation in
German and Italian. Yaw/ assimilation is a natural phonological process recur-
ring in many languages which assimilates-in-place a nasal consonant. We shall'
start with a rather informal (and slightly simplified) presentation of the Italian
and German data. Afterwards we shall try to systematize (and hopefully ren-
der comparable) the fairly disparate data of both languages by means of the
heuristic and descriptive devices of NPP outlined above. in addition to our
observations we used data from the following phonological studies: Mulja6i6
(1969), Saltarelli (1970), Mioni (1973), and Gnerre (1976) for Italian; Wurzel?
(1970), Dressler (to appear), Wodak & Dressler (to appear) for German. More-
over, it must be stressed from the very beginning that the phonostylistic data.
to be presented below slightly reflect the authors' dialectal origin: Tuscan Ita-
lian and Standard Viennese German.

4.1

Italian has a morpheme structure constraint which disallows non-homor-
ganic nasals preceding obstruents or nasals, providing for the place specifiza-
tion of the nasals in (1). °

' Intensive comparative studies on a number of natural phonological processes.
carried out by adherents of NPP, and others, have resulted in establishing hierarchieS,
(see Zwicky (1972), Drachman (1977a)). Hierarchies are uni% mid (i.o. cross-linguistically
significant) scales of preference fur the potential agents, patients, ornironments and,
directions of a given process (e.g. a PATIENT-hierarchy of vowel nasalization would
have to express the ty pulogical generalization that low %ow els aro more liable to nasalize
than mid vowels or oven high % ow els). A hierarchy is expei..ted to account for two things:.
First, is should express the probability fur a given segment to be actually found acting,
as, say, patient of vowel nasalization in any particular language with nasalized vowels.
Second, it should also predict in w hich way a gii, en, say, patient class will enlarge /reduce
as the process takes its way across the phonostylistic scale. Thus tho worker in tho con-
trasta e field is provided with expectations about. what kind of phonomona he is likely
to find, although, of course, e% Jry language will to a certain degree deviate froni these
universal tendencies. We du 1. ut want to go into a more extensive discussion of this.
point, because there arc: as y it tun established Ina% orsal hierarchies fur nasal assimilation,
to be investigated in 4. below.

' Examples are written in a 'very broad' (near phonemic) transcription; ii and
rn depute palatal and Ulu dental nasals respuLti% (Ay , Q and 9 open mid v015018. P11011003
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.OBLIGATORY FOR ALL STYLES:

.(1) tomba, cmpito, trionifo, onda, mentsionaro
mandzo, pQnso, kQngo, mant5a, mandiare, baoka,
aijgolo, diQmma, d9nna, denno

In addition, Italian has a phonological rule of nasal assimilation applying
across morphosyntactic boundaries 10 which extends its application with pro-

, gressive casualness of speech, as can be seen from the list in (2a - d) (cf. Gnerre
(1976: 289 - 292)).

-OBLIGATORY FOR ALL STYLES:

.(2a) assum+to assun-l-to
spQn-l-to

in:Epatsicntso, im -1-patsigntsa
in-l-grato -I-grato
in-Em2bile im-Em9bile

OBLIGATORY FOR LESS CAREFUL (=colloquial) STYLES:11

(2b) kon I permesso kom I permesso
kon I grandettsa korj # grandettsa
kon I malitsia kom I malitsia

Fed by a rule which deletes the final vowel of certain endings of (in order of
preference) auxiliary verbs ((2o), already in colloquial styles), modal verbs and

detail is given only to those parts of the transcript which are of immediate interest for
the phenomonon under concern. This must be kopt in mind ospocially for Gorman casual
speech forms which considerably differ from tho forms cited below because of the opera-
tion of other casual epee 'A rules affecting vowel quantity and quality. Tho effoot of
those rules on the phor s3 output will be neglected for sako of olarity.

" As for boundary konbols used, '-F denotes a boundary of both inflectional and
derivational mc.rphology; '41:* denotes a boundary between clitics (stressless) words
and stressed words (as well as a boundary between compound constituents in German
examplos); 'IV signals a boundary between stressed words. It must be pointed out,
however, that the assignment of a particular boundary symbol to a given syntactic)
construction will often appoar to bo rather adhoc, since at the moment theoretical
knowledgo about boundaries available to tho analyst is rather scant.

" Ratior than classifying rules as obligatory vs. facultative we consider all rules
to bo obligatory within certain styles; this results from tho basic assumption of NPP on
the organization of polystylistio phonological systoms, according to whioh a phonolo-
gical stylo can be unequivocally defined as a cooccurrence of a number of specifically
adapted natural phonological processes. Once a givon stylo has boon chosen on extra-
linguistio grounds, the apoakor simply must apply all style-specifio processes. 'Obligatory

-rules' in traditional terminology are simply rules which invariably hold for all styles.
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full verbs (2d), the nasal assimilation rule even applies across # # bound-
aries in casual styles:

(2c) abbiamo # gridato abbiarj * gridato

OBLIGATORY FOR CASUAL STYLES:

(2d) possono I I pagare possom *# pagare
mandiano I I pane mandiam I # pane

4.2

When compared to Italian, German turns out to be less restrictive as far
as morpheme-internal nasal-consonant sequences are concerned: Imi may pre-
cede ncn- homorganio dentals and velars as well as homorganic labials, of. (3)
vs. (4):

(3) henadon, zamt, amzel, imkor
(i) ambos, lumpon,

In I is found before homorganic dentals, quasi-homorganic palatoalveolar 161,
and palatals, of. (5) and (6):

(5) ends, ento, a2ns, unzor, gants, mend
(6) fynf, mans:

InI may precede homorganic velars, i.e. properly speaking Ikl only (of. (7)),
since the few instances of morpheme-internal In I- clusters are exclusively found
in non-native words. Additionally, there is a rather limited group of morphe-
mes with heterorganic Nei-sequences, of. (8):
(7) barjk, krarik, zei)ke
(8) mist inst, lerjs

Since there are good arguments to derive all context-independent instances of
III (those in (8) as well as those in zivra, litrivan, which form minimal pairs
with zinon, dvintan,thus qualifying') as a taxonomic phoneme) from underlying
ing/ (via, ng rig r)4, cf. Dressler (to appear)) the following rule of nasal
assimilation (9), corroborated in some cases by a rule of g-loan after rl (cf.
(10)), will be made responsible for all the velar nasals presented above:

(9) n -+ [+back] /_[ -1-back]
(10) Sample derivations:

/bank/ /angst/ /zing+ on/
nasal assimilation bar* saga zirig+ on
g-loss after rj airt zirj -I-on

[bax)k] [mist] [zirj+ on]

4 Papett
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Morpheme structure eunditiuns w ill account for all instances of complementary
distribution of 1ml and In1, i.e. the positions before the labials (where only in
appears, cf. (4)) and before Itsj, Iii, Ifl, and (where only InI appears: (hlds,
meng, fynf, man).

As for assimilations across boundaries, the most formal style lacks them
completely, with increasing casualness In; (but never Int; or Ili() assimilates-in-
-place to a following obstrucnt or nasal (with the exception of a following pala-
tal 1j 1c1), surmounting progressively stronger boundaries, as can be seen from
the forms in (I - c):

OBLIGATORY FOR ALL STYLES EXCEPT THE MOST FORMAL
ONE (across '+ %boundaries):

(1Ia) an+pakon am+pakon
an+fy : ran +fy : ran
an+maxon am+maxon
an+kla : arj+kla gait

But never: um+dicton -+ *un+dicton
zirj+t *zin-Ft.

OBLIGATORY FOR COLLOQUIAL SPEECH (across # '-boundaries):

(11b) an *pe : for -+ am *pe : for
ren#pfe : rt -+ rem #pfe : rt
an*gerda arjOgerda

OBLIGATORY FOR CASUAL SPEECH (across '# '-boundaries):

(11c) 'die Auto bahn banen'
ba : n #* boon -+ ba :m # # bapn

Note that inspite of in being assimilated across progressively stronger bound
cries, the distribution of 1m1 and 1n1 within morphemes remains the same
throughout the phonostylistic scale, with the minor exception of 1nI being
assimilated-in-place to labiodental fricatives, as speech becomes more casual,
fynf being realized as fprtf.
As soon as forms like those in (11b) appear, a rule of progressive nasal assimi-
lation begins to operate (both within morphemes and across '+ '- boundaries),
assimilating a following syllabic nasal to the place of articulation of any pre-
ceding consonant (again with the exception of 191 and 1j D. A number of other
rules have to do preparatory work to provide for its applicational conditions:
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First, a .schwa-deletion rule deletes the lot in forms like in (12a):

(12a) a : bent, ju : gent, ge : gen, trep+on, Ii :b+on,
lag-I-en, lo : v+ en, kempf+en, kom-I-an, bak+on,
ra2x+en, zhj-I-on

Second, resyllabification yields

(12b) a : bnt, jtt : gnt, ge : gn, trep+n, li : b+n,
i 1 i 1 i

la9f.-1-n , lo : v+n, kempf-I-n, kom+n, bak+n,
ra9x-11., zhj-1-9.

which are 'intermediate' forms only, i.e. constitute no possible output forms.
Progressive nasal assimilation has to 1pply obligatorily now, giving

(12c) a : bmt, ju : git, ge : gt, trep+m, li : b+m
la9f-I-m, lo : v-}-m, kempf-I-m, kom-l-m, bak-11,
ra9x-Fij, zirj+1?....

It is interesting that this progressive type of nasal assimilation, unlike the
regressive one which exclusively applied to Inl, is 'strong' enough to yield
WI for careful speech atom, i.e. applies both to In' and Iml.

With increasing casualness progressive nasal assimilation may extend its
domain of application even across '*'-boundaries, cf. (13):

(13) 'Ioh mache ihn aur 12
max(o) # i : n -+ max # 9

5

Nasal assimilation being a typical obscuration process (it provides for homor-
genic articulations, thereby saving a considerable amount of articulator move-
ment, regardless of a resulting reduction of morpheme transparency) we
expect it to maximize its application with increasing casualness of speech.
And this is exactly what happens both, in Italian and German, the extension
affecting the agents, patients, environments, and directions of the process.
This cross-stylistic expansion of nasal assimilation along the phonostylistio
scales of German and Italian is given schematically in Tables 1 and 2 below.
Let us consider Italian first: here the cross- stylistic extension is in two steps
and exclusively involves the environment specification of the process. Its
minimal application (i.e. its 'obligatory' application in traditional terms),
indexed EXT 0, is within morphemes (I-1-_-1-1) (where it applies to Ind as
its sole patient), functioning as a morpheme structure condition, and across.

22 Hero a number of other rules havo to derive the weak forms of form words like
i :n first, which then form the input of progressive nasal assimilation (fur a detailed
account, see Gnutzmann (1975), and Kohler (1977: 210. 230)).

4.
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NASAL ASSIMILATION IN ITALIAN

ENVIRONMENTS
DIRECTIONS PATIENTS +_+_+ _# #

EXT 0: regressive { all agents
all agents

EXT 1: regressive 1

m,
n
n,

all agents
all agents all agents

EXT 2: regressive 1 all agents
all agents all agents all agents

P b t d k g
is ti dz dzf vsiz

in n A

Aorarrs: Stops
Affricates
Fricatives
Nasals

Table 1

Table 2

NASAL ASSIMILATION IN GERMAN

ENVIRONMENTS
DIRECTIONS PATIENTS +_++ * --*

EXT 0: regressive n k,g;p,b,pf I

ts, 5

EXT 1: regressive n k,g;p,b,pf
ts, 5

1 n all agents
i n k, g; p, b, pf

regressive ta,ii,f,v
EXT 2: 1 n

progressive m, n all agents all agents
all agents all agents

r n lc, g; P, b, Pf
regressive ts, 6, f, v

EXT 3: 1 n all agents all agents all agents
progressive in, n all agents all agents all agents

AGE,..."11: Stops p b t d k g

Affricates pf ts
Fricatos j* v a i z re

Nasals In n 0

morpheme boundaries ('__.-1-__*) (where Imp, Ink, and lap are its patients,
functioning as a phonological rule there. With progressive casualness, nasal
assimilation expands its applieational domain across clitio boundaries ('..._.*._:)
first (EXT 1), and across stressed-word boundaries ('___.# #._....') then (EXT 2).

The direction of nasal assimilation as well as the agent-class (given beneath
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Table 1)13 remains the same for all three adaptations of the process. In Ger-
man, nasal assimilations extends in three steps. Here we find both, a regressive
and a progressive variant (the regressive variant being the basic one : it appears.
throughout adaptations EXT 0 to EXT 3 of the process (see Table 2)). The
patient -class for regressive nasal assimilation remains the same for all exten-
sions, namely In! only, whreas the progr:-...ive variant applies to both (syllabic)
mill and

In EXT 0, in its maximally restricted form (in very careful speech) nasal
assimilation applies regressively only, triggered by (1) the velar stops (thereby
functioning as a phonological rule) as well as (2) by a class of agents (Ipi, ibi,
1pfj, Its!, PI) before which ImI and mill are in complementary distribution
(thereby functioning as a morpheme structure condition)."

EXT 1 involves the application of the regressive variant of the prouss
across morpheme boundaries, being triggered by all agents listed beneath
Table 2.

In EXT 2 the environment of regressive nasal assimilation conies to include
elitie boundaries as well, with the same agent -class as in EXT 1. At the same
time, the progressive variant of nasal assimilation, being in turn triggered by
an all-agent-class, becomes operative, acting both within and across morpheme
boundaries. Finally, If] and Ivl are added to the morpheme-internal agent-class
of the regressive variant.

EXT 3 consists in an expansion of the environments of both, the regressive
variant (across' # # '- boundaries) and theprogressive variant (across '# '-bound-
aries) with the same agents as before.

6

To summarize, we have tried to exemplify how Natural Process Phonology
(NPP) contributes to a better understanding and description of phonological
variation. In particular, we have emphasized NPP's basic assumptions on the
processual organization of (polystylistic) phonology, according to which dif-
fering phonetic patterns of different styles are generated by various appliea-
tional adaptations of natural phonological processes. Additional fundamental
principles of NPP permitted us to characterize phonological rules and morphe-

'3 Agents operating within a givon environment aro listed in the column of that
environment.

" It is important to noto hero that the process does not account for all tho cases
of complementary distribution of nasals before consonants reported in 4.2.: the exolusive
appearance of Ini before If1 and cannot bo considered as being generated by the natural
phonological process of nasal assimilation, since no homorganicity is achieved; instead,
a simple redundancy will capture these distributional regularities.

V
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use structure conditions in a uniform way, and to develop valid hypotheses
about the extent of application natural phonological processes exhibit in
different styles. Thus, we tried to justify our initial suggestion to include the
theoretical outcomes of NPP into the heuristics and the methodology of
analysis of phonological variation.
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TOWARDS A CONTRASTIVE PRAGMALINGUISTICS*

PHILIP RILEY

University of Nancy II

INTRODUCTION

There are a number of important aspects of language behaviour which are
not amenable to the theories and procedures of classical Contrastive Analysis.
In particular Contrastive Analysis has failed to deal with problems of mean-
ing, language use and the various linguistic aspects of interaction. One
reaction to this state of affairs is the attempt being made to develop the
semantic component of Contrastive Generative Grammars (cf. KRZESZOW-
SKI 1972, 1978), and it does indeed seem that valuable insights may be gained
thereby.

Another reaction, though, has been to turn away from meaning as repre-
sented by deep structures "inside" sentences and to investigate it instead
as it is manifested in social ants "outside" sentences. The focus of such an
approach is not on the theories, models and data of linguistic structures
but on the social patterning of discourse and interaction. For the Pragma-
linguist, then, it is language functions rather than linguistic structures
discourse, not grammar, the communicative act in context, not the sentence
in isolation which are central to his investigation.

Can the Contrastive Analyst benefit from such an approach? Is the work
being done in Pragmatics (as well as in related fields such as Discourse Ana-
lysis, Sdcial Psychology, Sociology) of value to him? This paper suggests that
it is; indeed, it is based on the 'strong hypothesis' that Contrastive Analysis
without a pragmalinguistio dimension is inadequate.

* Much of the work described in this paper has boon carried out with two of my
colleagues in the CRAPEL, M.J. Grommo and H. Ho leo: I take this opportunity of expres-
sing to them my affection and gratitude - whilst in no way trying to share the blame for
any miaskea and overgenoralisations contained herein!
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This suggestion is not a new one (GLEASON 1968; HARTMANN 1977)
and a valuable programmatic statement of aims and objects has been made
(SAJAVAARA 1971). But when we conic down to the nitty gritty we find
that, in fact, very little has been dune, since no suitable model of pragmalin-
guistic or interactive structure has been available for the Contrastive Analyst
to use even if he wanted to.

So this paper is a first, tentative step in that direction. It is possibly also
u% el-ambitious, and wrong-headed. but it dues try, through the analysis of
concrete examples, (however inadequate), to make a practical and not just a
theoretical contribution to the field.

I OUTLINE OF A MODEL OF PRAGMALINGUISTICS

In this section, we will be considering very briefly a model of pragmalin-
guistics which has been developed at the CRAPEL over the last four years.
Obviously-, this is not the place for a detailed discussion of the status and
scope of pragmalinguisties (see STALNAKER 1972) but one or two points
need to be made if the relevance and perspective of what rollows is not to be
distorted.

1. Xeaning as a construct of behaviour

We would like first to draw attention to tile meaning of meaning as it is
used here. For the pragmalinguist a id the student of interaction, the tradi-
tional philosophical and semantic accounts of meaning are of little use or
alidit3, isolated, de-contextualised okects ur concepts are unsuitable tools

fot the description of the dynamics of communication. Rather, he sees meaning
as a construct u. interaction, and he studies the ways in which participants
in a communicative event create, relate, organise and realise meaning in
behaviour.

(As will probably be immediately obvious to the reader, the term prag-
nudinguistics is not used here in the sense in which it is used by some philo-
sopers of language, whose main interest is restricted to the referential opera-
tions of the verbal code. (Deictics, pronouns, negations, etc.) Such an approach
offers little more to the understanding of interactive meaning than does tra-
ditional semantics).

The pragmalinguist regards attempts to define the meaning of meaning
as a Will o' the wisp. meaning for him resides in and is conveyed by the com-
binations and the relationship bctw een a number of semiotic channels, and
it is these operations which form the primary object of his study. He studies
and attempts to account flit a:1 contributions to communicative interaction,

hethei icabal, paralinguistic (i.e. vocal nun-verbal) or non-verbal. Semantics,
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ith its traditional focus on the \ erbal component alone, is of little help in
thc destliption and anal3sis of conanunica,the behaviours involving the w hole
spectrum of sensory categories paraphunology, key, intonation, gaze,
facial expression, gesture, toneli, smell, orientation, proxemics, as well as a
myriad of social and situational features.1

A fundamental concept for the pragmalinguist, then, is that of the act of
communication, of which the speech act is simply one possible realisation.
A nod of the head can communkate agreement just as efficiently as the w ord
'yes'. su, tun, can a smile and gesture, acquiescence or the right choice of
intonation ur key. And this is a crude, over simplified eAample, since the
meaning of an act of cumilmnication is often the sum total of words plus
facial expiessiun, plus key, etc., plus all the situationally relevant features.
Meaning is the relationship specified b3 these phenomena in combination.

This objection applies just as strongly to even the most sophisticated
kind of Contrastive Generative Semantics, w Inch still has as its object the
meaning of the isolated sentence. To put it another way, a bilingual infur-
mant's intuitions about equip alence (the sort of thing one might 'get at' via
the deep structures and semantic component of a contrastive TGG) will
nut be enough to satisfy the criteria for meaning discussed here. they w ill
still on13 provide information about a range of possible interpretations in
context. No matter how much the grammarians manage to reduce semantic
agueness, isolated sentences will always remain pragmatically vague since

they lack the interactive dimension. Again, no amount of cobbling with con-
text-sensitive rules or whatever can repair the basic premise of semantics,
namely, that all meaning is internal and verbal. The meaning of face-to-face
interaction is an amalgam of information from many channels and, in par-
ticular, the discourse structure is mainly marked non verbally. No account of
meaning is adequate which fails to take into consideration such vital ques-
tions as who is speaking to who? When? Where? What is the nature of their
relationship? Of the circumstances? What activity are they involved in? What
is its purpose and that of the communication?

At the double risk of labouring the point and of caricaturing alternative
approaches, lot us consider an example:

There is an oak-tree in the middle of the meadow.

This, you will agree, is the sort of sentence that often gets taken for sem-
antic anal3 sis. Traditional semantics has been limited to the study of pro-
positions ('sense'). Essentially, Clis has meant the elaboration of rules for

' Fur a discussiun of the iotogrittivo of nun % erbal ounununication into discourse
analysis, see RILEY (1975, 1076), tilt. dtseurs«o rule of intonation ('koy') is the subject
of BRAZIL (1976).
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testing the truth of propositions. with relative ease, the semanticist can set,
up and define classes of referent, to which he can attribute such objects as
'oak-tree' and 'meadow'. He can describe the relationship which is predi-
cated between them, whether oak-trees are the sorts of things one finds in
meadows, and so on.

But when a sentence occurs in discourse, as one of a series of utterances,
it derives contextual meaaing from them (or they select meanings for it).
Some of these meanings may be connected with the constituent elements of
the sentence in isolation (oak-tree, meadow, etc.) but a whole new interactive
dimension is also added whose meanings cannot be predicted from the sen-
tence in isolation. The reader is invited to imagine that he is the Sherrif-hero
of a Western, who has just been captured by the Villain and a band of hench-
men. The henchmen are urging their leader to hang the Hero. "Aha!" says
the Villain, with a twirl of his black moustaches, "there is an oak-tree in the
middle of the meadow".

However inveterate a semanticist, it is unlikely that the reader would
start examining the truth of this utterance. Both he and the henchmen would
be interested in it as a reply and as a suggestion major meanings which it
could only have in context, its meanings as a communicative act.

2. Illocution2

Within Pragmalinguistics, the study of communicative acts rests on the
theory of Illocution (AUSTIN 1971; HOLEC 1975; SEARLE 1969). Communi-
cative acts may be realised verbally, paralinguistically or non-verbally. That
is, the speech acts to which most writers on the subject limit their attention
are only one type or realisation of the wirier class, communicative acts.

Communicative acts include inviting, accepting, agreeing, disagreeing, ex-
plaining, denying, suggesting, hypothesising, promising, offering, etc. The il-
locutionary value (or function) of each acts reflects directly the use w Lich
the actor ("speaker") wishes to put it to. loosely, it can often be regarded as
an exteriorisation of Iris intention in cair ing out that partiradar act rather
than another.

The illocutionary value of communicative acts has no direct link ' ith
their formal realisation. In different contexts, a given grammatical bti uaure
may realise a tide range of functions. and, vice-versa, the same fu,rctitur may
be realised by a wide range of different grammatical structures. Structures
and functions are not in a one to one relationship. the point is not a new one,
but it is worth exemplifying as it is the distinguishing feature of 1,1agniatic
as opposed to grammatical descriptions.

2 Tho torn is taken from AUSTIN (1971).
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(i) Same form, different functions:

You're not going out

a) Prohibiting father to a child with a cold: it is raining.
b) Confirming I am reacting to the statement of a friend with

a cold: he says he's staying in all day.
c) Threatening kidnappers to victim
d) Expressing surprise but I thought we were going to see this

afternoon's game together!
e) 'Stating' if anyone calls you'll be here to answer the door.

(ii) Same function, different forms:
Agreeing

a) Yes, sure, right, fine, O.K., Bob's your uncle, etc.
b) Repetition (You're leaving? I'm leaving).
c) Nod of the head
d) I agree, I accept your point, I see what you mean, etc.)
e) No, I suppose not (You say you can't do it now...)

When we talk about the 'same' form or realisation in group (i), it should be
.olear that we are referring to identity at one level of description only, the
morpho-syntactic level. It is precisely because there will be many differences
at other levels (paralinguistic, non-verbal, situational) and because these
differences will result in differences of meaning, that we must go beyond
the semantico-grammatical into the pragmalinguistic. To put it more bluntly,
whatever the differences between the items in group (i) are they are important,
.and they are not grammatical.

The second important point which needs to be made is that non-verbal
behaviours which realise communicative acts must necessarily be regarded
as having an illocutionary function. In group (ii) above, we included the head-
nod as a realisation of agreeing. other examples are not difficult to find

a) disagreeing with a shake of the head,
b) greeting (wave and/or eyebrow flash)
e) declining(e.g. by placing one's hand over a cup or glass when offered

more to drink)
d) insulting (e.g. giving someone the obscene V-sign)
e) commanding (e.g. by beckoning to someone)

.3. Some remarks on'Non-Verbal Communicative Behaviour

Obviously, not all non-verbal behaviours have illocutionary force. those
we have classed as indices, for example, may carry information about the
participants in an interaction which is of general pragmatic interest but
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which is so low on the scale of linguistioness as to be usually irrelevant to
the discourse analyst. (See RILEY 1975). The remaining non-verbal behaviours
have been categorised as follows:

(i) Those having illocutionary force (see above)
(ii) Kinematopoeias ("illustrators")
(iii) Deictics
(iv) Regulators of interactional tactics:

turn-taking signals
attention signals
address signals

For present purposes we would like to concentrate on the non-verbal
behaviours in group (iv), the regulators ef interactional tactics. These be-
haviours are the regulative mechanisms of interaction. they govern the distribu-
tion of utterances and the transitions from speaker-state to listener-state
and to addressee. They are sets of rule-governed behaviours which control
the sequential structure, timing and distribution of utterances: who speaks
when, and to whom. We have claimed that meaning in face-to-face inter-
action is a construct of behaviour: it is these behaviours and the rules which
govern them which permit the negotiation between participants which
necessary if their individual contributions are to mesh at all levels, as it
must do if any sort of communication is to take place.

Work by Duncan (1972, 1973) and by Kendon (1964, 1967) has described
the mechanisms involved in turn-taking, and attention, particularly those
concerning gaze. For example, a speaker whc. wishes to yield the floor will
make eye-contact with his interlocutor immediately before the end of his
utterance. Other NV behaviours which may accompany or replace gaze here
have also been identified and described. they include a number of postural
and guestural behaviours, creaky voice, low key and cessation of body move-
ment.

By address we mean that rule-governed. set of verbal or non-verbal be-
haviours by means of which a 'speaker' selects and indicates his Addressee(s)
in groups above the dyad.3 When we interact in a group, we do not usually
speak to all the group all the time, we speak to individuals or sub-groups.
We have identified the following nun-verbal behaviours as operating in the
address system. eye-contact, head direction, orientation, posture and gesture.
(Of course, address may also be realised verbally "Would you like some
tea, Mary?" and indeed the choice of verbal address is proving to be a
surprisingly useful marker for certain types of discourse).

3 By Addrosseo NV o mean the participant (s) upun churn the Spetiker imposes tho
duty/right to reply.
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Address is a very simple beim\ iuural system. it is also an (WI emely pow er-
ful descriptive tool. By observing address behaviour we arc able to state
accurately which participant(s) a speaker is "speaking to" for itzt giN en
utterance. This means that «e now have a 11 ay of coding utterances, or,
rather turns, in all types of interaction. By distinguishing for each turn (1,
2,3... ) which participant (W, X, Y, Z...) is the Speaker (S), the Addressee(s) (A),
the List ener (s) (L), e are able to code each turn in terms of participant state.

Since address (though not necessarily the beltaN ioural mechanism w Lich
realises it) is a universal the Contrastive Analyst is nom in a position to um
pare many important asi cts of the discourse structure of different languages
(An example is given below). Patterns of consecutive codings, expt essed
in terms of (1) The codings themselves, (2) Change of address and (3) Change
of first Speaker, give us discourse units of varying types, corresponding to
exchanges/transactions etc. As we try to demonstrate below, such desu ip-
tions provide us with valuable formalisations of social role, participant states,
formality and situation, i.e. with information concerning precisely those
non-semantic parameters of meaning which, it is the Pragmalinguist's con-
tention, are essential to a description of interactive discourse.

4. Outline of a Model of Discourse

The considerations discussed above concerning
.(i) Meaning as a construct of interaction
(ii) Illocution
(iii) Non-verbal communication

lead us towards a model of discourse (and eventually to a model of inter-
action) which differs radically from most others which have been put for-
ward.* In very general terms, our work on the structures of written and
spoken discourse has led us to the conclusion that, as one passes front discutu se
which is written, prepared and non-interactiN e to discourse w hich is spoken,
spontaneous and interactive, structuration depends less and less on the order ing
of the propositional content and more and more on the nature of the ti
action. (RILEY 1975; ABE et al. 1975; DUDA 1974; ABE, DUDA & GREMMO
1977).

The investigator of authentic, spontaneous, spoken discourse Is ho hies
to base his analysis on a logical approach to propositional content is in fur
a rough time. Rather, we believe that the only practical approach is is
the two other features of spoken discourse w hich have already luulud
briefly, namely

(i) illocution
(ii) non-verbal behaviours

4 With the exception of WIDDOWSON (1977), where a tripartite dixr,ion, %cry
similar to the one suggested hero, is also posited.
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We can, that is, describe such discourse as a sequence of illocutionary acts
and as a series of interactive acts. Such a distinction is all the more necessary
when we consider that much non-verbal behaviour has no illocutionary value,
its function being the regulation and marking of discourse structure. This
gives us illocutionary structure (or "communicative" structure) and an inter-
active structure (or "discursive" structure). Since elements of the two struc-
tures are not in a one-to-one relationship, w we may treat them as simultaneous
but parallel.

Such an approach to discourse structure might be diagrammed in the
following way:

SITUATION

Illo-
cutionar)
Ntruclure

By Formal Structure here we mean realisation. the set of message-bearing
elements (verbal, paralinguistic, non-verbal) in a situation. These elements
have substai ce and are realisations of various systems and structures whose
organisation can be described in terms such as class, units, structure and
distribution. The textual function of such elements is described in terms of
thrir internal relations (and without reference to the meaning they carry).
Elocutionary Structure. here we deal with sequences of illocutionary acts
(e.g Inviting, Accepting, Confirming, Thanking). There is no one-to-one
relationship between these acts and units of formal structure i.e. they are
not related at different levels of delicacy.
Int, radio Structure. here w e describe linguistic organisation in terms of
intent( tional tactics. turns (opening, reply, closing) address, relative distribu-
tion of utterances (exchange, transaction). There is no one-to-um relationship
between interactive acts and illocutionary acts.

It may help clarify this set of distinctions if AA e take an example. let us
imagine that Mr. and Mrs. A. wish to ask thew ay in London. they approach
a stranger, Mr. B., and the following dialogue ensues:

1. Mr. A. : Sorry, but can you tell us the way to St. James' Park,
please?

2. Mr. B. : Are you on foot?
3. Mrs. A. : Yes, we are. Is it far?
4. Mr. B. : Then you just go down those steps there and turn right.
5. Mr. A. : Thank you very much.
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The Illocutionary Structure here is
1. Requesting information
2. Requesting information
3. Informing, Requesting information
4. Informing
5. Thanking

The Interactive Structure is
1. Opening ) Exchange
2. Response )
3. Opening )

4. Response ) Exchange
5. Closing
5. Closing

Transaction

1 2 3 4 5

Mr. A. s
Mrs. A. IHIHI S IA I H

B I AI S I A IS H
0 R 0 R

An important theoretical point can be made here:
By distinguishing between these two types of act, the difficulty of hand-
ling the discursive embedding exemplified here is greatly reduced, since we do
not need to define illocutionary acts by their place in structure. If that were
the case, we would need, for example, a different definition of Requesting
information for each of the first three places in the structure of this dialogue.

II CONTRASTIVE APPLICATIONS

What use is this typo or approach to the Contrastive Analyst? We can
only hope to give hints, igk estions here, but we will make them as concrete
as possible:

1. (a) We can compare the range of functions which a structure in one lan-
guage can realise with the range of functions a similar structure in
another lar.guage can realise.
Let us take an example: in French, English and Swedish there is a
structure (si, om) "conditional" clause. Observation leads us to
the conclusion that the French structure can be used to realise at least
three different functions:
(i) Hypothesising

S'il arrive, je le lui dirai.
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(ii) Requesting confirmation
Si je suis prat? (C'est bien ce que to viens de me demander?)

(iii) Sugesting
Et si on allait an cinema ce soir!

If we turn to colloquial Finnish-Swedish, we find that there too, the 'om
and conditional' structure can realise these three functions:
(a) Om han kommer, ska jag beriitta det for honom

(b) Om jag iir fiirdig? (Jo, jol)
(c) Om vi sku' ge. IA bio i kviill!
However, when we turn to English, we find a very different kettle of
fish!
(a) If he comes, I'll tell him
(b)* If I am ready?
(c)* If we go the cinema this evening
Note what the asterisk means here: these perfectly correct grammatical
constructions can not (=do not) function as requests for confirmation

or suggestions.
The implications for Contrastive Analysis are considerable: any syl-
labus aiming at communicative competence will have to take such
correspondences into account.
One could argue that Contrastive Analysis could start at an even
more primitive level, that of ethno-discourse, i.e. those sets of presup-
positions which speakers impose upon the reality their language dis-
sects. However, although some extremely interesting work has been
done by the ethnolinguists, anthropologists and socio-linguists,

(FISHMAN 1971; GUMPERZ & HYMES 1972; LABOV 1972a and
b; SUDNOW 1972) very little of it is sufficiently rigorous from the
point of view of linguistic science and, to the best of our knowledge,
no directly contrastive studies have been made on such a basis. Simply

as an illustration of the lines such a contrast might take, let us examine

the following exchange:

Child: Dad, I want to go to the match
Parent: I'm busy this afternoon in the garde..1

Now it is quite clear (to anyone who shares the presuppositions of
these speakers' culture) that the Child is Requesting "Please will

you take me to the match" and the Parent is Refusing "No, I can't".
Yet if we took these two utterances separately, we would have no
reason for labelling or interpreting them thus. It is their juxtaposition,
their relationship in context which enables us to interpret them as
acts of communication by bringing to bear on them the presupposi-
tions of our ethno-discourse. Even for such a brief example it is difficult
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to list the presuppositions exhaustively: a whole society is reflected
in the word 'match' alone. Some of the presuppositions are startlingly
obvious which is just why we need them:

(i) The child cannot or does not wish to go alone
(ii) The parent can be expected to take the child
(iii) The parent is responsible for the child in some way
(iv) The parent has priority of choice
(v) The parent cannot be in two places simultaneously
(vi) It is possible for non-players to attend, etc. etc.,

It is important to remember, though, that there are societies where
(ii) and (iii) would by no means seem obvious, for example. And why
did the reader probably interpret this as a father/son exchange, not
a mother/daughter one? And why might the author be thinking of
a cricket match, but probably not the reader?

Child: Maman, to m'achetes un nouveau sous-pull?
Parent: Ton pere dit que ca cat° trop cher.

Here again, we have Requesting-Refusing exchange, but a number
of the presuppositions which enable us to identify it as such are dif-
ferent (e.g. Mother buys, Father pays: one cannot buy items which
are too expensive, etc). By accumulating and analysing a large corpus
of such exchanges, one would hope to define the elements of the ethno--
discourse and a cross-cultural comparison would then be possible.
It is important to distinguish between two types of presupposition:
the knowledge of events which individuals have, and may share, and
which enables us to account for certain logico-semantic aspects of
discourse structure in terms of A, B and A/B events, and the know-
ledge of the universe which is shared by all members of a speech com-
munity by virtue of their speaking the same language. This is not the,
place to discuss the Wharf-Sapir-Bernstein hypothesis that the Ian-,
guage we use segments reality and our perception of the world: but
the applied work by perceptual psychologists is beginning to reveal.
ways in which such problems can be studied objectively. In Berlin
& Kay (1969) colour terms and perceptions in a wide range of Ian-
grages were compared and contrasted and Stromnes (1977) has carried
out a contrastive study of the spatial relationships in Fin..11111 and
Swedish. There seems no reason why such techniques should not be
applied to certain other notions such as time, size, order and growth.

(b) Let us now reverse the process: this time let us take one particular
function Suggesting and look at some of the various realisations
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.(c)

which can occur (in the same three languages):
French Et si on allait an cinema ce soir.

On pourrait peut-titre aller an cinema co soir.
Vous n'auriez pas envie d'aller au cinema ce soir.
Une possiblite serait d'aller an cinema ca soir.

Swedish Jag tiinkte att vi kunde ga, pa, bio i kvttll
Hor skull° det vary att ga, pa, bio i
Vi kunde pa, bio i kviill, oiler hur?
Om vi skulle go, pa, bio i kviill!

English How about us going to the cinema this evening?
I tell you what, let's go to the cinema this evening.
Why don't we go to the cinema this evening.
I wouldn't mind going to the cinema this evening.

This list ie by no means exhaustive, of course, but it fully confirms
the logical points that a communicative syllabus cannot be based
on a structural progression and that comparisons of this typo will
provide immediately useful data.
An extremely interesting and important question will be to see whether
there are functions which may be realised in, say, the verbal component
of language A, but which are realised in the paralinguistic or non-
verbal components of language B. Work on intonation and key seems
to indicate strongly that this is indeed the case, as does our own work

on non-verbal communication. However, to the best of our knowledge,
little specifically contrastive work has been done on this problem.

This time, instead of taking sentences/functions in isolation lot
us consider them in sequence; that is, we aro going to look at illocu-
tionary structure. Obviously an enormous amount of descriptive
work still remains to bo done before such comparisons influence syl-

labus design: only after corpora of authentic recordings have been
analysed can we hope to have the accurate data essential to a valid
contrast. But, in principle, there seems to be nothing to stop us proceed-

ing as follows:
&IOW. dialogue:
(1) That's a very pretty dress you're wearing.
(2) Oh, thank you very much.

Illocutionary structure: compliment +thanks.
Swedieh dialogue:
,(1) En sti vacker klanning du har!
(2) Tack sA. mycket

Illocutionary structure: compliment+thanks
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French dialogue:
(1) Que c'est jolie, la robe quo to portcs!
(2)

Illocutionary structure: compliment+
Further examination would show that a French Compliment is never
followed by an expression of thanks (a form such as Merci beaucoup
occurring in this context would not be interpreted as thanks but might
be as ironic commentary).
Such variations in illocutionary structure can, of course, be spread
over much larger stretches of time. A hostess in Finland, for example,
will expect to have to invite her guests to take their places at table
at least three times: to all concerned, anything less would be an un-
seemly rush! Again, she would expect her guests, when they next
met, to begin their conversation by thanking her for her entertain-
ment (Tack for senast/Kiitos viimesesta) even if several months had
elapsed between the two encounters. Neither in French nor English
society is this usually the case. Examples of this sort abound;' e.g.
when entering a shop the Frenchman usually greets the other customers
(Bonjour Messieurs-Dames): so does a German entering a railway
compartment. But anyone who entered an English railway compartment
or shop and proclaimed "Good morning, ladies and gentlemen" would
get a distinctly frosty reception (unless he happened to be the ticket-
collector). Again, a Frenchman attending a seminar or committee
meeting with English speakers almost always manages to give the
impression that he is slightly aggressive, over-categorical, "pushy":
in fact, entry strategies in such situations differ considerably between
the two languages, both in realisation and modalisation. Indeed, the
whole structure of such meetings clearly differs from one side of the
Channel to the other but we will only know how exactly when the
necessary detailed analyses have been carried out, and this is true
of dozens of other situations including business negotiations, telephone
calls, casual encounters, etc., etc.
By identifying foreign language learning needs and objectives in
terms of the -ases to which the learners will wish to put their language,
it is hoped that more motivating and effective language programmes
will be developed. At least, this is the rationale behind the Council
of Europe-sponsored research into the Threshold Lovel/Lo Niveau
Seuil (Council of Europe, 1975, 1976) and indeed behind the whole
movement towards "Communicative" or "Functional" Syllabuses.
However, it is our contention that little of contrastive value will
be produced as long as the confusion between notions and illocutionary
forces, and between illocutionary acts and interactional acts continues.
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2. An example

Let us now try our hands at a bit of contrastive pragmalinguistics.
For analysis, we have chosen two passages of approximately the same
length. In Passage A, and English teacher is preparing two French stu-
dents, Mme. X and M. Z., to practice a dialogue. In Passage B, a French
teacher is preparing a group of immigrant m orkers to do the same sort
of thing. Intuitively, we regard these passages (which arc both authentic)
as "similar" in some way that is not just related to the content, but to
deeper patterns of interaction and role.

PASSAGE A:

(The target discourse dialogue being prepared was:
"Can you tell me the way to Victoria Station, please".
"Certainly, it's down there on the right").

1. Teacher : Right... the bottom of the page, then... whose turn
is is? Mme.X.

2. Mme X. : Is my turn? What
3. Teacher : Is it my turn?
4. Mine? X. : Is it my turn?
5. Teacher : Good. Yt,a, I think it was.
6. Mine. X. : What means the way'?
7. Teacher : Anyone?
8. M. Y. : Le chemin, montrer le ehemin.
9. Teacher : le chemin, right, good.

10. Mme. X. : "Can you tell me the way to Victoria Station, please?"
11./12. Teacher : Fine... M. Z?
13. M. Z. : "Certainly, it's down there, on the right".

If no analyse this passage from the point of view of its illocutionary struc-
ture, we get the following:

INTERACTIONAL STRUCTURE OP PASSAGE A

1. Framing Directing Requesting information Nominating
Right bottom of the page then whose turn is it Mme X?

2. _Requesting confirmation
Is my turn? What

3. Correcting
Is it my turn?

4. Practicing
Is it my turn?

5. Evaluating Confirming
Good Yes, I think it was
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43. .Requesting.info malion
What means "the way"

'1. Performative
Anyone?

8. Informing
Le chemin, montrer le chemin

9. Confirming, evaluating
le chemin, right, good

10. Practicing
Can you tell me the way to Victoria Station, please?

11. Evaluating 12. Nominating
Fine... M. Z.?

13. Practicing
Certainly, it's down there on the right.

The same passage analysed in terms of its interactional structure (in accord-
ance with the system described above pp. 15) gives us the following
profile:

ILLOCUTIONARY STRUCTURE OF PASSAGE A

participant
Turn

arti 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 1 9 110 11 12 13

Teacher IS I AISIA S A S AISIA SIS A

Mme. X. IA I SIAIS A S H HIAIS HIH H
M. Y. IH HIHIHIHIHIAIS IHIH HIH H
M. Z. IH HIHIH H H A HIHIH HIA S

Legend: 1, 2, 3, etc. turns ("interactional nets") in serial ordor (each turn may contain
several illocutionary acts).

S Speaker
A Addressee (s)
H Hearer (a)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
OR OR OR 0 R OR C OR

Exchange Exchange Exchange Exchange Exchange Exchange

transaction

0 = Opening, R=Reply, C=Closing (Ne duty to reply is imposed the speaker on any
other participant i.e. there is no address).

Turing to passage B, we carry out the same analysis. (The target discours
being prepared was: "Tien, bonjour Bashir"

"Bonjour Iovan"
Bashir and Iovan are names of characters in the text book.)
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PASSAGE B:

1. Teacher

2. Student (Ali)
3/4. Teacher

5. Student 2
6. Teacher

7. Student 2
8. Teacher
9. Student 3

10. Teacher
11. Student 2
12/13. Teacher
14. Student 4
15. Teacher
16. Student 5
17. Teacher

: Ca va. Je commence maintenant. "Tiens, bonjour
Bashir". Tu es Iovan, Ali.

: "Tams, bonjour Bashir".
: Tres bien. Maintenant Bashir dit a Iovan:
"Bonjour Iovan". Tu es Bashir.

: "Bonjour, tiens bonjour Iovan".
:Ii ne dit pas "tiens", c'est Iovan qui dit "tiens
bonjour Bashir". Maintenant Bashir dit simplement
"bonjour"

: "Bonjour"
: Ii s'appelle comment?
: Iovan
: (Gesture to student 2 to try again)
: "Bonjour Iovan"
: Tres bien. Alors, tu es Iovan, tu es Bashir, Allen -1i
: "Tiens, bonjour Bashir"
: Bashir
: "Bonjour, Iovan"
: Tres bien.

ILLOCUTIONARY STRUCTURE OP PASSAGE B

1. Framing Performative Modelling .Nominating
Ca va? Je commence maintenant. "Tiens, bonjour Bashir". Tu es Iovan,

Ali.
2. Practicing

"Tiens, bonjour Bashir"
3. Evaluating 4. Modelling Nominating

Tres bien Maintenant Bashir dit a Iovan, "bonjour Iovan". Tu esBashir.
5. Practicing

"Bonjour, tiens, bonjour Iovan"
6. Correcting

Il ne dit pas ' tiens', c'est Iovan qui dit "tiens, bonjour Bashir".
Maintenant Bashir dit simplement - bonjour ...

7. Practicing
"bonjour"

8. Correcting
II s'appelle comment?

9. Informing
Iovan

10. [NVC : address and gesture- Nominating 21
11. Practicing

"Bonjour Iovan"
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12. Evaluating 13. Nominating Directing
Tres bien Alors tu es Iovan, tu es Bashir.

14. Practicing 15. Nominating 16. Practicing
"Tiens bonjour Bashir" Bashir "Bonjour Iovan"

17. Evaluating
Tres bien

INTERACTIONAL STRUCTURE OP PASSAGE 13

-----,---- r----_,.1..,I nu

Participant 1 1 12 1 3 1 4 15
I

16
1

1 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17'

Teacher S I A I S I A S I A S A S A S S A S A S
Student 1 AI S H!HIH HIH H HHH H H H HIH H
Student 2 HIH HIAIS AIS H HA S H H H HIH H
Student 3 HIH HIHIH ItIH A S H H H H H HIH H
Student 4 HIH HIHIH HIH H H H H H A S HIH H
Students IHIHIHIHIHIHIH HIHIH H H A HIAIS H

OR CORORORORCORORO
Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex.

Trans. Transaction Transaction

0= Opening (A Speaker turn in which (a) participant(s) is addressed i.e. the duty to.
reply is imposed on him).

R. Reply
C= Closing (A Speaker turn performed by the same participant as the '0', but in which,

no duty to reply is imposed).

How are we to interpret and contrast these two sets of data? 6 If the claims.
we have made earlier have any justification, our analyses would provide
us with insights into the illocutionary repertoire and st, cture, the nature
of the interaction and discourse, and the presuppositions and social roles of
the participants.

For what it is worth, let us first look at a few statistics:

(i) Types of Illocutionary Act occuring in
PASSAGE A PASSAGE B

Occurring (Requesting information 2 Occurring (Modelling 1

only in A (Requesting confirmation 1 only in 33 Framing I
(Confirming 2 Directing 2
Framing 1 Nominating 5

We ask the reader to accept the fictions that it is possible to generalise on the
basis of such a small corpus and in particular that the labels fur illocutionary acts (e.g.
'Directing') halve been %alidly defined, whereas in reality that can only bo done after far.
more analyses of this typo have been carried out.
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Directing 1 Correcting 2

Nominating 2 Practicing 6

Correcting 1 Evaluating 3

Practicing 3 Performative 1

Evaluating 1 Informing 1

Performative 1 22

Informing 1

Total

(ii) Distributions
performed by Teacher:

18

12 Teacher: 15

performed by Students: 6 Students: 7

Types: 10 Types: 9

Total types A+B : 12

Teacher Acts:
Only in A: (Framing: 1

(Directing: 1
(Confirming: 2
Requesting information: 1
Nominating: 2
Correcting: 1
Evaluating: 3
Performative: I

Only in B
(Only in B ) (Modelling: 1

Framing: 1
Directing: 2
Nominating: 5
Correcting: 2
Evaluating: 3
Performative: 1

Student Acts:
Practicing: 3 Practicing: 6

Informing: 1 Informing: 1
Requesting confirmation: 1
Requesting information: 1

What does all this tell us? Firstly, that our intuition that these two pas-

sageo were similar was a reasonable one: 8 types of act are common to both
passages, out of a total of 12 types, accounting for 32 acts out of the 40 acts
occurring in the two passages together.

Secondly, the observer is struck by the very clear preponderance of Teacher

Acts in both passages: a ratio of almost exactly 2 : 1. This confirms what we
already know about the proportion of teacher-talk in the classroom, but the
familiarity of the observation should not blind us to the important implica-
tions in terms of discourse structure and social roles. Phis is strongly under-
lined by the very clear distinction between the types cf acts performed by the
teachers and the types of acts performed by the students: there is only one

-example of a 'common' act ('Requesting information' in Passage A). All other

acts are exclusively part of the teacher's role or the students' role. The teachers
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are the only participants who can Frame, Direct, Nominate, Correct, Evaluate,
Confirm (A), Model (B), or Perform. We believe that 'role' is to be defined
in terms of (i) acts performed by a participant (ii) the discourse rights to pro-
duce a particular set of acts. (cf. GREMMO, HOLEC, RILEY forthcoming).

What we have here, then, is a clear acceptance by all participants of the
traditional roles of Teacher and Student. The event is teacher-centred in
every possible sense: his role and status are clearly reflected in his discourse
rights. The reader can easily check for himself just how deeply engrained our
understanding of this behaviour is, by trying to imagine what would happen
if one of the students performed a Teacher Act, such as Directing or Evaluat-
ing or even Framing. It would be perceived as a challenge to the Teacher
(or as humour, perhaps).

The teacher is model, judge and organiser of the discourse. The teaching-
learning process is seen as his to control, and it is something which occurs
strictly between him and the students, never between the students them-
selves.

At the level of Illocutionary Structure (i.e. sequences of illocutionary acts)
we can make the following generalisations. both the passages are characterised
by patterns of acts which can be summarized as follows:

A B

1.
Teacher : Framing, Directing, Re-

questing Information,
Framing, Porforming, Modelling,
Nominating, Directing

Nominating, Porformativo

Student : Rcquosting confirmation/
2. information, Practicing,

Informing
Practicing, Informing

3. Tenchor : Correcting, Evaluating,
Confirming

Evaluating, Correcting

This is, in fact, N cry clear confirmation of the "Three-part exchange" described
by Sinclair & Coulthard (1975). There is no need to labour the point that
there is considerable congruence between the two analyses. in both cases the
teacher presents material and then solicits a response, whi..th he then judges
satisfactory/unsatisfactory. If it is satisfactory he solicits a new response, if
unsatisfactory, he corrects it and the student produces a new response which
is judged in turn.

Let us now turn to the interpretation of our analyses of these same two
passages in terms of interactional acts (cf p.p 8 9). Easily the most striking
characteristic of both discourse networks (as we call these series of codings)
is the teacher's centrality. This is a characteristic of his role (as seen by all
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participants). He is the Paris of centralised France wlu 7:ever you want to
go, you go via Paris. Whether he likes it or not, the teacher is continually
being forced to reply because he is addressed by las students. This is a eharac-
teristie of status (as seen by his students). Getting them to address one another
will be a pre-requisite, then, to a reduction of teacher-talk, which in turn
will mean a change in the role and status of the teacher, since, in traditional
classes such as this, students are discouraged from speaking amongst them-
selves.

In interactive terms, the teacher has the right of address (conferred on him
by his status and role). That is, he and he alone chooses who is to speak
next. It follows, logically enough, that the teacher will have alternative turns
(clearly seen in the top line of each network) so that there is a superficial
resemblance to dyadic interaction. The relative degree of freedom of address
in a classroom is a function of social directivity. both teachers here may be
said to be highly directive, since they allow no freedom at all.

Another orucial teacher-privilege is his right to organise the discourse
through interactive performatives, i.e. acts which structure the discourse itself,
usually explicitly. Centrality, Address and structuring privileges (realised by
acts such as Framing, Directing, Nominating, Performing, Requesting infor-
mation) all combine to give the Teacher a high degree of discursive ,ontrol.

In A 3, the Teacher interrupts Mine. X.: now interruptions can be clas-
sified in discourse terms according to (i) w h Alter they are in-or betweenterms,
exchanges etc., and (ii) whether the Ad lressee of the Interniptor was the
previous turn's A, A or H. Here we have an in-turn interruption Mme. X.
is not allowed to finish w hat she I% as saying. This is perfectly acceptable in
the classroom. it is part of the teacher's discursive privileges, a coneomittant
of his right to correct (a characteristic of role, again) but one which would
be unacceptable in many- other t3 pes of discourse. Indeed, the characteristic of
formality ,:an usefully be described by (inter alia) the types and frequencies
of interruptions occurring in a given discourse (although this point is illus-
trated only once in our examples).

The fact that very little difference is to be discovered between these two
passages should not detract from the point that a valid contrast, based on
objectively observable behaviours has been made.

We would claim, then, that we have here a series of extremely useful for-
malisations. aspects of (i) Rule (ii) Status (iii) Directivity, (iv) Formality have
all been formalised in terms of interactional behaviour, and the discourse
pi iv ileges of the participants. Moreover, the structure of the interaction into
hierarchiea113 -ordered units (act, exchange, transaction) is also clearly de-
monstrated. Since these descriptions are applicable to any face-to-face oral
discourse, the add an interesting new w capon to the Contrastive Analyst's
arm oury.
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THE PERCEPTION AND IMITATION OF ASPIRATION
BY POLISH SPEAKERS

DANTJTA. WOLFRAM-11011ANOWSKA

Adam Miektetoicz University, Pozna4

The departing point in this article is the comparison of the RP British
English and standard Polish stops /p t k/ with reference to the feature of as-
piration. Such a comparison reveals that the Polish language, in normal speech,
has no aspiration which could be perceptually detected. There are dialectal,.
emphatic or liesitatory instances of aspiration (Rubach : 1974) but they
are beyond the scope of interest of the present study. Spectrographic analy-
sis, however, shows that some aspiration does exist, although it is very weak
and short in duration. Jassem (1964 : 364) says that although the Polish stops
are described as 'unaspirated' "a distinct aperiodic sequent has been found
after the pulse in about 80% of the voiceless stops (...) The duration of the
aperiodic segment ranges from 20 to 100 msec (...) It is probable that if the
aperiodic segment following a pulse has a duration less than 50 msec, the
stop consonant is not perceived as 'aspirated"'.

In British English there are aspirated variants of the phonemes /p t k/.
They occur after a pause, or syllable-initially before stressed vowels if not
preceded by s, e.g. [thim], [tbsep].

The stops under investigation in the present article are the Polish per-
ceptually' unaspirated [p t kJ and their British English Ltbpirated counterparts
[ph

h hfp t k J, distributed initially in monosyllabic words.
The purpose of this paper is to suggest answers to the following three

questions:

a) Du speakers of Polish per Leh e aspiration in the British aspirated allophones
h h h

[13 t k 1
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'80 Danuta Wolfram-Romanowske,

b) Can speakers of Polish produce aspiration in [ph th kih in a process of imita-
tion;

c) Are Polish speakers more efficient in the perception or production of aspi-
ration.

Accordingly, the project has been organized as follows:

EXPERIMENT I PERCEPTION

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3

EXPERIMENT II IMITATION

Test 1
Test 2

The subjects in the experiments w ere monolingual fifteen-year-old gram-
mar school students, all native speakers of Polish. The students had under-
gone general screening su as to eliminate individuals with noticeable hearing
or speaking defects.

EXPERIMENT I PERCEPTION

Experiment I consisted of three tests. The tests wore identical and the
hearers in all three tests w ere the same. Thus, the subjects listened three times
to a list of 15 word pairs. With the exception of one instance (P. ['koks -

P. ikous]) these were Polish/English and English/Polish pairs.
The voices recorded were native Polish speakers two males and a fe-

male -- all both trained phoneticians and teachers of Enk1:qh. We did not
consider it necessary to introduce native English speakers to read. the English
words, the reason being that the phonetically untrained listeners might have
interpreted the differences in the voices as differences in the quality of the
sounds.

The following is the list of the pairs presented to the students for discri-
mination:

P. tan ['tan] E. ton ['than]
E. cop [Ikhop] P. kop [1kop]

E. ten ['then] P. ten ['ten]
P. pop ['pop] E. pop [Iphop]
P. koks ['koks] P. koks [ 1koks]
P. pyk [ipik] E. pick [Iphik]
E. pun [Iphan] P. pan ['pan]
E. Puck [Iphak] P. pak [Ipak]
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P. test ['test] E. test [ithest]
E. cock [lkhok] P. look [I.kok]
E. tip [Ithip] P. typ ['tip]
E. cou [Ikhoks] P. koks [Ikoks]
E. Tim [Ithim] P. tym ['dm]
P. kos [Ikos] E. cos ['Rhos]
P. pot ['pot] E. pot [Iphot]

The students were to determine whether the first elements in these pairs were
identical or different and to mark their answers on the answer sheets.

RESULTS

The results of this experiment are given in Tables 1 (numbers), 2 (per-
centage) and 3 (mean/standard deviation):

Table I. Number of pairs

Correct I Incorrect I TOTAL
Test 1 272 1

1
103 1

1
375

Test 2 289 1
, 20 1

1
315

Test 3 238 1
1

77 1
1

315
Tests 1+2+ 3 799 1

1
200 1

1
1005

Due to the fact that four students were absent during the second and third.
trials, the numbers in Table 1 differ. Thus, there were: 25 hearers in Test 1,
21 hearers in Test 2 and 21 hearers in Test 3.

Table 2. Percentage

Correct Incorrect I TOTAL
Test 1 73% 27% I 100%
Test 2 92% 8% 1 100%
Test 3 70% 24% 1 100%
Tests 1+2+3 80% 20% 1 100%

Table 3. Standard deviation

Mean (R) I a Fc

Test I 73%
Test 2 93%
Test 3 73%
Tests I 2 3 80%

0 Papers

1
i 17%
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The percentage of correct identifications is highest in Test 2, whereas in Tests 1

and 3 it is almost the same. Likewise, the standard deviation is lowest in
Test 2, -whereas in Tests 1 and 3 the values, again, are practically equivalent.

Table 4. Correct answers of a subject in Tests 1, 2 and 1

x, X2 X3 I TOTAL

13 14 10 15

7 14 11 15

9 15 8 15

9 15 9 15

10 14 9 15

6 15 11 15

7 12 13 15

11 14 9 15

7 13 , 6 15

13 14 11 15

12 13 12 15

12 13 14 15

12 12 15 15

10 10 14 15

14 15 14 15

14 15 9 15

10 12 13 15

12 15 12 15

14 15 12 15

12 14 15 15

10 15 II 15

14 15

1'3 15

11 15

11 15

SUM si=272 289 :43 = 238

The discrepancy between the results leads us to further tit 'ermine whether
the change of the voices reading the NI ords influenced the results obtained,
the assumption being that these changes mere irrelevant to the rosults:

2 2 2al =a2=(73 (The sign a stands for standard deviation)

The application of statistics contained several calculation procedures cha-

racterized below.
Firstly, the variations w ithin the groups were computed according to the

formula
al2=Exii(x_5,,y2 ....) i E(x2I-R2)2+E(x3,--5E3)2

Nk
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where

x =number of correct answers of a subject (given in Table 4);
Ri=arithmetical mean;
N=number of subjects in the experiment;
k =number of tests.

x1 =10,88
R2=13,76
x3 =11,30
N = 67
k =3

Thus, 2 =4,55.
Secondly, to determine variations beta% eon the groups, the following for-

mula was applied:

al I n1 (:1i:)22-1
where

k-1

n =the number of subjects in particular tests.
ni=25
n2=21
ns=21.

Accordingly, a12.53,11. Since the ratio F
"2=11-3,11,-11,67

is less than the
a2 4,55

critical value F0,05=-19,48, then F0,05=---19,48>F=11,67; our hypothesis that
the changes of the voices reading the word sumples did not influence the results
has been confirmed. We can, therefore, analyse Tests 1, 2 and 3 jointly, con-
cluding that the percentage of correct answ ers in these three tests is 80%.

EXPERIMENT II IMITATION

Experiment II consisted of two identical tests gig en to the same group
of 20 subjects. The students listened to 15 English monosyllables and u ere
instru :ted to repeat each NI ord after they had heard it. The time spacing
allowed was eight seconds beta% eon the words. The list Jf olds ft), imitation
had been recorded by trained phoneticians, native speaktis of Polish, one male
and a female. The voices of the subjects wore recorded and later auditurily
analysed. Over 50°,' of the analysis was 6pactrograpically controlled, espe-
cially doubtful eases. The technique used consisted in measuring the duration
of aspiration in particular stops according to Jassem's 50 male standard.

6
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RESULTS

Danuta Wolfram-Itomanowska

The results are presented in Tables 1 (numbers), 2 (percentage) and 3
(mean/standard deviation):

Table 5. Number of words

ICorrect
I

Incorrcto I TOTAL

Test 1
I

93 I
207

I
300

Test 2 I
115 I 185 I 300

Tests 1+2 I 208
I

392
I

600

Table 6. Percentage

ICorrect I Incorrect I TOTAL.

Test 1
I

31% I 69% I 100%

'Pest 2 I 38% I 62% I 100%

Tests 1-2 I
35%

I
65% I 100%

Table 7. Standard deviation

Mean (7c)
I

(JR

Test 1 31% I
31%

Test 2 38%
I

31%

Tests 1+2 35%
I

31%

Although the differences between the mean values in Tests 1 and 2 are not
big, we have statistically calculated whether this incongruity is due to the
voices of the different phoneticians in Tests 1 and 2.

Our hypothesis is that the discrepancy between the results was not caused
by the change of the voices:

Ho : i5=0.

To check this, w e applied the student's test which investigates u !tether the
differences between two correlated samples are essential:

a
t = ,

'd/ ,/n
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d=x,.x2;
a.E d.

n

Sd in E d2(Ed)
n (n-1)

x=number of correct answers of a subject (given in Table 8);
n=number of pairs under observation.
n= 20

Thus, t=1,804.

Table 8. Correct answers of a subject in Tests 1 and 2

Xi N2 I

Sta.

4
:3

0
2
0
0
2

11

10
11

11

1

0
13

10
1

5
8
0

15
2

12
7

5
3
o

4
14
13
15
3
1'

0
12
5
2

15
3
3

(1=-XIX2 (12

11 121
1 1

12 144
5 25
5 25
3 9
4 16
7 49
4 1C

2 4
4 16
2 4
1 1

13 169
2 4
4 16
1 1

10 100
5 25
3 9

47 755

The critical value for the experiment at 19 (20 - 1) degrees of freedom and
0,05 significance level is:

to,os=2.093>t=1,804

which confirms our hypothesis that the change of the readers did not effect
the results, which, in turn, alloNs us to treat Tests 1 and 2 jointly. the per-
centage of correct imitations in Tests 1 and 2 is 35%.
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SHORT DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The sample material of this article is too limited to allow the author to
all e at definite Lonclusions. Further experiments employing a larger group
of subjects under still more controlled conditions should be carried out. If

project had been designed and e,.ecuted correctly, we can ssmne that:
a) peakers of Polish can for the mast part perceive aspiration (average 80°').
b) The abilitt of pi : :'hoeing aspiration by immediate imitation is low ( average

35%).
c) Polish speakers are store etliciei it in pc' ceiving aspiration than in pi wincing

it (ratio 2 : 1).
Aspiration seems to be one of the few features of speech which is identified
"(...) by reference to the acoustic properties of the stimulus (...)" (Ladefo-
ged 1972 . 168) because, for the most part, identification is made "(...) by
reference to le articulatory autivit, which produced the sounds (...)" and as a
result of this "(...) acoustic differences cannot be readily perceived till the
corresponding articuLtory gestures have been learnt. It may be surprising
that, in general, people cannot hear differences between sounds until after
thet have learnt to make these, differences (Ladefoged 1972:167 168).
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE SO-CALLED VERBAL DELETION
IN ENGLISH AND POLISH

MALOORZATA GoRNA

Maria Curie-Sklodouvia Unirertily, Lublin

The aim of the present paper is to show some aspects of the phenomenon
which might tentatively be called verbal deletion, an attempt will be under-
taken to demonstrate the relations obtaining among lexical items, semantic
concepts and particular transformations in English and in Polish. The data,
Iv Melt are limited to a few structures and a few lexical items, will be used as a
starting point for a discussion concerning the possible nature of semantic re-
presentation and the ways in which specific meanings result from the interac-
tion of semantic elements.

First let us consider the following set of sentences:

I 1. He refused an offer.
2. He refused an invitation.
2, She refused a gift.
4. She refused a proposal.
6. He refused supper.
6. *She refused the cloud.
7. *She refused a table.

Obviously- some of the sentences above are ungrammatical, their surface struc-
tures are identical and differ only with respect to the objects (e.g. an offer
vs a cloud or a table). Sentences 6 and 7, although ungrammatical in this set,
would be perfect if we inserted verbs into them:

6'. She refused to accept (or: to paint, to buy) a cloud.
7'. She refused to make (or: to buy) a table.'

1 Sentence 6, although semantically add, is grammatically passible. It setins justified
to ignore this semantic oddity, since in the context:

Ho dreamt that lie refused to accept a cloud.

the item a cloud actitures a now feature , hitch is not its inlmrelit property , rminely the

:.. ' (7:.
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We have noticed in set I that in all sentences except 6 and 7 (w hich are
deviant) the verb to accept is understood, or rather a more general concept.
expressing somebody's w ill to take uoinething Well is being given to him
is incorporated in the sentence. Thus we can paraphrase sentences in set I as
follows:

II He refused TO ACCEPT an offer, a gift, an invitation, etc.

Deletion of this verb from the surface structm e results in a grammatical
sentence:

He refused to accept an offer = He refused an offer.

III other cases, however, deletion of verbs produces ungrammatical strings.

111 1. *He refused the lesson 0 He refused to accept the lesson.
2. *He refused the radio 0 He refused to accept the radio.
3. *He refused the song 0 He refused to accept the song.

Sentences 1, 2 and 3 do not include the verb to accept, but other verbs which
cannot be omitted if the sentence is to be grammatical:

He refused to prepare the lesson.
He refused to accept the radio.
He refused to sing the song.

In none of the abov- sentences can the underlined verb be deleted without
the sentence becom.ng ungrammatical.

In order to understand why verbal deletion operates in some cases and
fails in others whi,th are seemingly cry similar, it may prove helpful to ana-
lyse the objects wlioh appear in grammatical sentences:

IV an offer
an invitation
a gift
a proposal

Since the main verb and the deleted verb are the same in all cases, it must
be the nouns which are responsible for the deletion because of some inherent
properties they have in common and which they share with both the main

feature. (something that can be taken as a present), in this way fur must eases %%Inch
seem semantically peculiar an appropriate context may be found in %%1116 they sound
acceptable. Thus this t3, pc of sulectiunal restriction is of no importance fur the present
discussion (cf. McCaley 1971, Lakuff 1971b). As as well known, the notion of gramma-
ticality is far from being clear at that moment and reasonable criteria are nunexisteat.
Some authors (Lakuff 197114 tend to take recourse to uxtralinguistic facture, others try
to rely on the intuition of natise speakers, which fails inniany eases. It may seem justi-
fied, then, that in the present paper no consistent dermition is given.
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and the deleted verb. All the nouns enumerated in IV seem to denote the
following concept:

something that can be given or offered by one person to another one and,
consequently, something that can be accepted

This notion of being given with the purpose of getting it accepted is an in-
herent property of these nouns and one of the fact ors that define their semantic
behaviour. 2

In this way we have come to the point w here it is convenient to assume
that in the meaning of at least some nouns there is a verbal notion (in this
particular case the notion of accepting) w hich is one of the factors making
deletion possible. However, while a noun may be used with different verbs
in different contexts, there is only one verb (or sometimes two) which is an
inherent property of a given noun and as such is semantically relevant,.~ e.g.:

a book something intended mainly to be read; les frequently also to be
written;

a present something given to somebody with the purpose of its being
accepted, etc.

However, the presence of an item with the feature specified above would
by no means be enough for the deletion to take place. If it applied to the
following sentence:

. He agreed to accept. a present.

it would yield an ungrammatical sentence:

1'. *He agreed a present.

If we compare sentence 1' with a grammatical sentence:

2. He refused a present.

we can notice that different semantic relations obtain between these tw o pahs
of lexical items:

to agree a present
to refuse a present

If we state the most important aspects of the verb to refuse in the following
way:

REFUSE (the giver, the affected)
meaning: to express unwillingness to accept something
presupposition: something that can be given and thus should be accepted

has been offered to somebody

2 This concept may be optionally present in other nouns as most things in the u orld
can be given and, consequently, accepted in some sit ttt.ons, but for these N orbs it Is an
indispensable part of their semantic description.

One may suggest, additionally, that most probably there are groups of nouns
incorporating a verb common for all of them.
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it becomes oln lout; that there are semantic connections of some type between
to refuse and a present which are nut to be observed in the pair to agree and

a present.'
It seems that the possibility of deletion depends not only on the meaning

of separate lexical items taken individually, but rather on the whole semantic
structure it Bich has been created by these items and within which they in-
fluence each other, e.g., the meaning of to refuse limits in a way the possible
objecbi to very specific ones (or, in other words, it carries certain presup-
positions ii hich have to be fulfilled if the sentence is to be grammatical),
while, on the other hand, the meanings of the objects limit the possible reac-
tions to accepting or not accepting (excluding the possibility of judging or
painting, for example, which are not present in the meanings of the items).

We may state tentatively that the verb which possesses the feature (+ac-
cept) may be deleted from the sentences in which it appears (set H) if it is
incorporated in the meaning of the other items. Thus sentence 1 below:

I. lie refused a gift.

means:

l'. He refused to accept a gift.

but not:

l" He refused to buy a gift.

If we take our ungrammatical sentences into consideration:

*Ile refused the lesson.

w c can ice easily that these two concepts, namely refuse and lesson are not
compatible w ith each other as far as their semantic representations are eon-

i 11 e have tried to find out whether it amild out be possible to classify the other
occurrence of the verb EEFUSE (e.g., Ile refused to sing or Ile refused to come) under
can minimal heading, roughly speaking of the following type:

REFUSE( nod 2 not want TO DO sometlung

of %%Melt refuses mould hi, only a specific case. Huai/Nor, such an approach presents us
a ith numerous difficulties. First of all, it is tuu general. since we would) have to asstune
that it applies in all cases where we have it noun, yielding:

a) *Ile refused a song 4. He refused to sing a song
14 *He refused a letter 4 He refused to write a letter

Apart front the fact that it would produce ungrammatical sentences, it would not cover
some eases (e.g., lie refused to come). Thus at hat e decided to maintain the distinction
and discuss only REFUSE" which turns out to he a different . orb. Sentence a) above
would be giammatical only if a song %%ere understood 118 a ty pe of present, thus acquiring

an extra feature.
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mind, that is to say presuppositions evoked by the verb arc violated by
other elements of the sentence. Thus it is necessar3 to retain the other verb
in the surface structure:

lie refused to study the lesson.

in some contexts, however, even these sentences can undergo the verb
deletion transformation w ithout becoming ungrammatical, e.g.:

Of all things he was given lie refused only a table. It seems that this panti-
e uhr needs certain piesuppositions NN Lich are evoked by the first
part of it:

mething has been given to someone, the table n as among the things
which have been given,

In this IN ay the item table acquires a new feature. something that can be given
as a present and thus the whole sentence becomes grammatical.

Let us turn now to the analysis of Mulish sentences of a similar type:

V 1. Odinoil ratunku.
2. OdmOwii pothocy.
3. Odmowil jalmuiny.
4. Odnkiwil gokiny.
5. Odmowil podpisu.
6. Odmowil utrzymania.
7. OdmOwil pieniedzy.
8. Odmowil zaszezytu.

It seems that incorporated in sentences from 1 to 6 is the verb dad; to give,
sentence 7 is ambiguous and may mean either:

7' On odinOw it wzieeia pieniedzy / Be refused to take the money.
or:

7" On odmOwil dania pieniedv / Ho refused to give the money.

Finally, sentence 8 includes the verb przyjcid / to accept, to take.
Bearing in mind the abul, e-mentiuned examples, it is possible to modify

sliOtly the description of the verb to refuse / odmowid by adding an extra
feature:

REFUSE / ODMO-IVIC: not to want, not to agree to accept or to give
something which is supposed either to be given in
order to be taken, or to be given without any sug-
gestion as to the necessity of accepting it.

The objects in set V mean respectively:
assistance, help, alms, huspitalit), signature, maintenance, money, an honour
and the) all denote something that can be given if asked fur, ruughl) speaking
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in the following context:

Someone asks me: Help me = Give me help.
I refuse to give him help.

These objects, however, do not necessarily suggest ateepting, that is why in
the sentence:

On odmdwil przyjgcia jahnuiny.

The verb denoting acceptance cannot be omitted.
Thus the whole process may be tentatively presented as follows. the verb

REFUSE evokes a certain semantic context which presupposes a situation
in n hich something has been given or has been asked for; in this NI ay the
possible reactions are limited to accepting or giving, and the choice at this
point depends on the other semantic concepts, e.g. pudpis;signature Welt is a
thing primarily to be given to people.5

The phenomenon of deleting certain verbs can also be observed in those
sentences in which the verbs. to begin, to start, to continue, to finish appear,
still the relations holding among the elements of their underlying semantic
structures are even more complex. Let us analyse a group of examples.

VI 1. He began a book.
2. Ho began his tea.
3. He started a song.
4. He began the noise.
5. He began a play.
6. Ile began supper.

vs 1' He began a notebook.
vs 2' He began the snap.
vs 3' He started a garden.
vs 4' He began the silence.
vs 5' He began a window.
vs 6' He began a gift.

In the above sentences there are examples of the sorb deletion transfor-
mation, but in each case the deleted verb is different.
The sentences in set VI mean respectively:

VII 1. He began to read a book.
2. He began to drink his tea.
3. He started to sing a song.
4. He began to make the noise.
5. He began to read a play.
6. He began to eat supper.

In this particular case it 1S nut possible to base the distinction Lam eeil accept
and give un the endings in the surface structure, because au both cases the tunlings aro
the same. Cf. Karolak (1975):

On wypowiada sip ca projektetn.
On wypowiada sip prheeiwko projektowi.
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In each case the object is different and so is the deleted verb. Thus the de-
letion transformation must in a w ay depend un the objects, but nut emlusi-
vely, as will be demonstrated.

Consider the following examples:
VIII 1. He began the noise.

2. He started the noise.
3. He finished the noise.
4. *He began the soap.

*}le began a gift.

In the first three sentences the verb which is "understood" is to make and
its presence in the surface structure is not neLessary for the understand:l; of
the sentences. But sentences 4 require some specification as to their meaning,
otherwise they are ungrammatical. Thus there must be a relation betty een the
noise and to begin which does not exist between the soap and to begin.

The verbs of the begin-type suggest a situation in which an activity can
last in time, so they can be used in such semantic structures which imply
similar meaning, that is to say they require objects which possess this "time
aspe(t". If we analyse the meaning of the item the noise we will notice that
it allows for the possibility of lasting. In other words, in the meaning of the
noi8e the verb to be made is present and only this verb can be deleted, (Ahem ise
ungrammatical sentences result ur the deletion transformation is blocked.

He began the noise 0 He began to increase the noise.

The verb to increase cannot be deleted because the meaning of the noise is:
(something that is made, lasting) rather than. (something that is increased).
The statement that only verbs included in nouns can be deleted is proved by
the fact that if we change the object the v:.b "understood" in the sentence is
different:

He began the book 0 He began to eat the book.
but: He began supper = He began to eat supper.

So one thing the verb deletion transformation depends upon is what we
shall call the "time relation" between the main verb and the object NP. It
means that in the semantic structures where verbs of the begin-type appear
only these nouns can be used that possess the feature ( + lasting), that is
they include verbs in the passive sense, e.g.:

a book is something to be read the activity of reading can last fora cer-
tain thne;

The sentence He began a book means IL began to read a book and the verb
to read can be deleted as the "time relation" is preserved and the verb is
included in the noun the book.
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Let us consider now the following sentences:

IX 1. *He initiated the silence.
2. *He began a window.
3. *He began a notebot
4. *He began a cloud.

Although at least some of the items (e.g. the silence) have the featut c ( ( last-
ing), they include no Ierbs idiosyncratic to them, so deletion is impossible.
We cannot possibly say:

*Silence is something to be made.

while we can say:

Noise is something to be made.

Also:

A notebook is something to be written? read?...
A cloud is something to be ... made? painted?

The sentence:

He began to paint the cloud.

is grammatical but deletion is impossible because th. `scninitic agrecinent
is not presorted the meaning of the item the cloud dues nut contain an.) ele-
ment which would correspond to the item lo paint.

The following sentences seem to contradict the theory:

X 1. *He began a table.
2. The carpenter began a table.

In sentence 1 the time relation is preseil cd, st ill the sent cnt t. is ttiq.;t Lumina kid,
while sentence 2 is acceptable, although only one element is different. the
subject XII. In this ease we would need the presenee of the "spetif3 ig rela-
tion vv hick must be preserved NN hot the object is something to be made,
but ol 1,3 a specialist. Then the :ell) is contained not within the object but
within the subject:

the carpenter somebody tt ho makes furniture the table a piece of
furniture which is made by a carpenter;

Sometimes the pres,tnee of the specifying relation is obligator) ( sentences X),
sometimes it is optional:

XI 1. He began supper = He began to eat supper
2. The cook began supper = The cook began to cook /to eat supper
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Sentence 2 in set XI is ambiguous because supper is:
something to be eaten/to be prepared

and the cook is somebody who can either prepare or eat suppet. The same
phenomenon can be observed in the sentences below:

XII 1. He began a book = He began to read a book.
2. The writer began a book = The writer began to write/to read a book.

Polish examples seem to support the above analysis:

XIII 1. On zaczql list.
2. Zaezql zebranie.
3. Zaezql kolacjc.
4. Kucharz zaezql kolacje o 8.
5. On kontynuoal rozmowe, etc.

Similar relations o? tain in other sentences where such verbs as:
zaczyna6 begin
kontynuowa6 continue
skorlezy6 finish, stop
zaeztt6 start

are present.
In the above analysis w e have tried to show that transformations (in pat-

tieular, the verb deletion tiansformation) do not depend upon lexical items
but are conditioned by different ty pes of semantic relations present in summit ie
structure. Thus semantic tepresentation dues not consist of lexical it c1118 but
rather is a system of semantic t otu and relations, At Idle lexical items are
inserted later un in the pun ess of lexicalization. It has been demunstiatcd that
transformations are sesitk e to semantic relations so they operate on the
semantic level not taking into account separate lexical items.°

XOW A% e can try to modify slight ly our previous analysis. It has been stated
that verbal deletion is possible in the follow ing semantic contexts:

1 the verb REFUSE if the deleted verb (to give or to accept) is in any
way enntained within the sent enee,

II verbs of the begin-type if the "time relation" and the "specifying
relation" obtain and the semantic agreement is presen-cd, that is if
the deleted verb is included either in the object or in the subject.

Since the sentence:

He r( fused a gift.

and
He refused to accept a gift.

In dm wt dm Iv% el of Lip n1,1,,,'s deep Structure can be rejected in accordance
with proposals of lad:off, Postal, and Meeawley.
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mean the same and the only difference is the presence or absence of the verb
to accept, %%u nia) assume that they are both (lurk eel from the same underlying
semantic structure and then the verb to acccpt is deleted as all the conditions
hold.

It is possible, however, to present the relations betw cell these tug o sen-
tences in a different \Nay. In semantic structure there are no lexical items,
but semantic concepts and relations:

HE REFUSED

He said he did not want to accept sth

a)

A PRESENT

sth given to him
to be accepted

b)

Thus in the semantic structure of seinen( es 1 and 2 the notion of accepting
is contained within a) and b). Late' on part a) gets reduced to the item to
ref... and part b) to the item a present and we get a sentence:

Ile refused a present.

uu ith no verb to accept. This \ eib is inserted by the v orb insertion rule which
takes out the verbs included in nouns and we get:

He refused to accept a present.

In order to account now for the semantic identity of sentences:

He refused a gift

and:

He refused to accept a gift.

e do not need the verb deletion transformation but rather the Nerb insertion
rule which can also account for other facts, e.g. the sentence:

He began a book.

means:

Ile began to read a book.

and the semantic strut hire of these two sentences may be presented in the
following way:

Ile began [something to be read+lasting1= a book

Untie' the conditions sput ified alari,c the concept of reading, incorporated
in the noun may be taken out, inserted after the \ tab beyia and then lexicalized
(in the same way as a book).
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This optional rule may also account for the fact that:

He refused a gift.

does not mean:

He refused to buy a gift.

In the semantic structure of the former sentence there is no notion of bying
so there is no possibility of arriving at the structure with the verb to buy
present.

The interpretation demonstrated above is by no means the only possible
one, still it seems that introducing the verb insertion rule justifies, at least
partly, the assumption that transformations operate on semantic concepts
and not on lexical items (as, for instance, the verb deletion transformation
does).

Additionally, we have also tried to show that in spite of surface differences
between Polish and English, universal concepts of similar types may apply
to both languages, even though they are expressed differently (by means
of case .endings prepositions, gerunds or real verbs etc.).'
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THE TRANSFER OF COMIIIUNICATIVE COlITETENCE 1

CARL JAMES

Unityrsity Col.'rge of North 1Vates, Bangor

Contrastive Analysis is concerned with the notions of 'transfer' and 'inter-
ference', and it is for this concern that it has borne the brunt of the discredit
meted out in opposition to structure-based theories of language teaching
by advocates of the movement for teaching communicative competence (CC).
Note the word-play in some early writings from this movement. Newmark
(1970) offered interesting and seminal suggestions on "How not to interfere
with language learning'', and Newmark and Reibel (1968: 149) attacked CA
directly as endorsing a teacher-centred rather than learner-centred approach
to foreign-language learning, claiming that "The excessive preoccupation
with the contribution of the teacher ... distracted the theorists from con-
sidering the role of the learner as anything but a generator of interference".
It is not my purpose here to vindicate CA, but to determine whether and to
what extent CA and teaching for communicative competence ale in fact
incompatible enterprises. My terms of reference are the classical Ladonian
paradigm of CA endorsed by James (1971) and the discourse on the nature of
Communicative Competence of Hymes (1971): their common date is to be
taken as a fortuitous coincidence.

The CC movement seeks to deemphasise structure in favour of assigning
priority to meaning. This is why it has blossomed in the intellectual climate
of Generative Semantics, the contributions from ordinary language philo-
sophers like Austin, Searle and Grice, and Halliday's Functionalism. Yet
on the other hand the movement has relied for its endorsement on atructurcti
information of a particular kind: that pertaining to child language acquisi-

1 Paper road at the 14th International Conference on PolishEnglish Contrastive
Linguistics, Boszkowo/Poznail, December 7-10 1977. I wish to express my indebtedness
to The British Council for financially supporting my attendance at this conference.

7.
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tion. With some alacrity it has welcomed indications, albeit couched in struc-
turalist terms (Du lay and Burt 1974; Bayern 1974), that second-language
learning in a natural setting is not qualitatively, though it may be quantitati-
vely, different from primary - language acquisition. This finding has been
taken as a reliable indication that the student's natural language-learning
capacity will ensure success, provided he has sufficient meaningful exposure
to the target language "... if particular, whole instances of the language are
modeled for him and if his own particular acts using the language are selecti-
vely reinforced" (Newmark and Reibel 1968 : 149). This proposal is vividly
realised in the practices described by Al lwright (1977) for managing theEnglish
learning of university-level students in a 'remedial' programme.

The study of child language has likewise now begun to turn its back on
structural accounts of the process. Developing Brown's (1973) call for 'rich'
interpretations of acquisition data, those which rely heavily upon situation-
ally-cued meanings, Halliday (1975) has provided a Functionalist inter-
pretation of the process of a child's (Nigel's) acquisition. Here are some repre-
sentative statements from Halliday's work:

i) "... language development is much more than the acquisition of struc-
ture". (1975 : 3).

ii) "Early language development may be interpreted as the child's progressive

mastery of functional potential". (1975 : 5).
iii) [The child] "... learns to mean long before he adopts the lexical mode

for the realisation of meanings". (1975 : 9).

Here, then, is one crucial difference between LI and L2 learning: infants,
while mastering the formal devices of language, are simultaneously, and
thereby, learning "how to mean". Adult learners of an L2, by contrast, enter
the experience with a well-developed command of a functional system: their
problem is not to learn how to mean, but to learn how to convey an already
internalised system of meanings through a different or partially different
structural code. Obviously this code will have to be learnt, and the differences
between Ll and L2 codes "... are the chief source of difficulty in learning a
second language" (Lado 1964 : 21).

That at least one category of FL learners need not be taught 'how to
mean', since they can transfer their LI modes of meaning to L2, has been
conceded by Widdowson (1975b : 6): "... the language user himself knows
how to create and understand discourse of different kinds expressed in his
own language". The 'meanings' he refers to however are rather specialised
ones, since is writing of English for Special Purposes: "fields of enquiry
in the physical and applied sciences, as they are generally understood, are
defined by their communicative systems, which exist as a kind of cognitive
deep structure independently of individual realisations in different languages"
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(Widdowson 1975b : 6) and further "the communicative systems of different
scientific disciplines are independent of any particular linguistic realisation"
(1975b:7). These statements are reminiscent of those in classical CA which
refer to meaning as the constant in comparison (the 'tertium comparationis'),
the difference being that Widdowson refers to the supposed universality of
specialised communicative systems, familiarity with which he regards as
constituting know ledge of "how to create and understand discourse". Although
his concern is with ESP one might perhaps make the same claim, even more
legitimately, in respect of a generalist or generalised communicative com-
petence. It should be borne in mind that Widdowson's claim about the uni-
versality of technical and scientific rhetoric is purely conjectural, awaiting
empirical validation, but if it is indeed universal then there can be no talk
of 'contrastive scientific rhetoric' just as there can be no such thing as 'con-
trastive semantics', for the simple reason that universality precludes con-
trastivity. The same must be said of the generalist analogue to technicat
rhetoric, communicative competence, the proper study of which is the province
of Linguistic Pragmatics: as I understand the term, from my reading of
Stalnaker (1972) and of Lakoff (1976) such things as Grice's (1967) conversa-
tional maxims and Lakoff's rules of politeness are very probably universal,
so there will be no 'contrastive pragmatics' to occupy us in the forseeable
future.

The relationship that Widdowson sees between specialist and generalist
English is one of complementarity. He assumes that if students have a know-
ledge of the structural properties of generalist English, they will be able to
combine this with their LI knowledge of their scientific discipline to master
the rhetoric of scientific English. In that case I take it that structural know-
ledge of the L2 must be a prerequisite for specialist communicative com-
petence in the L2. If it is the case that generalist structural knowledge can
serve specialist communicative competence we are faced with a number
of questions. First, would it not be better for ESP students to have specialist
structural facility from the start? Widdowson (1975b : 3) dismisses this on
the grounds that "a knowledge of how English is used in scientific and technical
communication can ... [not] ... arise as a natural consequence from the learning
of the sentence patterns and vocabulary whieh are manifested most frequently
in samples of communication of this kind". The next question therefore
concerns the order of priorities for teaching usage and use. should structural
knowledge, a sine qua non for communication, be imparted simultaneously
with instruction and opportunities for use, or be imparted prior to these
opportunities for use? As Allwright (1977 : 3) puts the question:

"Are we teaching language (for communication)? or
Are we teaching communication (via language)?"

A.)
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Yet, as we have already seen, the communication system per se "as a kind
of cognitive deep structure" does not need to be taught, since it is already
acquired knowledge in adult generalists and in scientists who know how to
be scientists in the LI. What do need to be taught therefore are the structural
or formal resources that realise communicative acts in the L2. Where some
of these formal resources are isomorphic with those of the LI they will not
have to be taught either, since as CAists have long insisted, they can be trans-
ferred from the LI to L2. The task at hand is to ascertain which formal re-
sources can be allowed to be transferred, and the answ er will be: only those
Arhiel, are both isomorphic and have the same semantic, rhetorical and prag-
mat: rates as the L2 form with which they are matched. It seems that the
coma, nicati-ve competence teaching movement is irrationally eclectic in
recognising the learner's right to transfer his underlying systems of communica-
tion, but not their formal realisations, to the L2; even though the feasibility
of their transfer within the L2, from generalist to specialist use, is endorsed
by a writer like Widdowson.

The main reason why there is widespread disaffection toward the
teaching of structure. is that teachers' efforts have been negatively reinforced
by their pupils: there is usually a great discrepancy between 'input' (what
is taught) and 'intake' (what is learnt). Instead of learning the forms of the
target language, learners exhibit an exasperating tendency to learn' deviant
forms. Moreover, this deviance seems not to be always proportionate to the
degree of mismatch between Ll and L2 forms (cf. Whitman and Jackson
1972). As if in despair, foreign-language teaching theorists have chosen to
redraw their policies, and have accordingly deckled that grammatical de-
viance can be tolerated provided learners are Fitting their message across.
It has even been suggested that provided the L2 is being put to meaningful
use, the incidence of error in fact drops, though I know of no supportive
evidence for this speculation.

Now learners' error making has becomr, big business and has engendered
the subdiscipline of Error Analysis within Applied Linguistics. Widdowson
(1975b) has interpreted. the errors learners make as evidence for what Selinker
(1969) called "strategies of communicat.on", and identifies as their common
denominator a desire on the learner's part to simplify: they provide "a partial
account of basic simplifying procedures which lie at the heart of communica-
tive competence" (Widdowson 1975b). This simplification, he contends, can
involve either an increase or decrease in complexity, which is not so para-
doxical in the light of the spectacular asymmetry that psycholinguists have
revealed between linguistically defined complexity of derivation and psy-
chological difficulty. The pedagogic implication that Widdowson sees is one
that you have to be courageous to publish: rather than opting for "remedial
teaching through which errors are eradicated" (as is standard practice),
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Widdowson proposes "initial teaching through which errors are exploited
That is to say, one might devise syllabuses which actually presented the
erroneous forms which particular groups of learners w ere prone to produce,
gradually bringing 'correct' 2tandard forms into focus as the course progressed".
This approach, he adds, ".. would be in line with current approaches to the
teaching of communicative competence".

Widdowson's proposal has been made before, both in covert and in overt
forms. In covert form, Hymes (1971 : 287) suggests "... one should perhaps
contrast a 'long' and a 'short' range view of competency, the short range
view being interested primarily in understanding innate capacities as un-
folded during the first years of life, and the long range view in understanding
the continuing socialization and change of competence through life". Hymes
(1971 : 287) has particularly in mind disadvantaged children, whether they
be American Blacks or speakers of Bernstein's 'restricted code', those "...
whose primary language or language variety is different from that of their
school". It is, claims Hymes, part of a person's communicative competence
to adapt his speech styles as changing social conditions and experience demand.
Having communicative competence means having this adaptability in matters
of language.

A difference between Widdowson and Hymes is that the former sees his
proposal as emanating from "the findings of error analysis", while Hymes
refers explicitly to the founder of Contrastive Analysis, Weinreich (1953)
and his notion of interference, which Hymes defines as being concerned with
"problems of the interpretation of manifestations of one system in terms
of another". In fact, Widdowson's view is shared by Krzeszowski (1976: 66)
who illuminatingly categorises the five processes that Selinker (1972) con-
siders contribute to the form of interlanguage. Three of these (L1 transfer,
transfer of Ll training, and overgeneralisation from the target language)
Krzeszowski (1976:61) calls 'horizontal processes' and the other two ('strategies
of communication' and 'strategies of TL learning') he calls 'vertical processes'
since "... they do not involve any transfer either from the source or from
the target language" (1976: 67). On the other hand Widdowson has claimed,
as I have shown, that these procedures, at least those involving simplification
"lie at the heart of communicative competence" and that this is transferable
from LI use.

The more overt support for Widdowson is my paper (James 1972) on
applied CA where I likewise proposed that some status as institutionalised
communicative codes should be given to the 'deviant' languages of foreign-
language learners. I was encouraged in this by the American efforts to what
was technically called 'dialect expansion' in the late `600., which were asso-
ciated. with such linguists as Labov, Shuy, Baratz Fasold and Stewart. This
movement sought to do two things: to recognise as legitimate and so assign
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linguistic status to the nonstandard dialects of American Blacks, and to
create pedagogic materials to facilitate social 'upward mobility' via the
standardisation of these dialects. Politzer (1968 : 2) pointed out that any
variant of a TL that is coloured by the native language of its learners can
similarly be labelled a nonstandard dialect of that TL. The sentences of these
learner-dialects are of two kinds, the idiosyncratic and the nonidiosyncratic,
and it is the latter kind which CA has traditionally been concerned with:
I coil them nonidiosyncratic simply because they are common to populations
of learners with a shared Li. They need not be obvious replicas of the Ll,
but their deviance will be systematically, if deviously, traceable to tIle Ll.
Since the learner's 'dialect' is in a sense a hybrid between Ll and TL I called it
and interlingua, a term adopted from translation theory.

Any foreign-language learner has a propensity to construct for himself
this intcrlingua, though it has been pedagogic practice to stifle this act of
creativity. It is unrealistic to insist that learners should circumvent it to
proceed directly to the native speaker's version of the TL. A further justifica-
tion for tolerating it is that where the class is Ll-homogeneous, the individual
learners will converge in tacit agreement on the form of this interlingua,
and being institutionalised (Corder 1975) it will become a vehicle for in-class
communication. Accepting the interlingua, like accepting the child's or the
immigrant's nonstandard language, obviates the necessity to halt the com-
mun'cation process in favour of the learning process, which has been the
traditional practice.

For the majority of language learners, the interlingua need not be assigned
a low status by being viewed as 'transitional'. Being a viable means of com-
munication, it might, for the majority of learners, represent their terminal
competence. It is adequate for those whose foreign-language study ends with
school and for those w ho have specialist and sporadic functional communicative
needs. The minority, those who will become professional foreign-language
communicators and those whose motives are literary, aesthetic, linguistic
or pedagogic, will need to proceed beyond the interlingua. Thus 'advanced'
language study will aim at naturalising the interlingua and to this end the
procedures advocated by Feigenbaum (1969) are appropriate: the student
is required to manipulate certain model sentences through repetition, sub-
stitution, and even translation. Often in the past such audiolingualist drills

were criticised for their artificiality, but it is this artificiality which makes
them suited for dialect expansion by the advanced learner, since they involve
him in conscious comparison of differences between his interlingua and target
competence. So this drilling involves not the mechanical conditioning of
verbal responses but makes use of the learner's cognitive capacities. As Hymes
says, such adaptability lies at the heart of communicative competence.

I have delayed my definition of communicative competence. Of the many
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available definitions I shall concentrate on those of Dittmar, of Widdowson,
and of Corder. Dittmar (1976: 163) sees as central to communicative com-
petence the language user's realisation of two facts:

a) that two or more speech acts can be carried by the same linguistic pattern,.
and

b) that two or more linguistic patterns can convey the same speech act.
Developing CC involves then an. increasing versatility. For Widdowson
(1975b) simplification is the key, so ho talks of "... basic simplifying pro-
cedures which lie at the heart of communicative competence". For him

they involve "... the process whereby a language user adjusts his language
behaviour in the interests of communicative effectiveness". Moreover, they
are exhibited by native speakers and are not "restricted to people engaged'
in the learning of a second language system". Corder (1975) places the em-
phases differently. rather than viewing interlanguage in terms of simplifica-
tion or reduction, he prefers to study the processes of elaboration demonstrated
by learners of a second language. It will be obvious that the naturalisation
of the interlingua, as I have presented it, is an aspect of Corder's "elaboration"
as well as of Hymes"adaptability '.

I will concede that many of the learner's simplification strategies are
universal. Vfiradi (1973) has discussed these under the title "Strategies in
Target-Language learner communication Message Adjustment". He recognised
three strategies. message abandonment (full or partial), formal replacement;,
and message adjustment. Results of applying the strategy for the communica-
tion of the 'balloon' were: 'air ball' ,'special toy for children', light bowls.
(balls) to fly', 'filled with gas'. I am sure that there are syntactic counter-
parts to these lexical ones. I am also sure that, apart from the universal
strategies, there will be those that rely heavily on the Ll of the learners:
this is where Contrastive Analysis comes back into the picture.

In her Bangor research project, de Echano (1977) set out to investigate
the strategies employed by 'authors' of simplified Readers2 in making an
original text more accessible to foreign learners of English. The procedures
recognised by VAradi were in evidence. In addition, do Echano submitted
syntactically difficult English sentences to two populations of informants,
one English native-speakers, the other Spanish teachers of English, with
instructions to simplify each sentence, if possible, so as to make it easier for
foreigners to understand. The informants were being invited to indulge in
'foreigner talk' (Ferguson 1975) of a rather sophisticated type in the written
mode. She selected the test sentences on the basis of high English-Spanish
contrastivity, as suggested in Stockwell et. al. (1965). Significantly, the Spanish.
informants tended to suggest simplified versions which were syntactically

2 Longman's Bridgo Series and Simplified Readors.
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convergent tom and the nearest Spanish pattern. She concluded that Readers,
to be truly effective and significantly simplified, should be composed m ith
the native language of the target reader population in mind. The main in-
ference I is ish to draw from de Echano's ss ork is that, although, as Widdowson
claims, the to simplify language is shared by foreign learners and teach-
ers and native speakers, some of the directions of that simplification are
determined by the Ll. The second point, follow ing from the first, is that
the paraphrase relations recognised by a L1- homogenous group of foreign
learners mill make communication more possible than w hen the group does
not have a common Ll. I feel that Allwright's experiment in Essex would
have yielded a functional interlingua even inure 'avidly if his learners had
all been Ll Spanish speakers.

It might be objected that I have overemphasised the structural aspect
of communicative competence. As Hymes (1971 . 281) says "There are several
sectors of communicative competence, of which the grammatical is just one".
My apology might be either that I am concerned ith the acquisition rather
than the possession of C.C., or alternatively that it is time to reinstate the
grammatical dimension, which is in danger of being lost sight of. Instead
of apologies though, I prefer to consider the four 'sectors' of C.C. that Hymes
identifies, namely:

1) "Whether (and to what degree) something is formally possible". (1971 :
: 281) This is the grammaticality sector and it is best approached through
the linguistic study of error gravities, as in James (1974) and James (1977).

2) "Whether (and to what degree) something is feasible". (1971 281) This
is the acceptability sector and concerns 'performance' factors such as me-
mory snd cognitive factors. It has been studied by Cook (1977).

3) " Whether (and to what degree) something is appropriate". (1971 : 281) This
is defined in relation to contextual features or how sentences match situ-
ations.

4) "Whether (and to what degree) something is in fact done". (1971: 281)
This relates to probability of occurrence. An example is F.R. Palmer's (1965 :

. 63) contentious claim that are not the commonest forms for future
reference in English. As Hymes (1971 282) says; "A linguistic illustration: a
sentence may be grammatical, awkward, tactful and rare". And so may an
interlingual sentence from a second-language learner. The Polish learner of
German, for example, might be allowed or even encouraged to use the
alternative German way (a) of asking a question that is structurally close to
his LI (Polish) way rather than the 'more natural' way (b):

Polish (L1) German (L2)
Czy pan go zna? Ob Sie ihn kennen?

Kennen Sie ihn? b)
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His communicative competence at this stage will be deficient in that the (a)
version may be too [-casual] to be appropriate and may be relatively rare. But
basing the interlingua or 'reduced code' on a contrastive study will ensure that
his sentence is grammatical and for him perhaps oven more than for a native
speaker of German, feasible. It will be during the naturalisation of the inter-
lingua that attention will be paid to appropriacy and to relative frequency.

As I said at the outset, it is not my vocation to vindicate Contrastive
Analysis. But I hope to have shown that the welcome shift of attention to
the communicative ambitions of language learnes is not a completely now page
is history and that structural considerations, while they should not preoccupy
us, should, in their contrastive aspect, be continually borne in mind.
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EQUIVALENCE IN PHONOLOGY: THE CASE OF FINNISH STOPS VS.
ENGLISH STOPS

KARI Sown

Unirertily of Turku

In this papers some methodological issues of contrastive phonology are
discussed, mainly in connection with the problem of stating equivalence be-
tween phonemes. More specifically, an argument is made both for a rather con-
crete (or natural) phonology and for data-based, experimental phonetics as
indispensable components of the contrastive analysis of sound systems, espe-
cially for pedagogical applications (which were the original raison d'etre of con-
trastive studies). To illustrate the general points discussed reference is made
to the contrastive analysis of the stop systems of Finnish (as the source lan-
guage) and English (as the target language), the emphasis being on the treat-
ment of the /voiceless/-/voiced/ distinction. The terms and concepts used are
mainly those of classical structuralist theory, used because of their practi-
cality in stating surface contrasts, not as a token of commitment to that theory.

0

As an introduction, a brief account of the stop system of Finnish might be
in order for theose readers who are not familiar with the languar. For the
majority of speakers of Finnish the stop system consists of four phonemes,
viz. /ptdk/. 3 Among those /d/ has a marginal status: a in native vocabulary

This is a slightly revised version of tho papor prosontod at tho 14th international
oonforenco of oontraative linguistics at Boszkowo, Docombor 7 10.1977. I wish to thank
tho participants of tho oonforenco as woll as Fred Karlsson, Jaakko Lohtonon and Italovi
Wiik for valuable commonts and criticism.

s For an account of tho sogmental phonomos of Finnish soo Karlsson 1909.
3 Historically, /d/ (roalized as a stop) ontorod tho language as a rosult of a spoiling

pronunoiation, duo to tho oarly soribos' praotico of using tho correspondmg lottor for
writing down tho thon existing dental spirant. On tho whole, tho many complexities
involved horo aro anothor indication of tho artifloiality of suoh monolithic notions as
"the sound system of Finnish" (of. tho treatment of b and g bolow and in Suomi 1978).
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and in fully integrated (older) loanwords it has a IMIRW distribution (occur-
ring only in certain a ord medial positions and even there, in contradistinction
to the other stops, only (single/), it does not occur at all in some dialects, and
in some further dialects it is realized as a flap rather than a stop. Neither is it,
in a generative description, included among the Finnish lexical consonant seg-
ments, since its surface representations can b, ogarded as the proc1uct of easily
statable morphophonological rules (cf. Icarlsson 1971: 32). Yet, as /t/ and /d/
are distinctive in Standard Finnish (e.g. katon gen. sg. of katto"roof' vs. kadon
gen. sg. of kato 'dearth') it is not a priori impossible, even in the light of the
limited distribution of the latter, the the distinction would be essentially one
of voicing, in which case the lack of /b/ and /g/ would be interpreted as an
instance of two paradigmatic gaps. The phoutic differences between Finnish
/t/ and /d /, however, do not seem to favour such an interpretation. The two
stops (in the kind of educated speech where also ;d; is realized as a stop) differ
from each other in the following ways: Id/ has a more retracted (or retroflex)
place of production (Sovijurvi 1963 : 47; Wiik 1965: 24) resulting acoustic-
ally to a higher F2 locus, and it has a shorter duration (Wiik 1935 : 24;
Lehtonen 1970: 71). As regards voicing, and this is the crucial point, /d/ is
usually fully voiced bet w een vo eels and varies freely between voiced and voice-
less when next to pi/ (see e.g. Lehtonen 1970: 52ff.), /t/ being (when/single/)
in voiced environments either voiceless or voiced (Hakulinen 1968 : 20). Thus,
wall regard to voicing, there is a possibility of complete overlapping in word
pairs of the type katon;kadon. This state of affairs would seem to suggest that
in these instances libteners have to rely on the other cues signalling the distinc-
tion, i.e., the acoustical consequences of the difference in the place of pro-
duction as well as duration. It can be argued that the frequent total voicing
of /d/ is a secondary, concomitant result of favourable aerodynamic conditions
prevailing across the glottis due to the short duration J the occlusion and the
influence of the adjacent segments (of which at least the following one is al-
ways a vowel, i.e. a naturally voiced sound). A ;voice/ correlation, moreover,
would presuppose context-independent control of voicing in stops. as the above
discussion indicates this does not seem to exist (cf. also Hakulinen 1968 : 20 -
21). Thus phonetic considerations, too, suggest the rejection of the hypo-
thesis of a /voice/ distinction. As for Finnish /ptki, they are seldom aspirated
but often, especially medially when occurring ;single; between naturally voiced
sounds (i.e. vowels and sonorants), partly and occasionally even fully voiced
(not surprisingly, voicing having n. distinctive function in the Finnish stop
system). In fact there seem to be strong grounds for regarding the Finnish
stops as being produced in an essentially "neutral" mode with regard to voicing:
the voicelessness or voicedness of these sounds seems to be an automatic res-
ponse of the vocal apparatus to the cont ext-dependent pre\ ailing aerodynamic
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conditions, a single glottal configuration (one appropriate for speaking).
being invariably employed for segmental purposes (for details see Suomi 1976 :
: 73 - 75). 4

It seems reasonable, then, to accept the view (expressed e.g. by Karlsson
1969 : 358) that /d/ is isolated and that there is thus no stop correlation in
Finnish. This accepted, it follows that there is basically one series of stops in
the language, all /unmarked/ (in the sense of Chomsky-Halle 1968) for voice.
From the point of view of the system it is clear that it is /d/ that is "extra"
(this view is also diachronically supported, cf. footnote 3) rather than /b/ and
/g/ being paradigmatic gaps. How the classificatory feature distinguishing /t/
and /d/ should be labelled is a question of secondary importance; it is likely
that the distinction is identified by listeners on the basis of all the concomitant,
phonetic differences.

The picture of the stop system of Finnish is, however, made more complex
by the ever-growing adoption of new loanwords to the language, particularly
from English. The new loanwords usually enter the language through the print-
ed word, and consequently there are recent loanwords featuring the letters.
b and g such as bu.ssi, 'bus' and bingo 'bingo' as against pussi 'bag' and pink()
'swot' of the native stock. However, for the majority of Finns such word pairs.
are simply homophones as indicated, among other things, by their frequent.
misspellings. 5 Thus, fat the majority of speakers of Finnish the pronunciations.
of words like pussi and bassi are non-distinct. There is, admittedly, a group.
of educated speakers who, under the influence of the foreign languages they
have learnt, do maintain this distiction also in speaking Finnish. Yet there
are indications that even among this educated group the distinction is far from
being fully integrated and stable; the selection between the system /ptdk/ and
the evolving system /pbtdkg/ ib for most members of this group connected
with the sociolinguistic phenomenon of register of sociolect, i.e. a matter of
choice between informal and formal modes of speech communication. All this..
indicates that the Finnish stop system is presently in a period of restructuring,
and in the current state of transition caution must be observed e.g., in the

s It is hero assumed, in accordance with the so-called aerodynamie-myoolastio
theory of phonation, that two conditions must be met for voicing to occur, namely that.
the vocal cords be appropriately positioned and a sufficient transglottal flow of air bo
provided (for details seo e.g. van don Borg 1908).

It is to bo noted that with regard to native vocabulary the Finnish ortography,.
with some minor predictable exceptions, is phonemic, i.e. there is a two-ways ono-toone
correspondence between graphemes and segmental phonemes. Tho adoption of now
loanwords of tho typo discussed of course violates this principle.

have discussed the problem of b and g in Finnish and the other related issues..,
touched upon hero in more detail in Suomi 1978.
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selection of informants in contrastive analyses. If an elegant and simple de-
scription is net,essat ily insisted upon, how ever, it can, for most practical pur-
poses, be assumed that the Finnish language has a stop system of /ptdk /, the
distinction jtj-jd; being based. on phonetic differences only partially similar to
those usually (e.g. in English or Polish) accompanying a fully integrated /voice-
lessHvoiced/ one. Alternatively, and this seems a beteer solution, appro-
priate measures should be resorted to to assess, for each group of Finnish infor-
mants, whether and to what extent they are in command of the more complex
system /pbtdkg/.

1

In contrastive analysis equivalent entities of two or more languages are
compared, often for the purpose of predicting and;or explaining sources of
interference. According to Lebtonen (1977 . 33) the following criteria have been
used in various works to state the cquivaknce of phonemes in the languages
compared:
(1) cogency of similar letters in spelling;
(2) similarity of phonetic descriptions and of conventions of transcription,
(3) use of phonological criteria; and
(4) perceptual similarity.

Let us examine the kind of results obtainable by the respective application
of each of the criteria mentioned to the contrastive analysis of the stop sys-
tems of Finnish and English. The use of similar letters in spelling could con-
ceivably, under a pretence to pedagogical simplicity, be taken as a point of
departure in the case of Finnish being the source language, because of its almost
perfect two-way one -to-one correspondence between graphemes and segmental
phonemes (cf. footnote 5). However, the possible pros are far overruled by the
cons inevitably resulting from the adoption of such an approach to the problem,
oven if rigorously applied. To be convinced, consider the following "transfer
rules" necessary (although probably not even sufficient) to convert the pho-
nological information deducible from the letter g in Finnish to that deducible
from its counterpart in English: 7

Tim letter g "is pronounced in English in two different ways:
(a) before a, o and u it is pronounced normally; "(sic!) "examples, gang, goat..,;
(b) when e, a ur y follows it is usually pronounced like the English j: this sound, which
a Finn has to learn by practice, could perhaps best be represented by the transcript di.
The word ginger would lino to be transcribed as cliindior, the word German similarly
as Xornilin. Hummer, there are numerous exceptions to this rule. Although gem and

' Tho letter g occurs in Finnish (apart from loanw ords) also in the spelling -nu.
for yyj, this being a major exception to the ono to one principle mentioned in footnote 6.
Howelier, the spelling duos nut iulate the two way correspondence as the relation is

.reco vorablo in both directions.
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gelatin are pronounced diem and dieloltin, the A% ords gelding mid get are pronounced
gelding and get. When the letter i follows g the latter 7.8 pronounced g in almost as many
words as it is pronounced di: consequently the word giant is pronounced diawnt, but
giggle as gigll; gin is pronounced as ain but gingham as gingom; giraffe is pronounced
anti diiriuf', whereas girl as gorl. When followed by y, g is almost invariably pronounced
as di; the only exception to this rule is the word gynecology mluoli is usually pronounced
gainakorodzi; also in this word, however, the first g is sometimes pronounced as di,
consequently: (liainokol'odzi (sometimes also: diinokorodzi). It is also to be noted that
g is not at all pronounced if followed by the letter n either word initially or medially,
cf. the consonant cluster gn below." (Alanne 1968)3

I have ventured to strain the reader's patience on the grounds that a normal
user of the dictionary is clearly expected to read such instructions and, more-
over, to remember what he has read. Thus, especially with English as the target
language, the learner would have to memorize myriads of ad hoc rules in ex-
change for not having to become explicitly aware of the non-interchangeabil-
ity of the notions "phoneme" and "letter", little practical difference as they
may seem to make in his native tongue. In coming across such "instructions"
one is forced to ask whether it would not, after all, be more economical to give
the spelling and phonological structure (i.c., "the pronunciation") as the two
distinct items to be learned for each English word (which, in fact, is the usual
practice in textbooks of English for Finnish learners). fl

It remains an open question how much the use of similar letters in the two
languages interferes with the correct learning of the English stops by speakers
of Finnish; one would think that the influence could be great only at the very
initial stages of learning. We can conclude, then, that the application of the
first criterion does not even produce viable practical solutions, not to mention
its theoretical inattractiveness.

2

The second criterion, similarity of phonetic transcriptions and conventions
of transcription, can, if inadvertently applied, lead to much more harmful mis-
interpretations as, clue to the higher degree of sophistication involved, tho

Translation mine, KS.
"rims, despite the fact that, for practical purposes, letters and phonemes can often

be regarded mutually interchangeable entities in teaching various aspects of Finnish
to native speakers, the concept of the phoneme must, implicitly or explicitly, form the
basis of the description of the sound structure of the target language in foreign language
teaching. Usually, of course, this is done implicitly, e.g. "polka in Finnish corresponds
to boy, pronounced as /boi/, in English." This type of description can also cope with
allophonic variation, e.g. by statements like" /b/, /d/ and /g/ in English, when word
initial or final, are less voiced than in the Nxord medial position." It is difficult to Imagine
how similar statements could profitably be incorp-mted into a comparison of spelling
systems.

a Papers
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flaws are more difficult to detect. Among the shortcomings of traditional pho-
netic transcription (such as the phonetic categories of the IPA) Lehtonen
(1977.34) meutiuns the dependence on categories predetermined by tradition-
al classification, ambiguit3 in the eN ablation of the phonetic characteristics
(because the phonetic description is based un subjective, nun-empirical impres-
sions), and, thirdly, attention to vague aid immaterial physical characteristics
of' the speech sounds. A ease in point is the treatment of Finnish and English
plosives b3 Moisio and Valento (1976). In discussing the physical differences
between the stops of the two languages the authors state:

"It would seem that the Finnish plosives ipdk; are fully accepts le as the eurreqauoling
English phonemes and AI can be used as a substitute for the English it; in spite of a
slight difference in the place of articulation. Thus learning to hear and produce
iptdis,' should not be too difficult for Finns. There are also two now plosives that must
be learnt. They are ib/ and These may occur as sounds in loan-words in Finnish
(e.&. bassi 'bus', laboaterio laboratory', dallona 'gallon', agenta 'agent', Haag 'the
Halo'). Therefore one might assume that learning the English plosives is not difficult
for a Finn. However, the picture is obscured by the fact that word initially and at the
beginning of a stressed syllable the forts plosives d'ptk; are aspirated in English, NA. herens
in Finnish they are unaspirated. This difference should net cause any hearing problem,
because Finns probably identify English i'ptiti correctly whether they are aspirated or
not. In production there may arise a difficulty, because Finns tend to pronounce their
fortis plosives tun laxly tad without aspiration so that nativ e speakers of English may
hoar them as /bdg /." (lloisio and Valento 1976: 15 - 16)

As regards the claim that lb; and Igj "may occur as sounds" (=phonemes?)
in Finnish the authors state 'earlier (19'76 : 14) that they interpret the Finnish
stop system to consist of jptdkj. clearly their position fluctuates on this point.
However, un the basis of the discussion in section (0) above and the empirical
data obtained by the authors themselves (cf. below) it can be inferred that, at
least for the group of Finnish speakers used as their informants, the native
stop system consists of /ptdkj (this position is again subsequently taken by
Moisio and Valento (1976 : 22 - 23) when they review the learning problems
implied by their contrastive analysis).

Although discussing the physical characteristics of the stops the authors
gut c no physical evidence which w (Add justify the postulated correspondence
or substitution relationship between Finnish /ptk/ and English arpticf; on the
contrary, they state (quite correctly) that there is a difference with regard to
aspiration. The existence of a physical correspondence is further made question-
able by the fact (mentioned by the authors) that Finnish /ptk/ are often
identified as JbdgJ by native speakers of English. The results of their own lis-
tening tests are also far from indicating that speakers of Finnish identify Eng-
lish Jptk/ correctly (which would be the case if a physical correspondence
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existed): English (E) /p/ is identified by Finns as /p/ in 28 per cent of the cases
and as /b/ in 27 per cent, E /t/ is identified as /t/ in 43 per cent of the eases vs.
32 per cent as /d/, and E /k/ as /k/ in 58 per cent as against 14 pet cent as
(p. 33).

The use of the terms "forits" and "lax" (as physical attributes of stop
sounds, i.e. as attributes meant to refer to some objectively observable pho-
netic feature of these sounds (and different, for example, from the objecti-
vely definable dimension of voicing), remains an instance of "attention to
vague and immaterial physical characteristic of speech sounds" (Lehtonen.
1977 : 34) until their referents in the physical world are indicated. To my
knowledge this has not been done.1° As regards the use of e.g. the terms "fortis'.
and "lenis" in a phonological, classificatory function, for example to refer to
(or used as a label for) the English sets of stops (ptk) and (bdg), it they are,
from a strictly formal point of view, as good as any provided that the two
sets are systematically kept apart.

Thus, Moisio and Valento fail to give a phonetically motivated justifica-
tion for the assumed correspondence between Fininsh l'ptk/ and English (ptk)
(in favour of English (bdg)), and the situation is indeed "obscure" in view of
the obvious discrepancy between data and predictions.

What, then, could be the basis of Moisio and Valonto's choice of corre-
spondence? It seems that the second criterion mentioned by Lehtonen, viz.
similarity of phonetic transcriptios and, particularly, conventions of transcrip-
tion can give the answer as both the (voiceless) set of English stops and the
basic triplet of Finnish stops are traditionally transcribed as iptki (for his-
torical reasons that need not concern us here). Given such a situation, it is
tempting to transcend the similarity beyond the merely graphic one, i.e. to
regard thc. stops also phonetically equivalent. (That they are not phonologic-
ally equivalent will be shown in more detail in section (3) below). Thus,
looking up the transcripts ptk in an IPA chart, for example, one finds that

20 The same terms fortis-lenis are, admittedly, used e.g. by Ladefoged (1971), but
with reference to differences in the degree of respiratory activity resulting to %anations
of subglottal air pressure significant on the segmental let el, as is the ease e.g. Ili Luganda
(see Ladefoged (1971: 24 29; 96ff.) for data and a detailed discussion). In English no
such differences aro associated with the 1ptigibilgj distinction (see Suomi (1976: 55 - 56)
and the references therein).

As was done deliberately by the present writer in Suomi (1970) in order to reserve
the terms voiced and voiceless for the phonetic dimension (i.e. presence s s. absence of
glottal pulsing). It was explicitly stated that no material content was implied by the
terms fortis and lenis (1970: 3 - 4).

$3.113AAAVA Y903 T2311
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they are defined, among other things, by the feature voiceless (As hile bdg are
characterized by the feature voiced). In principle the IPA transcription system
is a phonetic one, i.e., it enables a classification of speech sounds independently
of their phonological function in the languages described. In practice, how-
ever, el en the verb construction of the system has been greatly influenced by
the phonological structure of a number of languages, notably English. As a
result, fur English, the classificatory and narrow (phonetic) transeiptions usual-
ly coincide, i.e. the same transcripts are used in both, and usually without
doing injustice to either. For Finnish, un the contrary, the choice between the
transcripts ptk and bdg is more arbitrary in a phonological (classificatory)
transcription as the /voiceless /-/voiced/ distinction does not exist in Finnish.
lion, in an attempt to capture the essential phonetic characteristics of Finnish
stops one is in principle free to choose the transcripts that best seem todescribe
the essential features of these sounds, and in practice ptk have traditionally
been chosen. However, it is erroneous to assume, after the choice has been
made, that the same transcripts now stand for phonetically non-distinct sounds
in the two languages. Or, to adapt Lehtonen's (1977: 34) expression, one must
avoid "dependence on categories predetermined by tmdit:onal classification".
Yet it seems that this is exactly the pitfall Moisio and Valento have tumbled
over and w lien, contrary to their assuption, the stops of the two languages
exhibit clear phonetic differences they are forced to state that "in production
there may arise a difficulty, because Finns tend to pronounce their fortis plosives
too laxly and without aspiration..." (1976: 16, italics mine, KS). That the pro-
nunetiation of Finnish follows its own regularities and is different from English
ponunciation should not be regarded as a tendency to deviate from a norm
(dictated here, it seems, by the IPA classification). The crucial (albeit unin-
tentional) point of the above quotation, however, is that it lends further
support to the present w riter's contention that the distinction fortisfienis (or
voiceless; voiced) is completely vacuous in the systematic description of (the)
Finnish (stops), both phonologically and phonetically, i.e., it cannot be used
as a basis for establishing natural classes of sounds beyond the primary dis-
tinctio between obstruents and sonurants (voicing, as a phonetic parameter,
being primarily dependent on physiologicall'aerodynamic and coarticulatory
effects (cf. section (0) above and Suomi 1976: 73 - 74).

As a corollary of the postulated correspondence between Finnish iptit/
and English iptki in their contrastive analysis Moisio and Valento are forced
to predict (1976: 22 - 23) that, while English iptlq cause no great problems,
it is the English stops /14 and /gf that are difficult for Finns to produce and to
identify. Below is a graphic representation of their argumentation (as a slightly
modified but factually true reconstruction of the relevant parts of their chart
(1976. 1L) of the Finnish system complemented by a parallel description of
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part of the English system, also according to Moisio and Valento's o« n in-
terpretation):

Finr.ish: English:

III/ /k/
I

/Pi /k/
[b] [g] /b/ /g/

On the basis of such a chart it is indeed very tempting to conclude that
Finnish /ptk/ correspond to English /ptkj. The descriptions of the two lan-
guages do not, however, observe the basic principles of contrastive analysis,
i.e. they are not of an identical status: for English, only phonological informa-
tion is given whereas the description of Finnish includes also allophonic in-
formation. I will return to the use of such graphic representations below; to
conclude the present section it is sufficient to note that again the predictions
of Moisio and Valento are invalidated by their own results. the percentage
of correct identifications of English /bdg/ by Finnish subjects is considerably
higher than that of English /ptk/, viz. 56, 76 and 74 per cent for /bdg/, respec-
tively, against 27, 43 and 58 per cent for /ptk /, respectively (Moisio and
Valento 1976 : 33).

3

The third principle for stating equivalence between phonemes of different
languages mentioned by Lehtonen is the use of phonological arguments. I will
attempt to show in this section that substantively, i.e. phonetically motiva-
ted phonological considerations,12 although unable to answer the question of
equivalence positively, can at least help us to avoid the kind of false conclusions
exemplified in the preceding section. The atomistie concept of the phoneme
as an indivisible, abstract entity existing only through its distinctive opposi-
tions to the other phonemes of the language, the basic tenet of taxonomic
phonology, viz. the idea that each language is a system of its ow, n right, describ-
able only by the language-specific network of oppositions, the denial of a
universal basis for the description of speech sounds and their inten elationships,
all these are, of course, irreconcilable with the demand in contrastive analysis
for parallel descriptions of the languages contrasted. Consequently, the idea
of universal categories, of a "common platform", is inextricably inherent in
contrastive analysis if it is to make sense. In accordance II ith this conviction,
then, we must assume the existence of universal features that somehou reflect

12 Thus extremely abstract, substance- independent theories of phonology like glose-
rnatio (sec o.g. Hjolmslov 1943) aro not considered hero very useful for the purposes
of contrastive analysis, for reasons that should become clear on tho basis of the sub-
sequent discussion.
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our categorization of the phonic substance of speech. For the features to be
universal they most be based on (or derived from) the general (or, more likely,
speech-specific) cognitive capabilities of man as a speaking animal, using his
vocal apparatus to produce the speech sounds. The more abstract phonolo-
gical, classificatory (or "distinctive") features must, in accordance with the
above considerations, be based on the universal, loner -level phonetic features.
From a contrastive point of view, then, the situation is this. each language
has at its disposal the same articulatory and perceptual possibilities, delimit-
ed by the species-specific anatomical, physiological and cognitive charac-
teristics of man. In this perspective specific applied contrastive studies (ef.
Fisiak 1973) of sound systems are faced with two obvious tasks: first, to find
out the differences in the utilization of these potentials fur functional13 pur-
poses in different languages, and second, to investigate the phonetic means
1,3 AA hich the functional information is conveyed in these languages and the
similarities and differences between them. It is a fragment of the first task
that we are concerned with in the present section.

If the stop systems of Finnish and English are described in terms of elas-
siiicator3- features and notice is taken only of the minimal distinctions within
the stop system in each language then the differences between. the two sys-
tems can be visualized by the following graphic representations where each.
line eorresponds to a distinction maintained by a difference in the specification
of a single feature ( /place of articulation,' being regarded as a single, multi-
valued feature in accordance with e.g. Ladefoged 1971: 91ff.):

Finnish

/ d/

/1/ /1/

/k/

/P/

English:

k/ /g/

From the graphs it can be seen that Finnish /pit/ both participate in a
two-way minimal opposition in the system, Finnish ,'t/ and /d/ taking part
in a. three-way and one-way minimal opposition, respectively. As regards Eng-

13 The word "functional" could be given different scopes; in this paper it is inter-
preted to refer to the (phonologically) distinctive function.
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fish, each of the six stops stands in a three-way minimal opposition within
the system. Now, disregarding Finnish ;(1,' fur a moment, it can be seen that
similar interrelationships exist within the sets Finnish iptkt', English iptki
and English i'bdgif with regard to the feature ,place of thadationj. As for the
distinction represented by the horizontal lines it can be seen that it only exists
in the English system. Now it is one of the major claims of this paper that
there are no purely formal criteria that would enable one to equate the Finnish
set with either one of the English sets as there are no such features as are
shared by the Finnish set and only one but not the other of the English sets,
the horizontally represented dimension being actions in Finnish. Rather, we
would have to conclude that both of the English sets togethr correspond to
the Finnish one. This conclusion prevents us front making the kind of w lung
predictions discussed in the preceding section (i.e. from equating Finnish ,ptk/
with English "ptki, an equation clearly inconsistent with empirical data) but,
as was anticipated at the beginning of the present section, it fails to give a
positive answer to the problem of equivalence. Fur w we cannot be content w ith
laconic statement that Finnish irptk; arc equivalent to as it were the sum
total of English /ptlt; and /bdg; as it is precisely the difficulty of Finns to
differentiate between the two English sets that giN es euntiasth e analyses of
this kind a practical motivation in addition to the mule theoretical ones. The
interim conclusion gives us no hint w hatsueNer, for example, as to how a speak-
er of Finnish should alter his 'lath e habits of stop articulation to arrive at
acceptable pronunciations of the English ones.

There is one further step, however, that might conceivably be taken to-
wards a solution of the problem without resorting to the methods of empiri-
cal, experimental phonetics, namely the recognition and use of certain ell-
known general phonetic tendencies (the knowledge of which ultimately de-
rives from the accumulation of data from direct observation). To illustrate the
point it is sufficient here to refer to one such principle, viz. the tendency ob-
servable in languages to avoid making use of extreme articulatory configura-
tions in the absence of a phonological motivation (or, the principle of least
effort). Given that a maximally voiced stop and a maximally aspirated stop
represent the two extremes on the voicing continmm (see e.g. Suomi 1976 .

(i5 - 68), the first tendency would predict that the stops of a language like
Finnish would tend to be situated somewhere in between the two extremes.
A direct parallel is offered by the dimension ;front;- /back/ in /low/ vowels:
in languages with a single /low/ vow el its phonetic realizations are usually
more or less indeterminate with regard to the articulatory dimension front -back
(e g. German, Italian, Polish, Russian) whereas in languages with two /low/
vowels the distinction is (of course) maintained also phonetically, the vowels
having distinct front and back articulations (e.g. English, Finnish and Swe-
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dish). Notice that in languages of the first t3 pe the only ;low; vowel, despite
its indeterminacy phonetically with regard to the front-back dimension, is
usually classified (phonologically) as ;front/ ur (perhaps more often) as ,back;.
Analogically, then, we Mould predict that the two sets of English stops are
situated, with respect to the vcieing dimension, towards the voiceless and
voiced extremes, respectively, WM ay from the "neutral" position predicted for
the Finnish stops. Or, to return to the graphic representation above, it
be assumed that the nun horizontal lines delimit the articulatory pcssihilities
exploited in the two languages with regard to the place of production cf stops
and that the horizontal dimension reflects the scope of variation along the
voicing dimension. The space delimited by the faces of the three-dimensioned
body could then be argued to encompass all the possible stop realizations in
the tw u languages. Now the fact that each English stop stands in a three -way
opposition to the others causes the stop realizations to tend to be located
to ards the corners of the body as both horizontal and non-horizontal dis-
tinctions must be maintained. In Finnish, on the other hand, the horizontal
dimension being vacuous, there are no formal criteria that would help its
predict anything about the location of the realizations of the Finnish stops un
the horizontal dimension. To push the point even further, we could concen-
trate our whole attention on the cure of the problem and depict the situation
(disregarding the both theoretically and pedagogically nun problematic ;place
of production/ aspect) in the following way:

/pa / /bdg/

Finnish

English

In this graph the horizontal line in tutu reflects the potentials available
(at least in principle) in both languages w ith regard to differentiation on the

uicing continuum, the' ertical line indicating its division for distinctil e pm
poses (in English). Again, even such an utterly simplified description would
Inca cot us from equating Finnish ;ptk; with English ;ptk,'. Thc (nun formally,
i.e. substantil el3 motivated) tendenc2, just discussed, how ever, predicts that
the Finnish steps tend to be scattered approximately half -way bctw een the

u extremes on the horizontal dimension. But here, again, we would be
confronted by the same dilemma as before. we could not decide which of
the two English sets of stops are equivalent to the Finnish one. And, to see
the problem in its entirety, consider the fact that the ;voiced; ;voiceless; dis-
tinction is signalled by a wide variety of phonetic mechanisms in different
languages. In Mandarin Chinese, for example, the ;voiceless; set is signalled
by extensive aspiration, while the ;voiced; set is in fact usually phonetically
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voieeL.:ss." In a language like Polish, on the other hand, the futmer are real-
ized as Voiceless non-aspirates and the latter as extensively liuieed stops, the
two sets occupying positions on the voicing dimension clearly diffewa flum
those of the English sets (for experimental data see e.g. Kopezyliski 1977 ;
: 72 76). Thus different languages occupy different positions on the voicing
continuum, obeying at the same time the principle of minimal effort to produce
sufficient (but nut maximal) separation of the two categories (cf. Suomi 1976 .

70 - 72).

It seems that we cannot proceed further in our analysis without i emu ting
to au experimental phonetic anal sis of the processes of production and per-
ception in the two languages but Anse otherwise, and this is the basic ihoblem
of contrastive analyses of sound systems performed in an arm-chair, we ate
always, at most, left with just predictions.

4

The last principle for stating equivalence of phonemes in different lan-
guages mentioned by Lchtuncn is perceptual similarity." In other words, to
(in) validate our hypotheses w e "must go to the very outskirts of linguistic
processing, to the mechanism which is used by the speaker to transform the
linguistic information of the phonological segment string into the actual speech
signal, and to the mechanism which is used by the listener to detect the cor-
responding phonological information" (Lehtonen 1977 . 35). An attempt in
such a direction was the present writer's analysis of the production of English
stops by native and Finnish speakers (Suomi 1976). The results of the study,
although preliminary and planned to be followed by a more detailed investi-
gation of the articulatuty and acoustic phenomena involved, indicate, among
other things, the :nability of the kind of contrastive analysis sketched in the
preceding sections to predict many interesting and important characteristics
of the intcrlanguage employed by a language learner. Thus, for example, it
was found that advanced native Finnish learners of English exhibit«1 exten-
sive voicing of English ibdg/ inespeethe of their position in the word, in
contradistinction to the less adN anted learners who, under the influence of
interference from the mothet tongue, showed only moderate (and more tan-
dom) voicing, and, what is inure important, also in contradistinction to the

"The present situation being an outcome of earlier interplay between tonal and
/voice/ features.

"The term "perceptual " might be interpreted (although this does nut
seem to be Lohtunen's intention) to %.xeludo studies of speech perception in fa% our of
porceptoal studios proper, to a% oal this connotation the simple tcrin "phonetic similarity"
could be adopted.
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native seakers w ho, conforming to the allophonic iegularities of English,
exhibited only moderate or no dicing in the w urd initial and final positions
v.hile having fully voiced stops 01113 in the w d medial position (fin details
sec Suomi 1976 . 17 - 44'6 Needless to say, these din:wives betm cell the be-
lm juin of the Finnish groups could not lime been predicted a priori. An even
mote striking indication of the necessity of empirical validation is the fact
that confusions in the perception of English by Finnish speakers occur not
unl.s between the stops (i.e. not only within. the category ;pbtdlcgi) but also

betw een steps and consonant clusters. Thus, for example, Finns often
confuse English ;ti and /tri, especially in a. pre-stress position (as in the w ords
tit, and try) (Lehtonen, personal cummnitation. The data come from a thesis
stud, 1)3 It. IIiinninen, to be published hi Jyviiskylii Cuntrustil e Studies no 6.).
The ability to predict such patterns of interference are far bou;% nd the scope
of tio coati astil e anal3 sis based on p hunologieal considerations only, and, more-

t t, they are easily overlooked en in empirical investigations if, for ex-
ample, the subjects in an identification test are given a choice of possible
gushers predetermined, very often, by the intuitions of the researcher.

It may well turn out that the spot iai problem discussed in this paper, the
question w hether Finnish ;ptk; are equivalent" to English ;ptk; ur English
,Ldg remains unsettled even after the application of the fourth criteria. Thu
results of Moisio and Valenta (1976) and Suomi (1976), although perhaps
show ing a w eak tendency in favour of English ;bdg,g, certainly du not justify
113 to give an unequivocal answer in one direction or the other. It is possible,
in other 1% ords, that we have to be content with the answer arrived at in
section (d) above, viz. that Finnish i'pth,/ are equivalent to both English iptki
and English fbdgi. In this future situation, however, having performed de-
tailed investigations of the phonetics of the stops of the two languages, we
ale on a much firmer ground than before as we then have empirical data to
support our contentions. This deepened knowledge can also be expected to
sets as a basis for eunstructing better pedagogical techniques for Finnish
learners of English.

To sum up, the main theses of this paper are. first, that phonology, uo be
uscful for the purposes of cuntrastiN c a. aly sib, must. bu phonetically based and
nut tau abstract, and second, that the validity of the predictions arrived at

" Thu behmiour of the more atIN tweed Finnish learners of English can bu inter-
preted as an instance of overgeneralization of a TL rule.

" Thu reader may hau noticed th., rather free use of a ordings like "correspond to",
"ate equal to", "are comparable" etc. ni the earlier parts of this papur. These are the
tt. iI411 used in the studies quoted, t..1 no need was felt to introduce the more technical
term "equialence" until an stn. u pt laid bet", made to elaborate its meaning more
precisely.
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a priori must be checked against empirical data about the actual speech be-
haviour in an actual language contact, e.g. in the speech of bilingual speakers
(fur similai demands for objective testing of contrastir e analysis hypotheses
see Dimitrijevie 1977). What is propounded hero is in fact an amalgam of
traditional contrastive analysis and error analysis.

What arc the ultimate criteria of equivalence of phonemes? On the one
hand, they can be said to be extralinguistic insofar as they are referable to
the 1111h ersal anatomical properties of the speech producing apparatus. On
the other hand, it is eN ident that sonic kind of categorization takes place in
speech perception. It is eery' difficult and may even turn out to be impossible
to assess w hetiter the perceptual features used as a basis for this categoriza-
tion arc linguistic or not. due to the constant interplay between and mutual
inteidepeadent3 of form and substance in the evolution of language as a means
of communication the linguistic and nun linguistic aspects of speech percep-
tion arc inextricably intern or en (for a somewhat different view of the nature
of the features see Lehtonen 1977. 36 - 37). Phonetics is a branch of linguistics
studying the one cud where language (as a system of rule-governed behaviour)
is iii contact w it h the ubjectir c world, connecting linguistic entities with ph.) si -
cal phenomena, both physiological and acoustic (which again are clearly
non linguistic in nature). Consider a parallel, by now well-agreed-upon case
from the opposite end of the language system. code-particular, system-inter-
nal (structural) criteria cannot be used for stating equivalence between ut-
terances in different languages. The tedium comparationis, the universal frame
of reference must be sought from outside the particular codes of the languages
compared, from semantics, the other point of direct contact between language
and the objective world (although here, too, it is difficult to draw a sharp
demarcation line between linguistic and extralinguistic features used by us
to categorize the world, consider e.g. the Whorl hypothesis). Thus, given the
fact that languages are different codes capable of expressing the same con-
tents by using the same channel, we cannot expect to find equivalence in the
codes themselvea but from the two "sames" connected by the codes.

Finally, I should like to stress the fact that the kind of contrastive analysis
of sound systems outlined above is not a new idea. for an early example of an
analysis on similar lines see the comparison of Finnish and English vowels by
Wilk (1965).
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TOWARDS A PEDAGOGICAL CONTRASTIVE PHONOLOGY

WIESLAW AwEDYZ

Adam Mickietriez Unirersity, Poznati

1. Since the publication of The sound pattern of English (Chomsky and
Halle 1968) generative phonology has undergono a number of modifications
and it is now represented by a variety of models like (1) Upside-down Phonol-
ogy (Leben 1977), (2) Atomic Phonology (Dinnsen and Eckman 197'0, (3)
Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith 1976), (4) Natural Generative Phonol-
ogy (Hooper 1976; Vennemann 1974). Generally speaking, these models have
dr away from the abstract systematic phonemic level of the Chomsky-
-Halle type, e.g. Hooper's (1976: 165 - 156) analyses look almost like taxo-
nomic phonology. Similarly, Crothers and Shibatani's phonology "is closer to
Praguian conception than to generative phonology" (Crothers and Shibatani
1975: 526). The more abstract model still has its followers (cf. Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth 1977) in spite of very discouraging results in the search for
evidence to support the existence of abstract underlying representations (cf.
Ohlander 1976). In my opinion there is enough evidence to reject the abstract
systematic phonemic level as psychologically, and therefore also pedagogi-
cally, unmotivated. The model of Pedagogical Contrastive Phonology present-
ed here is based on a more concrete phonemic representation level which
finds strong support from experimental evidence.

2.1. Chomsky and Halle maintain that the abstract phonemic represen-
tations (and implicitly the phonological rules) they postulate "underlie their
[i.e. the speaker and the hearer] actual performance in speaking and 'under-
standing' "(Chomsky and Halle 1968: 14). Generative phonologists have pre-
sented various types of evidence to support this claim, e.g.

(a) language change (Kiparsky 1068a, 1973)
(b) the adaptation of loan words (Hyman 1970)
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(c) understanding of othci dialects (Chomsky and Halle 1968; Stevens and
Halle 1967)

(d) orthography (C. Chomsky 1970; Chomsky and Halle 1968)
(e) metrical evidence (Anderson 1973; Kiparsky 1968b, 1972)
(f) language games (Seherzer 1970)
(g) aphasia (Schnitzer 1972)
(11) slips of the tongue (Fromkin 1971)
(i) experimental evidence (Moskowitz 1973)

The arguments of generative phonologists were discussed in detail by Line ll
(1974), who demonstrated that the data provided no convincing evidence for
the existence of the systematic phonemic level. All the problems can be giN en
even more plausible solutions without any reference to an abstract pitmen&
level (Linell 1974: 125 - 146; cf. also Awedyk in press) and generative pho-
nologists themselve& admit that there is very little evidence to support their
analyses (cf. Kenstowiez and Kissoberth 1977 : 61).

2.2. Being unable to present positive evidence, generativists often claim
that a theory is confirmed if it makes correct predictions and, consequently,
such a theory mirrors the psychological reality. For example, Kiparsky (19684 ;
:171) stated: "For many features of universal grammar there is justification
enough in the fact that without them it would simply not be possibit to write
grammars that account for the sentences of a language".

The "how-else" argument is expressed either explicitly or implicitly by
many generativists (cf. Botha 1971: 125 - 127 for discussion). For example,
Anderson (1973) discussed. pia alliterations in Skaldic verse, e.g. padurr "ski"/
Ilandi "land" (dat. sg.). Anderson concluded that the only possibility of ex-
plaining the 91a alliterations would be to represent p as a in the underlying
representation, i.e. to derive pndurr from jandur -01 (the p in (whirr comes
from an earlier a by the u-umlaut Later poets do not, however, allit-
erate these two sounds and Anderson was forced to give an ad hoc solution
for this. According to him, Snorri Sturluson "lost sight of the more abstract
components of the grammar" (Anderson 1973 . 11) because he was influenced
by the First Grammarian's taxonomic phonemics (cf. Haugen 1950) and Snorri
Sturluson in turn influenced later poets. Anderson did not answer the basic
question why the First Grammarian w rote a taxonomic and not a generative
phonology of Old Icelandic.

The pja alliterations were possible in Skaldic verse since those two sounds
were phonetically similar. 9 was an a-sound w ith lip rounding. Around 1200,
p changed into [cc] and from then on it was not aiterated with [a] (cf. Heusler
1950 . 13). Thus the fact that Anderson's solution explains the pia allitera
tions does not mean that it is correct. Linell (1974: 147) rightly argues: "A
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theory can 'account for' observable phenomena correctly and be false at the
same time. Inferring the truth of the antecedent from the truth of the con-
sequent is a very elementary logical error". Moreover, since both the input,
i.e. the underlying representations postulated by generativists, and the out-
put are given, one can manipulate the rules in such a way that the model
will always account correctly for all the utterances of a language.

3.1. The discussion of the Q/a alliterations in the preceding paragraph
shows that it is practically impossible to demonstrate the existente of the
abstract underlying representation level. It u as hoped that experiments wuuhl
validate the abstract analyses, for example, Moskowitz (1973) performed a
number of experiments to test Chomsky and Halle's theory of the (heat
Vowel Shift. She worked with two groups of children, one aged 5 - 7, the
other 9 - 12. The children were asked to form nonsense words according to the
following patterns:

(1) taYi [9
(2) DA [1]
(3) DA

The subjects were instructed to form longer words Um.' those they heard, as
in the leading example: If I say [prtyp], you should say [pipiti], etc. Pattern
(1) involves the rules of diphthongization, vowel shift, and laxing. In pattern
(2) only two miles operate. diphthongization and laxing, and in pattern (3),
three rules: diphthongization and laxing as well as an incorrect N'Oli el shift
rule /1/ -+ /5/, i.e. the rules /5/ -* /4 and were not applied.

The older children had the least difficulty with (1), and (3) was less diffi-
cult than (2) for some children, while all three paterns were almost equally
difficult for the yor.r.ger subjects. One of the conclusions that Musku itz (hew
from her expcitments was as follows: "The vowel-shift rule is not separable
from rules of tensing and diphthongization..." (Moskowitz 1973. 249). She
does not, however, come to the obvious conclusion that neither the -under-
lying representation level nor the phonological rules of the Chomsk) and Halle
type exist and that [ity] simply alternates with [1] cognate forms on the
phonetic representation level. Thus, contrary to Moskumitz's intensions, her
experiments provide evidence against abstract analyses.

3.2. Similar experiments were performed by Steinberg and Krohn (1975).
Their subjects were asked to form words by adding suffixes -ic, -ily, -ify,
-ian to a base word, e.g. maze+ - ic/ -ity. Less than 4% of all responses showed
the change of the vocalic segment as predicted by Chomsky and Halle (1968 .

:188) and 90% exhibited no change of the vocalic segment in novel deri%cd
forms. Steinberg and Krohn assert that, contrary to Chomsky and Halle's
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hypothesis, the Vow el Shift Rule is nun-productive in Modern English and
consequently the abstract underlying representations are nun-existent, tun.
In their opinion, teaching materials E..nd techniques cannot, therefore, be based
on Chomsky and Halle's analysis of English.

In Ohaln's (1974) experiment, the subjects were requested to produce
derivatives from obtain and pertain is it h suffixes -ion and -atory. Examples
of the use of each suffix were first given to the subjects. When primed with
detain - detention, 18 out of 26 subjects changed the stem vocalic segment in
obtain+ -ion from [cy] to [e]. 'When primed with explain , explanatory, most
subjects left the stem vocalic segment unchanged, but 10 subjects changed
it into [4 i.e. [abttenateri]. Ohala concludes that this experiment shows the
invalidity of the abstract underlying representation level and that the speakers
form novel derivations by analogy to the known patterns, e.g. know ing the
[k] --[s] alternation in critic -criticize, the speaker forms in one step sputni-
cize from sputnik (Ohala 1974: 374).

3.3. The above experiments raise the problem of the productivity of phono-
logical rules. Krohn (1972) suggests that there are degrees of productivity.
Tut example, according to the Vow el Shift Rule, the alternation in sane ,san-
ity is regular while the alternation in detain -detention (instead of *detan-
Huh) is irregular. In the speech of children and language learners as well as in
slips of the tongue "there is absolutely no tendency for the vow el shift rule
to apply to detain+ ion, thereby regularizing it to *detantion" (Krohn 1972 : 18).
His conclusion is that the Vow el Shift Rule is a minor rule in Modern English.

Native speakers of English regularly apply, however, the vowel alterna-
tion rule in (lethal forms like sanity from sane and a grammar English must
account fur native speakers' know ledge of those rules. Crothers and Shibatani
(1973 . 156) suggest that they simply learn the two alternating forms inde-
pendently- (similarly Braine 1974: 292 - 294). According to this hypothesis,
native speakers have lists of pairs of words in their lexicons marked for a par-
titular alternation, i.e. they have to know which alternation pattern a pair
of words belongs tu, in order to produce correct derivations and to avoid
mi.,takes like *daft/aim. Generath e phonologists c not demonstrated how
their abstiact representations and phonological rules 'no.) be acquired, simply
because they are not learnable (cf. Ohlander 1976: 121).

4.1. A model of phonology based on Baudouin de Courtenay's theory (1894)
accounts better for the native speakers' know ledge of their larigtumge than gen -
math e phonology. According to this theory, phonemes, defined both in ar-
tiadatuy and corresponding accoustic terms as psy chological %,quiv alents of
sounds, as II ell as productive ("psychuphunetic-) phonemes alternations in
related morphemes are psychologically real. There are two basic principles
of his theory of alternations [all translations are mine W. A.]:
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(1) Strictly speaking, the alternating units ... are not phonemes but morphemes
as language units indivisiblo from the semantic point of view.... Tho phonetic
alternation of mcrphomes is reducible to the alternation of single phonemes
which aro phonetic components of morphemes. Thus, thorn is an alternation
between morphemes, on the one hand, and between phonemes which constitute
morphemes, on the other" (Baudouin do Courtenay 1894: 237 and 238).

(2) Such a variation or alternation is neither a phonetic change in the present
nor a historical succession. It is simply a case of phonetic difference between
morphemes etymologically identified" (ibid.: 249; in the original the whole
text is emphasized AV. A.).

The psychological reality of the taxonomic phoneme is well motivated (cf.
°Wander 1976 for discussion) both in non-pathological, e.g. in language ac-
quisition (cf. Skouser. 1975), and pathological language behaviour, e.g. in apha-
sia. Dressler (1977: 52) points out that aphasic patients may substitute one
phoneme for another but never one allophone for another allophone of the
same phoneme. MacKay (1970) describes an interesting phenomenon of non-
-pathological stuttering when one phoneme occurs twice in the neighbourhood,
e g. muss man may become m-muss man. A similar phenomenon (masking) is
the omission of segments under certain conditions, e.g. Friedrich becomes
Friedich (MacKay 1969).

Phoneme alternations in related morphemes form a network of patterns
and native speakers must learn those patterns and the members, i.e. pairs
of words, of each pattern. The division is not simply into productive and non-
-productive alternations but they are hierarchically ordered according to func-
tional load, frequency, etc. (of. Baudouin de Courtenay 1894 for his classifica-
tion). The best motivated rules of alternation are those which are phonetically
conditioned (cf. Crothers and Shibatani 1975: 516 - 526) since those rules are
8190 most easily acquired by speakers.

4.2. The speaker's lexicon is not, however, a register of alternation patterns
and lists of words which undergo a particular alternation, but it has a complex
organization. Fromkin (1971) postulates seven sub-parts of such a lexicon:

(a) A complete list of formatives with all tho features specifiod, i.o. phonological,
orthographical, syntactic, and semantic.

(b) A subdivision of phonological listings according to the number of syllables.
This is necessitated by the fact that speakers can remember the number of
syllables of a word without remembering the phonological shape of the syllables.
This is also suggested by the fact that one can got a subject to produce a list
of ono-, two-, and threosyllable words.

(c) A reversed dictionary subcomponont, to account for the ability of speakers
to produce a list of words all ending in a particular sound or lottor.

(d) A sub-component of phonologically grouped syllables, to account for the ability
of spoakors to form rhymes.

9 Paper'
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(e) Formatives grouped according to syntactic categories, to account for .. the
ability of speakers to list nouns, or verbs, or adverbs on command, as well as
the more important ability to form grammatical sentences.

(f) Formatives grouped according to hierarchical sets of semantic classes.
.(g) Words listed alphabetically by orthographic spelling.

Furthermore, it seems plausible to assume that all these components must
be intricately linked in a complicated network" (Fromkin 1971 : 237 - 238).

Linell (1974: 49) suggests "that for each speaker there is one PCIS [Psy-
chologically Central Invariant Structuring] for each word". He does not claim,
however, that all speakers have the same PCISs (the structuring may depend,
for example, on the style of speaking the speaker is confronted with) or that
the PCIS is the only phonological structuring of a word. Similarly, M. Ohala's
(1974) experiments show that speakers may store lexical items in different
forms.

Naturally, it is not known exactly in what form the words are stored in
the speaker's brain and how the rules of phoneme alternation operate and
interact (cf. Arnoff 1976 for recent concepts of word formation in generative
phonology). Well-planned experiments are needed to discover and describe
the speaker's system of grammatical rules since not all processes are deducible
from surface phenomena. Linguists will certainly profit from a co-operation
with psychologists and neurologists and "linguistics will become more interest-
ing if it can be shown to be relevant for psychology (and vice versa)" (Linell

1976: 92).

5.1. Grammars should account for the complex network of phonological, mor-
phologicaksyntactic, and semantic relations in language which both native
speakers and foreign language learners are confronted with. The other solu-
tion is an elegant and simple description which will not account for processes
underlying first and second language acquisition (cf. Awedyk 1976: 53 - 54;
Ohlander 1976: 113 - 120). Pedagogical Contrastive Phonology, as a part of a
Pedagogical Contrastive Grammar, will serve as a basis for selecting teaching
materials and techniques. It will contain two sub - components:

(1) a phonological sub-component, i.e. a contrastive analysis of segments
of the languages in question and their realization in words (allophonic
rules),

(2) a morphophonemic sub-component, i.e. a contrastive analysis of al-

ternation patterns (morphophonemic rules).

The two sub-components present different teaching and learning problems,
e.g. Polish speakers learning English may apply a final dovoi ;mg rule of
Polish and produce *[bik] instead of [big] big. They are, however, very unlikely,
to produce *[sto : lz] instead of [stu : lz] (plural of stool) byapplying a morpho-
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phonemic rule characteristic for the alternation in [stuw] eta "table" ,--[stowi]
stay "tables". Taxonomic phonology concetrated on the phonological sub-com-
ponent and what is needed now are systematic contrastive studies of the mor-
phophonemic sub-component.

5.2. Teaching materials in manuals will be systematized in such a way as to
help the language learner to internalize the phonological system of a language.
The 'learner who has been provided with the knowledge of the patterns of
alternation rules will be able to produce novel forms. The possibility of making a
mistake should be reduced to a minimum but wrong derivations will not be
blocked completely. Even native speakers make mistakes since language ac-
quisition is a continuos process which never ends (cf. 11.1cCawley 1968).

Language learning involves abduction: "Abduction proceeds from an ob-
served result, involves a law, and infers that something may be the case....
The conclusions reached by abductive inference afford none of the security
offered by induction and deduction" (Andersen 1973 : 768). This provides a
criterion for the evaluation of grammars and that grammar will rank higher
which leaves the narrowest margin between abductive inference and correct
predictions.

5.3. The model of a Pedagogical Contrastive Phonology outlined here is based
on the following assumptions:

(1) the phonemic level is more concrete than that postulated by genera-
tive phonologists,

(2) morphophonemic rules are not abstract, either, e.g. the Vowel Shift
Rule is a one-step rule changing, for example, the diphtong of an ad-
jectival form like divine into a simpel vowel in the nominal form like
divinity.

As can be seen from the above discussion, abstract analyses postulated by
generative phonologists are unmotivated either from the psychological or from
the pedagogical point of view.
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CONTRASTIVE STUDIES AND INTERLANGUAGE

JANUSZ ARAI:181E1

Uninersily of Silesia, Halo:deo

The term interlanguage (IL) is understood here as the language of the
learner who is in dm process of acquiring a given foreign language. In our
case it is the English language used by Polish learners. In this sense IL was
introduced as a concept by L. Se linker (1972) and it resembles the notions of
approximative system and idiosyncratic dialect introduced by W. Nemser (1971)
and by S.P. Corder (1971) respectively.

From the point of view of description IL can be treated like any dialect
or register but one has to remember two features which make it different
from other linguistic phenomena.

Figure 1

A + B IL

A correct IL
constructions

B errors

I. IL is not a complete system. It is a system which is being built. In this
respect it resemblea child language and these two phenomena have many
features in common.

II. The most characteristic feature of IL is its erroneous constructions. The
presence of errors provides IL with its unique status. Some authors 'rite
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inclined to treat IL analysis and error analysis as the same field. One
of them is S. P. Colder (1971).

"What has come to be known as 'Error Analysis' has to do with the
investigation of the language of second language learners.
... the language of such a lowlier, or 01-Amps certain groupings of learners,
is a special sort of dialect." (Corder 1971: 147).

This kind of approach is very important from the point of ' ices of the economy
of description. We concentrate only on the deviant constructions (des iat from
the point of view of L2) since they are rcsponsib:e for the idiosyncratic clo.racter
of IL. One could, of course, undertake some other kind of IL studies e.g.
stylistic studies and concentrate on the description of A. This kind of research,
however, would be less economic. It would have to consider a much bigger
corpus. The studies of A would nzA tell us much about the proces.ies occurring
in second language acquisition. We receive this information from the study
of errors.

The role of error analysis is different from what it used to be. According
to George (1972: 189):

"at the beginning of the sixties the mord error was aS associated with cor-
rection, at the end with learning."

The sources of errors are numerous and some errors can be predicted by
Contrastive Studies (CS).

It has been agreed that CS can predict or explain only those errors mhich
originate from the native tongue. However we do not share this opinion.
In this paper we would like to concentrate on t s o types of errors which are
of L1 origin and we would like to show the role of CS in connection with these
errors. The errors presented below are the result of negative transfer. Errors
of this category are easily recognizable by error anal.,-sts but unfortunately
the analysts do not go beyond labeling or counting them.

The notions of transfer and negative transfer were borrowed from psy-
chologists and introduced to the field of foreign language learning. Un-
fortunately the notion of transfer in language learning has not been as m ell
described as some other psycholinguistic phenomena. The aim of this paper
is to show some aspects of transferring L1 habits into IL.

The influence of L1 is especially well illustrated in the errors caused by
the transfer of Polish phraseological rules. In the following examples

Cheialbym mie6 te, ksiaikc. I would like to have' this book.
mie6 dwadziacia lat. to be twenty.
mie6 tf) pram to get this job.

Polish mied is rendered by English have, be and get.

(
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A situation like this is a source of errors where have for example, may be used
instead of be or get. The contexts of Polish mied only modulate its meaning
(c.f. Lewicki 1976), whereas in the case of English, the contexts this, twenty
years old and this job require different verbs. Learners unaware of these rules
apply Polish rules to the above contexts and as a result they produce:

When I have 19 years ... (When I am 19 years old)
I must finished the study earlier and have a job
(I must finish my studies as soon as possible and get a job)

In the case of the above errors the L1 meaning is transferred by a transla-
tion equivalent which we shall call primary counterpart. Primary counter-
part is the equivalent which in the process of foreign language learning is
acquired to render the common meaning of a given L1 lexical item. In situa-
tions when a learner produces an L2 utterence sticking to L1 rules he would
use primary counterparts to render a given L1 construction. Primacy, jn
this case, is a matter of statistics. In a great majority of cases Polish mied
is rendered by have and only some contexts in English require get, be, etc.
Whenever these contexts occur the usage of a primary counterpart will be
erroneous.

Since in the majority of cases Polish mied translates as have it will most
probably be introduced as a translation equivalent of mied before the other
equivalents. This will enable the learner to acquire have as a primary counter-
part of mied The have-mied, being more common than other x-mied relation-
ships, will occur more often in the texts to which a learner is exposed. In this
situation a learner will be exposed to have-mied with greater intensity than
to other equivalents of mied. It is both the order and the intensity with which
a given L2 equivalent is introduced which are responsible for its acquisition
as a primary counterpart.

In Polish-English IL preposition errors are very numerous. The main
reason for this situation is the fact that a given surface LI proposition would
have many surface structure counterparts in L2. Underdifferentiation between
these counterparts leads to errors. The following list presents some counter-
parts of the Polish proposition w, which in turn may be counterparts of the
Polish proposition na.

w lesie in the woods
w szkole at school
w tirodQ on Wednesday
w dzieli by day
w lewo to the left
w kapeluszu with his hat
* bek (burst) into tears

. (slowo) w slowo (word) for word
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The above English prepositions
different contexts may render Polish

in the coalmine
at a signal
on a motorcycle
by Saturday
to dinner

(be ill) with the measles
(divide) into parts

for a walk

in different syntactic functions and in
preposition na.

na kopalni
na sygnal
na motorze
na sobot@
na obiad
na odr@
na czOci
na spacer

The list which presents translation counterparts of only one Polish pre
position which are at the same time counterparts of another Li item shows
how complicated the prepositional system of English is for Poles. Using the
data from the list we can predict the hypothetical number of underdifferentia-
tion errors likely to be made by Poles. The number can be calculated by the
following formula (Arabski 1968):

S =N2_N

where N stands for the number of L3 constructions rendering a given L.; con-
struction. TherA will be 112 wrong substitution errors (56 for each 'Polish
preposition) musing w and na English counterparts.

The above formula shows that from the point of view of CS, where one
compares languages without the consideration of learning and teaching
processes, every translation equivalent of Polish w has an equal chance of
being accepted by a. learner as a counterpart of w and of being used instead
of other counterparts. Since w kapelv-szu translates by with a hat, with may
be picked up as the only equivalent of w and be used instead of in, at, on, etc.

Using the data from the list with may represent 8 different prepositions
in the same may that every other preposition may represent the same 8itoms
from the list. This would give us 64 combinations (8 X 8). We have to sub-
tract from this number the usage of with instead of with or in which are not
erroneous forms (minus 8). This calculation leaves us with 66 combinations
of possible error types.

In practice, however, it does not work this way. Polish w ieaie (in the woods)
is very unlikely to be translated as with the woods and it is very likely to be
rendered in IL as at the woods,. A loarner in his process of L2 acquisition learns
that a given meaning of a Polish item, e.g. wis rendered by English in. Hypo-
thetically from this time on every occurrence of Polish w will be rendered by
the learner as in (with the exception of those phrases -which are. correctly
acquired and do not occur in IL as a result of translation from Polish). in a
situation like this a learner sticks to his L1 system and transfers it it IL
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by an item which we have called a primary counterpart. A primary emitter-
part is an item -which in IL represents the whole group (list) of L2 translation
equivalents and thus causes underdifferentiation errors.

It changes its character throughout the process of language acquisition,
i.e. during IL development. Using the example of in representing the whole
list of iv counterparts we can say that in the course of IL development in
represents a smaller and smaller number of L2 prepositions. In the course
of Target Language acquisition a learner acquires the prc.oer usage of eaLeh

of the to counterparts until in represents only itself (the correct usage). Shown
below is the hypothetical model of this process.

cepresents all

it counterparts

an represents

all 11 counterparts

minus at

the proper thage 01

at is acquire.d I% one

of then counterparts

en representS all

it counterparts

minus at and on

Figure 2

the proper usage or
on is stemmed as one

of the tr counterparts

The above underdifferentiation process can also be classified as a simplifica-
tion and it occurs also in pidgins and creoles discussed by E. C. Traugott
(1974). The NigerKongo pidgin language Sango renders English at, in, on,
by Sango na (the similarity in sound with Polish na is purely coincidental)
(c.f. Traugott, 1974 : 274).

Acquisition of a given construction is a process. It does not occur in a
given moment. There is a period of time when the same construction is some-
times used properly and sometimes erroneously. This may be illustrated by
the examples from two tests a week apart taken by the same learner.

Someone to whom I'd have to prepare meals. (for whom I would ...)
Someone for whom I'd have to prepare meals
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One could argue that a primary counterpart is an individual phenomenon.
A given learner may be first exposed or exposed with a bigger intensity to
e.g. different w counterparts from another learner. As a result these twolearner
would acquire different counterparts for Polish to in their Es.

This again is only partly true. In an organized school teaching process
all the learners are exposed to the same materials and textbooks. Also teaching
materials always present certain constructions first and thus enable the
learners to acquire them as their primary counterparts. In the ela.ssroom
and on the shelf are likely to be introduced before word for word and be ill
with the measles.

The errors found in the corpus support the above hypothesis. The to counter-
parts are represented by in and Polish na is mostly rendered by on.

Besides, it is difficult, in my opinion, to be a good father and a good hus-
band and a good student in. the same time. (at the same time)
My husband could not help me in the housework. (with the housework)
Ho disappears in the door (through the door)
The problem of money is very real in student married couples. (for [among
student married couples)
Marriage in the time of study can be a new problem. (Marriage during
one's studies)
I wish study on the University (at the University)
I have time on marriage (for marriage)
results on this field (try to attain the best possible
I have only one answer on this question (to this question)
results in this field)
You should concentrate on it and try to have the best results on this
field (try to attain the best possible results in this field)

Most confusion observed in IL concerns underdifferentiation of in and
at. The syntactic functions of in and at are similar, e.g.,

He married in old ago.
Ho married at a young ago.

and sometimes they are interchangable:
They live in Stirling.
They live at Stirling.
This syntactic and semantic closeness is an additional factor causing

underdifferentiation errors.
I think that marriage in young age depends on great love (at a young age)
I wrote it in the beginning of my paper (I wrote this at the beginning)
Being a married woman is a pleasure, especially when husband can help
at studies (when a husband can help in /with one's studies)
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The substitution of L2 prepositions by their IL primary counterparts
is only one aspect of the transfer of the Polish prepositional system. As soon
as a primary counterpart of a given Polish preposition is acquired, a learner
begins to use Polish contructions with their English counterparts. This may
ledd to erroneous expansions or to omitting prepositions in English phrases
is Ilia from the point of view of preposition usage are Polish constructions
with English lexical items.

Sit I 11 tym samym wieku.
They are IN the same age. (They are the same age)
Ni Nis mop pozwolie sobie Ina malienstwo.

I can't afford on marriage.
(I cannot afford to marry)

vie mop 1pogwiccie swoim dzieciom tyle czasu ile potrzeba.
They cannot devote their children as much time as necessary.
(devote as much time as is necessary to their children)

Larry Selinker (1972) distinguishes five central processes which occur
in IL. They are "language transfer", "transfer of training", "strategies of
second language learning", "strategies of second language communication"
and "overgeneralization of target language linguistic material". According
to H. G. Widdowson (forthcoming)

"all of the processes which Selinker refers to are tactical variations of the same
underlying simplification strategy and ... in general error analysis is a practical
account of basic simplifying procedures which lie at the heart of communicative
competence and which are not restricted to people engaged in the learning of a
second language system."

(italics mine)

The above mentioned errors are typical representatives of language transfer.
Our aim was to show how language transfer is technically realized. We also
wanted to show how simplification strategy works technically.

According to Widdowson the simplification strategy is not restricted to
foreign language acquisition. We have already mentioned the case of simpli-
fication in the pidgin language Sango. The notion of overextention in child
language can also be treated as simplification. It is a well known process of
using e.g. dog to range over dogs, cats, cows, horses, sheep, etc. (see Clark
1973). Looking for analogies we could go further and see the development
of child language in terms of Piaget's theory of learning (Clark 1975: 312):

"For Piaget, the central processes of learning, the functional invariants, in-
clude assimilation and accommodation. According to this view the child is born
with a very limited sot of beim% lour patterns ur schemata, which he scoks to assert
on any object he encounters. For instance, he will try to suck blankets and fingers
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as well as the nipple or a teat. This process, whereby the child seeks to encompass
an available object into an activity schema, is called assimilation. While tr3 ing to
assimilate these objects to his schema, the infant discovers that lie has to open
his mouth in a different way to suck different objects, so his schema becomes dif-
ferentiated as a result of interaction with his environment. This process is called
accommodation."

The notion of primary counterpart (in functioning as in, at, on, with, etc.)
can be compared with overextention, uhic is a linguistic counterpart of Piaget's
assimilation. The development, of the IL prepositional system presented in.
figure 2 (differentiation process) may in turn be compared to Piaget's notion
of accommodation.

In light of the above discussion, primary counterpart is the lexical of gram-
matical construction transferring L1 construction into IL. When we deal
with one to one correspondence between L1 and L2 (congruent constructions)
the transfer is positive and results in the acceptable L2 construction.

Tom jest dzielny.= Toni is brave.

Whenever LI item is rendered by more than one translation equivalent on
of these equivalents will be selected to act as a prirnary counterpart and thus,
will simplify L2 system. As we can see, language transfer occurs with those
constructions which are simpler in L1. By simpler constructions we mean.
here those which represent a wider semantic range. In the process of IL deli clop-

inent they undergo differentiation.
The errors presented above cannot be described in terms of their origin

without realizing the differences existing between Polish and English pro-
positional systems. CS enable us to comprehend the source of difficulties
manifested by language errors. Their role however, is explanatory. CS cannot
predict the type of error, since it depends on input and intake in the process.
of foreign language teaching and learning. It is this input and intake islich
play the decisive role in selecting a given item as a primary counterpart. CS,
being involved in the comparison of L1 and L2 systems, cannot predict all
the circumstances in which these two systems are put in contact. CS do not
consider the quantitative aspect of the described constructions and this
aspect also governs the role of a given L2 construction in IL.

The notion of prediction itself applies to phenomena which are about to
happen in the future. The difficulties in the acquisition of English by Poles
are taking place now in hundreds of schools, evening courses, private tutorials
and at the Universities. They occur in every situation where English is taught
and learnt. In order to learn about them one should study these difficulties.
There is no need to predict them like there is no need to predict today 's-
weather.
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